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ABSTRACT 

The Aegean Sea, as an integral portion of the Mediterranean Sea, has always been a region 

endowed with special significance.  Either as a familiar route of trade or culture, or as a 

fault-line between hostile civilizations and states, this vortex of human dynamic and 

conflict is a center of tactical and strategic interplay that has evolved over thousands of 

years.  Although sovereignty in the Aegean ultimately lies with the states of Greece and 

Turkey within today’s global governance structure as laid out in the 1982 United Nations 

Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS III), the geographic space of the Aegean Sea 

is a cumulative social construction assembled over centuries of interactions and events, and 

the traditional concept of Westphalian sovereignty embedded in UNCLOS III is being 

increasingly perforated by the paradiplomatic activities of the plethora of non-state actors 

who operate on the world stage of the 21st century.  These circumstances mute the ability 

of UNCLOS III to mitigate and/or resolve the issues of maritime delimitation.  This 

historically and theoretically grounded research looks beyond the static lines of traditional 

sovereignty in the Aegean arena as defined by UNCLOS III to examine the agents 

operating within this socially constructed space, and how they act through paradiplomacy 

to perforate state sovereignty in decisions regarding exploration, extraction, and 

exploitation of the hydrocarbon reserves projected to exist in the area. 

mailto:mahbpc@mail.missouri.edu
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PROLOGUE 

"Είμαστε με κάποια έννοια αμφίβια, όχι αποκλειστικα σε σχέση με τη στεια, αλλά και επισης με τη υάλασσα 

... η υάλασσα και η στερια στις οποιες κατοικούμε, παρεχουν υέατρα δράσης, περιορισμένα για περιορισμνους 

ενέργειες και τεράστια για μεγαλοπρεπείς πράξεις". 

Στράβων 

“We are in a certain sense amphibious, not exclusively connected with the land but with the sea as well… 
the sea and land in which we dwell furnishes theaters for action, limited for limited actions and vast for 

grander deeds.”1 

Stravon/Strabo 

In January 2009, a large natural gas deposit was discovered in the highly under-

explored area of the Levantine Basin of the Mediterranean Sea.  Located some fifty miles 

west of the Israeli port city of Haifa, exploration for the find had been conducted by the 

state of Israel and their US partner Noble Energy.  Named the Tamar Field, the well 

consisted of multiple high-quality reservoirs2; it was the largest conventional natural gas 

discovery in the world in 2009, with appraisals determining gross mean resources of ten 

trillion cubic feet (Tcf) of natural gas.  In 2010, a year after the discovery of Tamar, the 

same consortium led by Noble Energy hit the largest gas find in company history at the 

Leviathan Field in the same geologic basin, eighty-four miles west of Haifa and three miles 

deep.3  Appraisals of the field were announced by the three Israeli companies working with 

Noble Energy to be 19Tcf, the world’s largest deep water find in a decade. 

1 Strabo. (1892) The Geography of Strabo, Volume 1. United Kingdom: H. G. Bohn. Pg. 15-16. 
2 Recent Discoveries.  http://www.nobleenergyinc.com/exploration/recent-discoveries-130.html.  
3 Noble Energy began its hydrocarbon explorations in the Levant Basin offshore Israel and Cyprus in 2008.  

Besides the major discoveries of the Tamar and Levathian fields in 2009 and 2011 respectively, other fields 

discovered include Dalit (2009), Dolphin (2011), Noa 2 (2011), Tanin (2012), Pinnacles (2012), and Karish 

(2013).  Located in the Cyprus offshore sector to the northwest, the Aphrodite field was discovered in 

2011.  Out of the Noble discoveries, only Tamar and the smaller Noa fields are onstream (as of 2017), with 

http://www.nobleenergyinc.com/exploration/recent-discoveries-130.html
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Sensing that major hydrocarbon discoveries were being confirmed that had the 

potential to change the geopolitics of the entire region and the energy resource inventory 

of the world, the United States Geologic Survey (USGS) launched its first-ever estimate of 

the total oil and natural gas resources in a broad region that encompassed the Eastern 

Mediterranean, including the Aegean Basin offshore Greece, Turkey and Cyprus, the 

Levant Basin offshore Lebanon, Israel and Syria, and the Nile Basin off the coast of Egypt. 

“Their conclusion was impressive to put it mildly” wrote William Engdahl in early 20124, 

with calculations of the Eastern Mediterranean hydrocarbon resources assessed at totals of 

345Tcf of natural gas and 3.4 billion barrels of oil respectively.  Suddenly this highly 

strategic and geopolitically sensitive area of the world was facing new geopolitical 

challenges and the potential for conflict.  The Aegean, with its long history of discord 

between the states of Greece and Turkey, became a renewed source of tension between the 

two countries with the hydrocarbon resources moving to center stage as an impetus for the 

declaration of an Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) by both states.  “These discoveries 

remain susceptible to regional conflicts arising from the fact that maritime borders between 

states in the region were not demarcated before the discoveries were made, or from the way 

that these borders overlap”5, and are complicated by “ongoing operations and their legal 

implications for petroleum investments.6 

Levathian to follow in 2019.  The Israeli government, fearing dominance of the sector by just one player 

has ordered divestment of the Karish and Tanin fields to the Greek Energean.  Source: Drilling Info. 20 

April 2017. Oil Majors See Huge Opportunity in Eastern Mediterranean.  

http://www.oilprice.com/Energy/Energy-

General/Oil_Majors_See_Huge_Opportunity_In_Eastern_Mediterranean.html. 
4 Engdahl, F. W. 2012. The New Mediterranean Oil and Gas Bonanza – Part I: Israel’s Levant Basin – a 

new geopolitical curse? Voltaire Network: Frankfurt Germany. 20 February. 

www.voltairenet.org/article172827.html.  
5 Khadduri, W. 2012. Eastern Mediterranean Gas: Opportunities and Challenges.  Mediterranean Politics 

17 (1): 1. http://www.tandfonline.com/pdf/10.1080/.  
6 Ibid. 

http://www.voltairenet.org/article172827.html
http://www.tandfonline.com/pdf/10.1080/
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The consideration of any natural resource exploration, extraction, and exploitation 

focuses attention on the multitude of entities, or actors, that are involved in this type of 

undertaking.  This is particularly true in the case of a highly valued resource like 

hydrocarbons.  Governments are inevitably involved, as are other actors, agents, and 

intermediaries, all of whom are seeking to serve their own best interests, and to have their 

opinions heard and acted upon.  This swirling current of policy and decision-making 

processes naturally underlines a salient aspect of this type of issue: just who is making the 

decisions and setting policies?  

For nearly four centuries, “…the reigning model of world governance has been 

based on the sovereignty of the nation-state.”7  Emerging as concepts of modern Western 

rationalism in the seventeenth century, the state and sovereignty exist in a reciprocal 

relationship: the state assumes sovereignty just as sovereignty assumes the state. 

Sovereignty expresses the notion of the state’s independent status as a political legal entity 

in the world and its absolute power to make law; a “…necessary and inalienable political 

and legal property of any state, its constant attribute.”8  However, in a world of ever-

increasing economic globalization, the rise of supranational regulation and the 

interconnected age of information and communication technology, among other 

developments, the once exclusively held model of Westphalian sovereignty is being 

challenged by the proliferation of non-governmental actors who act as a ‘vector’ or 

‘conduit’ in the management of international relations, and exercise a variety of latitudes 

 7 Mingus, M. 2003. Transnational and Subnational Paradiplomacy: Is this Perforated Sovereignty or Are 

Democracy and Civil Society Just Reaching Across Borders? 16th Annual Conference of the Public 

Administration Theory Network. Anchorage, AK. 
8 Gevorgyan, K. Concept of State Sovereignty: Modern Attitudes. 

http://www.ysu.am/files/Karen_Gevorgyan.pdf. Pg. 431. 

http://www.ysu.am/files/Karen_Gevorgyan.pdf
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of influence over decision and policy-making processes. Their influence ranges from 

subtle, tangential, and extremely oblique inertias to surgically specific financial activities, 

or overt and definitively precise hard-policy implementations; they can, and do, move the 

behavior of sovereign states along a continuum of policy actions to positions that favor, or 

correspond with, the desired position of the active agent.  In doing so, they constitute a 

perforation, or puncturing, of the sovereignty of the socially constructed nation-state in 

question.  

The concept of ‘perforated sovereignty’ first appears in scholarly literature in the 

1980s, of which the best-known is Perforated Sovereignties and International Relations: 

Trans-Sovereign Contacts of Subnational Governments edited by Ivo Duchachek, Daniel 

Latouche, and Garth Stevenson.  The book was followed closely by Ivo Duchachek’s 

“Perforated Sovereignties: Towards a Typology of New Actors in International Relations” 

in Hans J. Michelmann and Panayotis Soldatos’ 1990 publication of Federalism and 

International Relations.  The concept was slow to gain a foothold in the scholarly world 

but gained significant strength in the first decade of the twenty-first century.  Concurrently, 

giving ‘voice’ to the multitude of actors who are perforating sovereignties, is the work, 

primarily in the fields of international relations and political science, in ‘paradiplomacy’. 

The earliest publication in paradiplomacy uncovered by this research is that of Rohan 

Butler (1961)9, and other prominent authors in the field include Francisco Aldecoa, 

Michael Keating, Noé Cornago, Brian Hocking, Friedrich Kratochwill, Guy Lachapelle, 

Stèphane Paquin, and Panayotis Soldatos.  Much of the work in the fields of ‘perforated 

9 Butler, R. 1961. Paradiplomacy. In ed. Sarkissian, A. O. Studies in Diplomatic History and Historiography 

in Honor of G. P. Gooch. London, UK: Longman Publishing Company. Pgs. 12-25. 
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sovereignty’ and paradiplomacy however, has been centered on the role of sub-national 

governments or supra-national organizations in the terrestrial environment, and nothing 

has been uncovered in the process of this multi-year research endeavor that applies these 

concepts to the maritime realm.  It is the goal of this thesis to apply the concept of 

‘perforated sovereignty’ to understand the role of non-state actors in the contemporary 

social construction of the Aegean Sea region. 

Figure 1. 

The Aegean Sea Region

Source: http://mapsland.com/asia/turkey/large-detailed-political-map-of-aegean-sea-region-with-roads-

railroads-and-major-cities-2006. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

“Between the movement of life, which is never at rest, and the earth’s territory (Raum), which remains 

constant, arises a contradiction.  Out of this contradiction the struggle for space is born…For space is the 

very first condition of life, in terms of which all other conditions are measured, above all substance.”10 

Freidrich Ratzel 

The concept of physical space is one of the most fundamental of geographic 

concepts11, and has been a focal point of philosophical discourse for many years.  It 

comprises the substance that is fundamental to human life on earth through its constitution 

of land, water, and atmosphere, and when filtered through human experiences, it has the 

capacity to invoke or release an emotional response. Space is a multidimensional concept 

that is at once economic, political, semiotic, and experiential, an integral part of social 

interaction, not a transparent medium upon which things happen. The connections that 

people have to land, water, or natural resources are highly differentiated across space, but 

they all have in common the fact that spaces have meaning – representations, functions, 

order or disorder – contestation and conflicts over space and the resources that exist there. 

The space is shared by multiple contending forces, produced and reproduced through 

human intentions constraining or influencing those factors producing it, and “it is along 

borders that one can best appreciate the acuteness of this perpetual struggle over space in 

global politics.” 12 

10 Bassin, M. 1987. Imperialism and the Nation State in Friedrich Ratzel’s Political Geography. Progress in 

Human Geography 11 (4): 473-495. Pg. 479. 
11 Mazúr, E. and J. Urbánek. 1983. Space in Geography. GeoJournal 7 (2): 139-143. Pg. 139. 
12 ÓTuathail, G. 1996. Critical Geopolitics: The Politics of Writing Global Space. Minneapolis, MN: 

University of Minnesota Press. Pg. 1. 
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Borders and boundaries as the demarkers and measures of space are arguably the 

most ubiquitous features of political life.  They constitute a physically manifested 

parameter of a zone of power and influence, and yet they are also indicative of spatial 

change and variability.  They are “…inherent to logics of inside and outside, practices of 

inclusion and exclusion, and questions about identity and difference.”13  While there are 

many kinds of borders that may be identified – national, regional and geographic 

differences, cultural, ethnic, religious, racial – none of these borders are in any sense given, 

but rather they are “…(re)produced through modes of affirmation and contestation and 

[are], above all, lived.”14  They are not natural, nor are they static or neutral, but 

“…historically contingent, politically charged, dynamic phenomena that first and foremost 

involve people and their everyday lives.”15  Humans draw the lines that divide the 

physical space of the world into specific categories, territories and places; we are 

“geographic beings”, for whom the fashioning of places, and consequently the process of 

bordering, seems natural.16  Yet borders are not a natural phenomenon; “…they exist in the 

world only to the extent that humans regard them as meaningful.”17  Borders play diverse 

roles as dividers of space and symbolic markers of control in the social processes of daily 

life, defining spaces where laws and social norms differ, creating and signifying varied 

legal responsibilities and commitments, social groupings and behavioral suppositions for 

different places, and influencing movement. And for the most part, people move across 

multiple boundaries in the course of their daily lives, some of them formal that delineate 

                                                             
13 Vaughn-Williams, N. 2009. Border Politics: The Limits of Sovereign Power. Edinburgh, UK: Edinburgh 
University Press. Pg. 1. 
14 Ibid. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Diener, A. C. and J. Hagen. 2012. Borders: A Very Short Introduction. New York: Oxford University 

Press. Pg. 1. 
17 Ibid. 
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ownership or mark the limits of governmental authority, “…while others are symbolic or 

informal associations of places with social groups or ideas.”18  Beginning as somewhat 

nebulous zones between clan and tribal societies, early borders were very loosely defined, 

and marked informally with fences, ditches, rivers or even with lines drawn on the 

ground.19  More akin to a zone, they were often of an unspecified width.  They represented 

a kind of fortification, encompassing the transitional spaces between walled cities or 

imperial realms.  Following the wars of religion in Europe that culminated in the 1648 

Peace of Westphalia, these transitional zones across Europe gradually became seemingly 

rigid lines delineating nation-states.  “This model of organizing political space was 

subsequently exported to the rest of the world through European colonial conquest, most 

prominently during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.”20  Internally, bureaucratic 

control compelled further division of the state’s space into provinces and counties, cities 

and towns, and other administrative districts in addition to numerous informal social 

boundaries that are also expressed spatially.  While the world may be replete with a myriad 

of geographic boundaries, the primary function of borders is to create and differentiate 

places, separating the political, economic, social or cultural meanings of one geographic 

space from another, and they often appear to be both natural and timeless. But the reality 

is much more complicated.  As recent world history suggests, they are in fact, impermanent 

features of social life, dependent on particular circumstances rather than being permanent 

                                                             
18 Diener, A. C. and J. Hagen. 2012. Borders: A Very Short Introduction. New York: Oxford University 

Press. Pg. 1. 
19 Elden, S. 2011. Territory without Borders. Harvard International Review. http://hir.harvard.edu/territory-

without-borders/.  
20 Diener, A. C. and J. Hagen. 2012. Borders: A Very Short Introduction. New York: Oxford University 

Press. Pg. 2. 

http://hir.harvard.edu/territory-without-borders/
http://hir.harvard.edu/territory-without-borders/
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and, as their origin suggests, “…they are likely to bring crucial consequences in domestic 

and international politics.”21 

 The institutional phenomenon of borders is most often associated with territory; the 

territorial principle is never absent.22  It is the heart of both identity and cohesion, and it is 

of extreme importance to states.23  This is particularly the case in the international context, 

where sovereign control within one’s boundaries is thought to be the defining characteristic 

of a state.  Territory is “…linked to the population and natural resources, to emotive 

attachments; it can be understood as terrain, related to tactical and strategic matters; it is a 

legal notion inherently intertwined with jurisdiction and sovereignty; it is a portion of 

bounded space, ready to be located and catalogued; it links politics, people and the 

environment…”.24  As such, it is a powerful force in human affairs and the course of civil 

development, and often a source of conflict. 

 Throughout history, humans have shown that they have been willing to fight and 

die to seize or defend territory.25  In some of the most vexing cases of conflict, territory is 

the central theme; territorial disputes being “…traditionally regarded as one of the most 

common sources of war.”26  This is especially true where different groups lay claim to the 

                                                             
21 Chang, B. W. 2010. The power of geographical boundaries: Cultural, political, and economic border 

effects in a unitary nation. Master’s Thesis, University of Iowa. Pg. 2.  
22 Jones, S. B. 1959. Boundary Concepts in the Setting of Place and Time. Annals of the Association of 

American Geographers 49 (3): 241-255. Pg. 242. 
23 Murphy A. B. 1990. Historical Justifications for Territorial Claims. Annals of the Association of American 

Geographers 80 (4). 531-548. Pg. 532. 
24 Elden, S. 2013. The Significance of Territory. Geographica Helvetica 68 (1): 65-68. Pg. 66. 
25 Johnson, D. D. P. and M. D. Toft. 2013-2014. Grounds for War: The Evolution of Territorial Conflict. 

International Security 38 (3): 7-38. Pg. 7. 
26 Forsberg, T. 1996. Explaining Territorial Disputes: From Power Politics to Normative Reasons. Journal 

of Peace Research. 33(4): 433-449. Abstract. 

http://www.researchgate.net/publication/246143317_Explaining_Territorial_Disputes_From_Power_Politic

s_to_Normative_Reasons.  

http://www.researchgate.net/publication/246143317_Explaining_Territorial_Disputes_From_Power_Politics_to_Normative_Reasons
http://www.researchgate.net/publication/246143317_Explaining_Territorial_Disputes_From_Power_Politics_to_Normative_Reasons
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same ground.  There is, however, little consensus on why territory in general persists as 

such a sensitive flash point. As one recent study observes, “The relative violence of 

territorial disputes is widely demonstrated empirically but is without a widely accepted 

explanation.”27  And whilst material interests are often at stake, “symbolic’ factors are also 

invoked as a powerful driver of disputes over territory, leading to conflict over land “…that 

for all practical purposes is devoid of value.”28  Power, domestic politics, institutions, and 

culture are also important in explaining territorial conflict.  

 Historically, the desire for territory has been a chief cause of war.  Geography is a 

“facilitating condition for conflict”29, and even if territory and borders “…do not cause 

wars, they at least create structure of risks and opportunities in which conflictual behavior 

is apparently more likely to occur.”30  Perhaps the most obvious benefit of territory is the 

tangible elements that it contains such as fertile agricultural land, fresh water, strategic 

minerals, or hydrocarbons.  Among other reasons, certain territories are considered of great 

value because they provide access to the sea or major trade routes, particularly if they 

include warm-water or deep-water ports or control over strategic waterways.31 

Disputes over territory are nothing new.  Although most of the contemporary world 

is divided neatly into distinct nations with clearly defined borders, there are places on the 

                                                             
27 Carter, D. B. and H. E. Goemans. 2011. The Making of Territorial Order: New Borders and the Emergence 

of Interstate Conflict”. International Organization 65 (2): 275-309. Pg. 306. 
28 Vasquez, J. A. 2009 The War Puzzle Revisited. Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press. Pg. 157.  See 

also Goertz, G. and P. F. Diehl. 1992. Territorial Changes and International Conflict. London: Routledge; 

and Kahler, M. and B. F. Walter. 2006 Territoriality and Conflict in an Era of Globalization. Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press. 
29 Hensel, P. R. 2012. Territory: Geography, Contentious Issues, and World Politics. In ed. Vasquez, J. A. 

What Do We Know About War? 2nd ed., 3-26. Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield Publishers, Inc. Pg. 3. 
30 Starr, H. and B. Most. 1978. A Return Journey: Richardson, ‘Frontiers’, and Wars in the 1946-1965 Era”. 

Journal of Conflict Resolution 22 (3): 441-468. Pg. 444. 
31 Hensel, P. R. 2012. Territory: Geography, Contentious Issues, and World Politics. In ed. Vasquez, J. A. 

What Do We Know About War? 2nd ed., 3-26. Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield Publishers, Inc. Pg. 9. 
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planet that do not fit this model; places that are claimed by more than one state.  The list 

of disputed territories across the globe is long and constantly changing, with over one 

hundred and fifty disputes currently underway that involve territory.  Some disputes are 

distant, some are long-standing, and others are more critical; they range from major wars 

whose impact can be felt around the world to minor disagreements over remote and 

uninhabited areas.  But no matter where they are located, few subjects are more politically 

sensitive.  To put it bluntly, there is “…no shortage of disputes either about territory or 

with a territorial dimension.”32  But while there is no single, clear definition of what exactly 

constitutes a disputed territory, it can generally be said that the states involved disagree on 

the location of the border.  “Attachment to territory, regardless of whether it is on land or 

at sea, and its role in nation-building are the major drivers of a country’s all too often 

uncompromising position on its sovereignty claims.”33 

Boundary and territorial disputes may evolve from historical or cultural claim, or 

they may be brought on by competition for resource exploitation.34  Rival empires as well 

as states have fought over boundaries to define ownership of certain territories and thereby 

acquire control of the resources located within.  Disputed border zones and offshore areas 

that were thought to possess no particular value, suddenly become very valuable and worth 

fighting for when resources are discovered there.  Issues pertaining to control over the sea 

have long been the subject of regulation and international supervision, especially regarding 

                                                             
32 Conant, E. 2014. 6 of the World’s Most Worrisome Disputed Territories. 
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/03/14328-disputed-territories-geography-russia-crimea/.  
33 Bateman, S. 2010. Foreword. In Emmers, R. Geopolitics and Maritime Territorial Disputes in East Asia. 

London: Routledge. Pg. vii. 
34 Rongxing, G. 2010. Territorial Disputes and Seabed Petroleum Exploration: Some Options for the East 

China Sea. Center for Northeast Asian Policy Studies Working Paper. Washington DC: The Brookings 

Institution. 

http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/03/14328-disputed-territories-geography-russia-crimea/
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land, mineral and energy resources, and the sea’s role in providing a state with power and 

resources is now more important than ever.35 In today’s world, with increased concerns 

over resource scarcity and energy security, control over natural resources becomes a major 

geopolitical factor to explain a state’s behavior. 

Human history has been marked by continuous struggles over the acquisition and 

control of territory and resources, and the need to access natural resources for economic 

growth has been a constant driver of international policy.  Empires and kingdoms have 

risen or fallen as the result of victories or defeats in wars that were heavily laden with 

natural resource considerations36, and history is replete with examples of friendships and 

alliances forged to defend access to, and control of, essential natural resources.  We only 

have to examine the histories of oil, gas, and minerals to see “…how the struggles to secure 

these resources has both excited and driven international politics.”37   

Whereas in the years after the Second World War the relentless pursuit of resources 

was overshadowed by the political and ideological exigencies of the rivalry between the 

Soviet Union and the United States, it has resurfaced with fresh intensity in recent years.  

Since the adoption of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea in 1982, 

maritime territorial disputes have been on the rise, accelerating with the end of the Cold 

War as “…international relations have shifted from divisions along ideological lines to 

economic competition over access to vital resources, especially oil and natural gas.”38  This 

                                                             
35 Nemeth, S. C., S. M. Mitchell, E. A. Nyman, and P. R. Hensel. 2007. Proceedings, 2007 Annual Meeting 

of the International Studies Association, Chicago Illinois. Pg. 2. 
36 Abiodun, A. 2007. Natural Resources and Conflict in Africa: The Tragedy of Endowment. Rochester, NY: 

Rochester Press. Pg. 1. 
37 Dannreuther, R. 2013. Geopolitics and International Relations of Resources. In ed. Dannreuther, R. and 

W. Ostrowski. Global Resources. London: Palgrave Macmillan. Pg. 79. 
38 Yee, A. 2011. Maritime Territorial Disputes in East Asia: A Comparative Analysis of the South China Sea 

and the East China Sea. Journal of Current Chinese Affairs 40 (2): 165-193. Pg. 166. 
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international legal framework for the world’s oceans and seas “…allows ocean-bordering 

states to claim an exclusive economic zone extending offshore for up to two hundred miles, 

within which they have the sole right to exploit marine life and undersea resource 

deposits.”39  The system works satisfactorily in large, open bodies of water, “…but it 

generates enormous friction in situations where several states border an inland sea…or a 

relatively confined body of water.”40  Given the importance of economic vigor, security 

issues, the rising demand for energy resources,  and the likelihood of significant shortages 

in the not distant future, the “…dramatic rise in the realisable economic value of oceans 

and the rapid spread of sovereign states to cover virtually all land areas…explain[s] why 

oceans have become areas of intense competition for scarce goods.”41 

In past decades, decisions regarding energy issues have traditionally been through 

the powers of nation-states through foreign or domestic policies.  With the trend towards 

globalization however, this paradigm surrounding energy supplies to meet demands is 

under increasing pressures from other influences in the form of non-state actors.  But while 

“…what were once domains of authority exclusive to states…are now being shared with 

other loci or sources of authority”42, the national state remains the only class of entity which 

possesses the acknowledged legitimate ability to project power and authority.  These 

projections of power on the part of the national state are, however, moderated by the virtual 

                                                             
39 Klare, M. 2002. Resource Wars: The New Landscape of Global Conflict. Basingstoke, UK: Macmillan 

Publishers. Pg. 22. 
40 Ibid. 
41 Yee, A. 2011. Maritime Territorial Disputes in East Asia: A Comparative Analysis of the South China Sea 

and the East China Sea. Journal of Current Chinese Affairs 40 (2): 165-193. Pg. 166.  See also Buzan, B. 

1978. A Sea of Troubles?: Sources of Disputes in the New Ocean Regime. Adelphi Papers 0567-932X, 

Number 143. London: International Institute for Strategic Studies. 
42 Ferguson, Y. F. and R. J. B. Jones. 2012. Political Space: Frontiers of Change and Governance in a 

Globalizing World. Albany, NY: State University of New York. Pg. 267. 
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and ethereal influences of individual or combined institutional dynamics.  The institutional 

non-state actors have introduced new sets of relationships and power dynamics to the 

regions in which they operate, and the familiar traditional category of actors, the 

“Westphalian paradigm”43 of the territorial sovereign state, while still important, is finding 

its sovereignty increasingly perforated by this new complexity. 

1.1 Westphalian Sovereignty 

Humans may be “geographic beings” that are predisposed to spatial organization, 

“…but how we structure territory and to what end, has evolved radically over time 

reflecting changing political, social, and economic contexts.”44  These differing modes of 

territoriality, the means by which humans create, communicate, and control geographic 

spaces either individually or through some political or social entity, have varied across 

space and over time, resulting in diverse practices of bordering that range from the 

placement of permanent markers to the performance of intermittent ceremonies and from 

the demarcation of sharp lines to the broad definition of transitional zones.  Few appreciate 

that very different modes of territorial organization existed merely three centuries ago.45  

The modern international system is a relatively recent human construct that arose out of 

earlier human conceptions of these sociopolitical organizations and territorial formations.   

Although a complex and contextual phenomenon, today’s “…universe composed 

of sovereign states, each with exclusive authority within its own geographic 

boundaries…”46 traces its origins to the Peace of Westphalia, which ended the Thirty 

                                                             
43 Kerr, P. and G. Wiseman. 2013. Diplomacy in a Globalizing World: Theories and Practice. New York: 

Oxford University Press USA. Pg. 87. 
44 Diener, A. C. and J. Hagen. 2012. Borders: A Very Short Introduction. New York: Oxford University Press 

USA. Pg. 4. 
45 Ibid. Pgs. 4-5. 
46 Krasner, S. D. 1995. Compromising Westphalia. International Security 20 (3): 115-151. Pg. 115. 
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Years’ War in 1648.  One of the greatest and longest armed contests of the early modern 

period, the Thirty Years’ War47 had its foundations in religious disagreements, but quickly 

became a political conflict as well as a competition for power.  Based on the principles of 

autonomy and territory, the Westphalian model offers a “…simple, arresting, and elegant 

image.”48 

Actually a collective term which includes two separate peace treaties, Osnabrück 

(May 1648) and Münster (October 1648), the Peace of Westphalia was a milestone in both 

diplomacy and peacemaking.  For the first time, a peace treaty was written by 

representatives of all parties rather than just a few; thousands of diplomats helped draft it.49  

The chaos and catastrophic human and material losses associated with the war were 

“…instrumental in galvanising a revolutionary change in the way that European states 

sought to order their mutual relations”50 with the treaties ending the conflict having “…the 

effect of starting a new political order in Europe, based upon what was then a new and 

innovative concept: a sovereign…state governed by an individual leader.”51  This new, 

decentralized system of legally sovereign and equal states, frequently referred to as the 

Westphalian system, has evolved into the modern state system, becoming recognizable by 

today’s standards around the time of the French Revolution (c. 1789).  It is widely regarded 

                                                             
47 For example, see Asch, R. G. 1997. Thirty Years’ War: The Holy Roman Empire and Europe, 1618-1648. 

New York and London: Palgrave Macmillan. 
48 Krasner, S. D. 1995. Compromising Westphalia. International Security. 20 (3): 115-151. Pg. 115. 
49Principles of the State System. 

http://faculty.unlv.edu/gbrown/westernciv/wc201/wciv2c10/wciv2c101sec2.html.  
50 International Order, International Society and Globalisation. Sample Chapter in Haynes, J., P. Hough., S. 

Malik, L. Pettiford. 2013. World Politics: International Relations and Globalisation in the 21st Century. 

Abingdon, UK: Routledge. Pg. 29. 
51 Ibid. 
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as marking the emergence of the modern political world, and a definitive shift in the ways 

that politics are thought about, discussed, and ‘done’. 

Surveying the international political scene at the beginning of the twenty-first 

century, there are good reasons to think of this period as the age of the modern state.52  

These states, or independent political communities, “each …possesses a government and 

asserts sovereignty in relation to a particular portion of the earth’s surface and a particular 

segment of the human population.”53  Across the globe, states have claimed a monopoly 

on the legitimate use of force and rule of law, establishing standing military forces that are 

a symbol of statehood and a means of safeguarding national security, established 

nationwide communication systems, consolidated tax raising and the mechanisms for 

redistribution, systematized an official language, created national educational systems, 

promoted a national identity, and built up arrays of national political, economic, and 

cultural institutions. But while the “Westphalian paradigm’ of sovereignty is the heart of 

the international state system, granting states absolute rights in internal matters and a legal 

status in the international arena54, this absolute power in internal matters is clashing with 

the global integration of recent decades. 

1.2 Perforated Sovereignty 

State sovereignty has, then, been a defining principle of interstate relationships and 

the foundation of world order for the past several hundred years.  Traditional definitions of 

sovereignty assume that the national state gains its power precisely through the possibility 

                                                             
52 Held, D. and A. McGrew. 2002. Globalization/Anti-Globalization. Cambridge, UK: Polity Press. Pg. 12. 
53 Bull, H. 1977. The Anarchical Society: A Study of Order in World Politics. New York: Columbia 

University Press. Pg. 8. 
54 For more in-depth information, see Bull, H. 2002. The Anarchical Society: A Study of Order in World 

Politics 3rd Edition. Basingstoke, UK: Palgrave. 
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to define its legal borders, the space of its legal jurisdiction and the space of its legal rights; 

this production and control of space and the accompanying identities are considered 

fundamental to the art of government.  However, there is an important fallacy that is 

implicit in this model: it assumes that territory, political authority, and the scope of rights 

are congruent.  In practice, however, the relation between borders and territory is complex.  

The law is crucial in establishing borders of a state’s jurisdiction, and its most powerful 

tools are also its most ordinary tools; the creation of legal entities, the creation of legal 

spaces and of legal borders, and the scope of legal rights.  Law constructs borders, produces 

identities, regulates these borders and identities, marks legal spaces and grants rights. 

But in today’s globalizing world, it has become generally recognized that cultural, 

environmental, and economic influences do not respect these legally imposed limits.  The 

pre-eminence of the nation-state goes back only a few hundred years, and this gradual 

evolution of human organizational units occupying terrestrial space continues unabated but 

in dramatic new manifestations.  Demko and Wood have observed that, since the Second 

World War, “…a growing number of influential actors has greatly complicated 

international political, economic, and spatial relations.  In addition to new states, they 

include International Governmental Organizations such as the United Nations and its many 

spin-off institutions, and a plethora of Non-Governmental Organizations, ranging from 

multi-national corporations to global human rights and environmental groups.  Their 

relationships, responsibilities, and rules of operation are not fully agreed upon by the 

expanding list of geopolitical actors, which adds confusion and friction to international 
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relationships.”55  The variables and processes that define political power and vulnerability 

have increased and become inter-related: old land boundaries continue to be a source of 

conflict and tension, and new maritime disputes have erupted as states have incorporated 

twelve mile territorial seas and two hundred mile Exclusive Economic Zones.  Concerns 

with specific issues bring into focus certain actors, legal boundaries, system characteristics, 

transaction flows, identities, and loyalties. 

Over the last four decades, the sheer scale and scope of global interconnectedness 

has become increasingly visible in everything from the economic to the cultural; changes 

that can be attributed to globalization.  The expansion of global commerce, production, and 

finance binds the fortunes of nations, communities and households around the world as 

economic integration intensifies in the emerging global market economy, and everyday 

over $4 trillion flows through the world’s foreign exchange markets.  Transnational 

corporations account for twenty-five to thirty-three per cent of world output, seventy per 

cent of world trade, and eighty per cent of international investment with overseas 

production by these firms exceeding the level of world exports.  New modes of global 

communication and communication infrastructures facilitate the transnational spread of 

ideas, information, religion, and popular entertainment while making it possible to organize 

and mobilize like-minded people in virtual real-time.  Global migration is currently at a 

scale matching that of the nineteenth century, and the number of global refugee 
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displacements is growing, while each year over six hundred million tourists travel the 

globe.56   

Taken together, these factors suggest that the idea that globalization is something 

more than internationalization or international interdependence.  In contrast, it is a concept 

which implies that the cumulative scale, scope, velocity, and depth of contemporary 

interconnectedness is dissolving the significance of national borders and boundaries that 

separate the world into its many constituent states or national economic and political 

spaces.57   Instead of discrete bounded national states being simply interdependent or 

internationalized, globalization encapsulates the dramatic shift occurring in the 

organization of human affairs; from a world of interdependent yet discrete national states 

where borders matter, to a world of shared social spaces and systems which transcend these 

formal national boundaries.  “Rather than social, economic, and political activities being 

organized solely or even principally on a local or national territorial scale today, they 

are…increasingly organized on transnational, regional, and global scales”58, and have 

encouraged a number of changes in the organization of governance in the contemporary 

world. 

The sovereign state now lies at the intersection of a vast array of international 

regimes and organizations that have been organized to deal with collective policy issues 

and transnational activity, spreading layers of political regulation across and within 
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political borders.  This has been marked by the development of regional and global 

organizations and institutions with new forms of multilateral and transnational politics that 

include governments, intergovernmental organizations and a wide variety of international 

non-governmental organizations and transnational pressure groups.  “Political 

communities can no longer be thought of simply as discrete worlds or as self-enclosed 

political spaces; they are now enmeshed in complex structures of overlapping forces, 

relations, and networks59” that mark new types of political externality or boundary 

problems.  The development and pursuit of effective government and political power is no 

longer conterminous with national territory, presenting “…a unique challenge to a world 

order designed in accordance with the Westphalian principle of exclusive sovereign rule 

over a bounded territory and its associated geopolitical mechanisms for governing world 

affairs.”60  Phrases such as ‘perforated sovereignty’ describe this phenomenon quite well.61 

1.3 Research Foundations, Goals, and Objectives 

The Aegean Sea, as an integral portion of the Mediterranean, has always been a 

region which has been endowed with special significance.  Either as a familiar route of 

trade or culture, or as a fault-line between hostile states62, this vortex of human dynamic 

and conflict has been a center of tactical and strategic interplay of civilizations that has 

evolved over thousands of years.  This coalescence of opportunistic interests has created a 

theater of contested space and competition in the Aegean arena and attempts to dominate 
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the area have produced a complex array of claims, counter-claims, diplomatic negotiations, 

and scholarly analysis, none of which have been able to produce satisfactory results.  The 

maritime zone, with its ambiguous and virtual regions of authority represents significant 

value to all the entities which have interests or concerns in the area. 

The current territorial claims of sovereignty in the Aegean Sea are based on the 

contemporary law of the sea.  Traditionally, state jurisdiction in the maritime environment 

rarely extended more than three miles offshore, and as a result, the delimitation of maritime 

boundaries between states was only rarely a controversial process.  The 1982 United 

Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea however, with its novel concept of the Exclusive 

Economic Zone, expanded the extent of a state’s territory up to a limit up to a limit of two 

hundred miles, opening the door for multiple cases of conflicting maritime claims.  The 

Aegean Sea, as a mercurial and amorphic region of great intensities, conflict, energy, and 

tension for millennia, was no exception.  It is a classic archetype of the tactical and strategic 

interplay of sovereign border control between the two states that share its shores, Greece 

and Turkey.  As the heirs of their ancient antagonisms, and dispute over the Aegean region 

rooted in their common histories, the new international parameters regarding the sea have 

exacerbated the long-standing geopolitical debate between the two states. 

From an historical point of view however, the geographic space of the Aegean is a 

cumulative construction assembled over centuries of interactions and events.  This 

construction has played a significant role in the histories of both states and is perceived to 

have a role in their economic and political futures.  Although sovereignty over the area 

ultimately lies with the states themselves within today’s global governance structures, the 

Aegean arena can be seen as consisting of nested regions constructed by the multitude of 
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non-state actors that proliferate in the 21st century.  These collectives, or even individuals, 

exercise influence over the area, and often through their suasion with the national states 

have the ability to affect actions and activities through policy making processes. 

Given this foundation, the goal of this research is to examine the social construction 

of the Aegean Sea region to discover how the agents operating within this socially 

constructed space act to “perforate” nation-state sovereignty in decisions regarding 

exploration, extraction, and exploitation of the hydrocarbon reserves projected to exist in 

the area. Specifically, the research seeks to answer the following questions: How is the 

Aegean Sea region constructed as a resource space, a national space, and an institutional 

space?  What are the categories of agents operating in these socially constructed spaces?  

What are the mechanisms through which these agents perforate the sovereignty of the 

national state entities in making any decisions, including those associated with the 

exploration, exploitation, and extraction of the hydrocarbon reserves?  Given the 

perforation of sovereignty of the national state entities, how will the issue of potential 

hydrocarbon reserve exploration, extraction, and exploitation ultimately be resolved?   

1.4 Justification and Significance of the Research 

The Aegean Sea represents a distinct geographic space that contains networks of 

relationships between actors in the physical world.  As such, these relationships operate 

within and without the spatial constraints that have implications for the relationships and 

for the structures they constitute.  The properties of these interactions are not reducible to 

those of any one element in isolation, but they operate within the Aegean arena as ethereal, 

fluid time and/or circumstance dependent socially constructed spaces/regions that have 

indistinct boundaries. The one-size-fits-all approach of the customary international law as 
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expounded in UNCLOS III is not tailored to and cannot take into consideration the unique 

historical and political geography of any disputed maritime space, and it is unable to 

accommodate the new actors that operate on the international stage. By enabling the 

sovereign states who share the shores of the Aegean Sea to claim exclusive rights over the 

resources located up to two hundred miles offshore, the Law of the Sea Convention has 

inflamed rather than mitigated the long-standing dispute over the region.  Viewing the 

Aegean Sea as a socially constructed region whose heterogenous agents are today altering 

the traditional paradigm of the state as the sole actor in international law, the research 

provides a timely new dimension to the body of literature on maritime disputes that can be 

applied in other maritime conflict situations.  

From a geopolitical point of view, the area of the Aegean Sea and its environs has 

always been important.  It is an area that has witnessed centuries of interactions and events 

which play a significant role in its history and has been perceived by numerous geopolitical 

theorists to play a pivotal role in international politics.  Some of the most important of these 

geopolitical theories include Halford J. Mackinder’s Heartland Theory, Nicholas 

Spykman’s Rimland Theory, and the Theory of Median Space/Intermediate Region of 

Dimitri Kitsikis.  It is geographically included in Samuel P. Huntington’s Clash of 

Civilizations and noted in the works of Colin Gray and Zbigniew Brzezinski.  Numerous 

scenarios for resolution of the Aegean Disputes have been published in scholarly journals 

over the last few decades, and there are multiple scenarios for resolution via international 

law that have been offered by scholars since the advent of the UNCLOS III agreement in 

1982. 
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This research effort is an attempt to see the Aegean Sea in its wider context, one 

that opens the global perspective because the sea itself has exercised a major role in the 

dynamic of the Aegean arena.  By viewing the social constructions that are present within 

the physically bounded space of the Aegean Sea, this study has a major contribution to 

make in the contemporary understanding of the geopolitical mechanisms and 

circumstances of the inter-state and international relations of this region of the world.  The 

Aegean arena can thus be seen as a temporal model of the dynamics that operate in the 

construction, maintenance, and deconstruction of national spaces, providing insight into 

the contentions surrounding the declaration of an Exclusive Economic Zone whether it be 

in the Aegean Sea or anywhere else in the world. 

This research has been conducted independently and strives to take an approach 

that is non-committal to the national states of Greece or Turkey, as well as being 

independent of influence or coercion from any national or institutional entity who may 

have interests in the Aegean Sea region.  For the sake of simplicity, all dates cited are by 

the Christian calendar as per the dominant feature of the sources used in the research 

process.  Great care has been taken to properly cite material borrowed from other authors, 

and to reference the sources accordingly.   

1.5 Research Limitations  

 Any research conducted has both strengths and limitations, whether it be in the 

structure of the research project or in the topic itself.  This particular research is no 

different.  Conducting research on either energy issues or geopolitics in the region of the 

Aegean Sea is particularly challenging because both topics are fraught with issues that can 

and do change frequently.  The area itself has long been fought over by not only the Greeks 
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and Turks both verbally and militarily, but it has also long been an area in which the Great 

Powers have been active.  Energy has long-shaped the international system, determining 

great powers, alliances, and outcomes of war; it influences and is influenced by geopolitical 

realities.  Similarly, decisions made about energy today will influence what the world looks 

like tomorrow, just as the political and security events of today will shape energy realities. 

Data can be politicized or biased due to the political environment or by other larger global 

geopolitical circumstances, and there is no way to specifically enumerate all the factors 

and agents that operate to influence any decisions within the Aegean Sea environment at 

any one specific time.   
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CHAPTER II 

A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

“The rise and fall, construction and deconstruction of various types of boundaries…make up the very story 

of human civilization.”63 

T. K. Oommen  

 

 The study of borders is not something new.  It has a fertile past, and during the last 

few decades it has evolved into an interdisciplinary field.  Whereas today borders are 

widely recognized as a complex and multi-layered social phenomenon that are related to 

the fundamental organization of society as well as to human psychology, this has not 

always been the case.  The way in which borders have been interpreted and viewed has 

evolved, “…much in line with broader discursive shifts in social science as well as in 

relation to overlying geopolitical events.”64  There has been a clear change in both the 

understanding and comprehension of borders because the context in which they were 

created and existed has altered dramatically in recent decades. 

 In the past, borders and boundaries were largely studied from a disciplinary 

perspective.  Although the role of boundaries in social life was discussed by classical 

sociologists such as George Simmel65, it was principally geographers, and to a lesser 

extent, historians, who played the pioneering roles in early border studies.  With the 

problems of political boundaries and their delimitation a foundational element in 
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geography, the discipline has accumulated a rich theoretical heritage in the field of border 

studies.66  But much has changed since the efforts of early border studies which developed 

in relationship to predominant geopolitical visions and models.  The novelty of 

contemporary forms of globalization and its associated distinctive border changes can only 

be appreciated by recognizing the “past in the present”.67 

2.1 A Brief History of Borders 

 The history of borders has a great deal to do with attempts by rulers and 

governments to control the free movement of people.  As Alan Dowty has pointed out, the 

most sophisticated civilizations arose where migration was the heaviest, and where the 

newcomers brought in new ideas and the potential for change.  These migrants also 

contributed to the wealth of the region to which they came by contributing to the tax base 

and serving in local armies.68  During the third and fourth centuries, the Roman Empire 

made one of the first large scale attempts to restrict movement, its history being a testimony 

to the fact that there was a difference between barbarism and civilization.  Roman 

boundaries were organized as a hierarchy of spaces, “…territories of varied dimensions 

and functions, which included settlements, cities, provinces, and regions.69   

By the Middle Ages, there is evidence that the concerns of the feudal system were 

focused on cities and towns, but rather than having clear borders they had somewhat vague 
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and ambiguous borderlands.  What is noteworthy about this period is “…that neither 

borders nor identities were defined in terms of allegiances to precise territories, but rather 

to rulers and religions: i.e. the church.”70  Largely thanks to geographers, mapping 

technology permitted rulers to have an ever-increasing view of their possessions, and “thus, 

what were originally borderland or border regions progressively became boundaries or 

frontiers.”71 The vocabularies of space soon began to reflect this evolution, refining 

meanings so as to differentiate between boundaries, borders, borderlands, and frontiers.72  

During the early Renaissance period, people were viewed as wealth, a valuable workforce 

to keep within a country’s borders73, and the developing ideology of nationalism proved to 

be highly useful in uniting cultural groups and classes of society on the basis of loyalty to 

the states; others were designated as “outsiders.” 

The Peace of Westphalia of 1648 marked the inauguration of the modern political 

order based on boundaries of sovereign, internationally recognized and territorially 

demarcated states.  The treaty established boundaries for the territorial possessions of 

England, France, Dutch-land, the German princedoms, Spain, Turkey, Sweden, and 

Poland, marking the beginning of the era of the nation-state and nationalism and giving 

rise to a new type of political ideology that dovetailed a group of individuals with a 
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nation.74  These sovereign states became the model for the principle method for dividing 

the earth’s surface as self-determination and sovereignty became the core organizing 

principles. 

The American and French Revolutions of the late eighteenth century provided the 

real spark for nationalistic thought, and as a result, the emergence of nation-states became 

associated with the ideas of democracy and popular sovereignty.  These ideas were 

grounded in the principle that a legitimate state is both created and sustained by its people.  

This sentiment of nationalistic thought, nationalism, molded territories into national spaces 

as bounded entities that possess borders which mark it as separate from other nations, and 

“…[enclosing] a definable population subject to a hegemonic administration in the form of 

a discrete political system holding sway over the whole of this space…”.75 

Nation-states appear to be drawn on the political map of the world in such a 

permanent manner that, at times, they may even seem like “natural formations”76 that are 

manifestations of the highest form of effective social organization within the world system 

and a major, if not always the principle sources of political, social, and cultural identity.77  

As a result, the political borders that divide them also took over much of border studies.  

This bias of border studies towards the nation-state as a point of reference is therefore a 

legacy of the remarkable impact that state building and consolidation have exercised on 

our understanding of history, Western history in particular.  Major classic studies by 
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scholars such as Freidrich Ratzel (1897), Richard Hartshorne (1933, 1937), Ladis Kristof 

(1959) and Julien Minghi (1963) all highlighted the co-evolution of states and borders, 

making it appear that borders only came into being with the consolidation of state 

sovereignty.  The setting before the Westphalian revolution78 was downplayed, effectively 

obviating the historical process of bordering.  But as Kosolov et al observe, “…it is useful 

to remember that border studies has its origins in historicist and cultural deterministic 

traditions inspired by specific interpretations of Herder, Hegel, Darwin, Fichte, and others 

in which the emergence of nation states and their borders was understood as an expression 

of historical necessity and/or “God’s will.”79 

2.2 The Literature of Border Studies: From Imperialism to Social Construction 

 The pioneering scholarship in border studies focused, either implicitly or explicitly, 

on questions of justifiable state borders.  Much of the credit has been given to the German 

geographer and ethnographer Freidrich Ratzel who, drawing from the theories of Darwin 

and Malthus, created a holistic anthropo- and politico- geographical corpus tying together 

both physical and human (social) elements together.80  He put forth the idea that there was 

an organic relationship between volk (people), boden (territory), and staat (state), and 

introduced the concept of lebensraum (living space), by which the state or empire was a 

living organism with internal organs, external protective boundaries, and an inherent drive 

towards expanding.81  His conception was not one of a fixed and rigidly defined border, 
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but rather a zone of transition where borders were dynamic and subject to change.  

Influenced heavily by Ratzel, Rudolf Kjellén portrayed the state as a living organism 

having a soul and brain embodied in the government, the empire forming the body and the 

people as its members.82  He also underlined that the geographical unit of the state had to 

be demarcated by natural borders. 

 During the same period, the British geographer Sir Halford Mackinder’s political 

pivot of geography was making the case for the relevance of geography to statecraft.83  

While clearly devoted to imperialist politics, Mackinder recognized that geographical 

boundaries were subject to change or flux, and the map of the world was continually being 

redrawn as a consequence of imperialism.84  In his well-known discourse of the Eurasian 

heartland, Mackinder postulated that whoever controlled this heartland controlled the 

world, and that this heartland was the greatest natural fortress on earth.  His theory involved 

concepts which differed greatly however, from those of American naval officer Alfred 

Thayer Mahan about the significance of sea power in world conflict.  Mahan departed from 

Mackinder’s theory of the demise of sea power and its replacement by land-transportation 

power, but he did agree that heartlands did exist and that their borders were dynamic.85  

These afore mentioned studies, and many others that succeeded them, have been taken to 

mark the beginning of the debate on the functions of borders.  Ellen Churchill Semple saw 

natural geographic frontiers as ideal boundaries86, while Lionel Lyde and Thomas Holdich 
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turned the focus on the virtues of boundaries and categorized them as being “good” or 

“bad” based on inherent merit in cultivating conflict or tensions between states.87   

It was Otto Maull in his Politische Geographie88 who emphasized the importance 

of the “willful political act” in the establishment of states and their borders.  He argued that 

the state was not an organism in the biological sense as Ratzel had emphasized, but rather 

as an organization, created by human societies to ensure the survival and viability of 

specific cultural groups.  Maull’s focus was on the morphological features of borders, and 

how they related to the political condition of nation-states.  Echoing Lyde and Holdich, he 

saw borders as “good” and “bad”, with “good” borders following natural or socio-ethnic 

lines and “bad” borders corresponding to neither physical features or socio-cultural areas.  

To Maull, “bad” borders did not possess a border zone within which the actual border could 

function as a connecting feature or as a filtering mechanism that allowed trade and 

cooperation to flourish, while concurrently protecting the state from external threats.   

Whittermore Boggs also adopted the concept of “good” and “bad” boundaries, 

arguing that while the former operates with efficiency and a minimum of friction serving 

the purpose for which they have been designed, the latter tend to be the cause of interstate 

conflict89.  This idea was picked up by Nicholas Spykman who suggested that the territory 

surrounding the border is central to understanding power relations.  Extending this idea of 

the “index of power potential” into the utilitarian sphere, “…Spykman suggested that when 

the time came to redraw international boundaries at the end of the then-current war, a 
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premium should be put upon avoiding the creation of inequalities in power potential…” 

because the interests were no longer in terms of strategic value of the border area but of 

the power potential of the territory it surrounds.90  This idea was adopted and further 

developed by Roderick Peattie who contended that boundaries should strengthen state 

power, and also by Stephen Jones who focused his research on the processes of nation-

building and the emergence of borders based on forms of social-political organization.91 

In contrast to the systematic approach taken by the German school of border 

studies, French geographers focused more on regional differentiation, or chorology.  

Founder of the French School of Geopolitics, Paul de la Blanche was strongly influenced 

by German thinking on geopolitics from which he made a close linkage between human 

societies and their natural milieus in which the human world was “…full of different genres 

de vie [lifestyles], distinctive to particular people living in particular places.”92   

The determinism that provided the theoretical foundation for imperialist geopolitics 

and a national-socialist ideology began to fade in the decade preceding the Second World 

War and was replaced entirely in the post-war years with a drive for objective facts, 

scientific vigor, and value- free border studies.  Although often relegated to sub-disciplines, 

studies of borders focused predominantly on description, classification and morphologies 

of state borders, but they also became concerned with the emergence of core areas of 

nation-state formation and the centripetal and centrifugal forces that influence the growth 
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and development of states.93  The “fundamentally illogical”94 yet widely used division of 

“natural” and “artificial” borders came to an end as all political borders began to be 

recognized as the consequence of conscious choices, and therefore artificial.95 

Whereas the dynamic role of borders was overlooked and borders as a topic of 

research sorely neglected in the years following the Second World War, the worldwide 

geopolitical atmosphere directed research back to borders in the 1970s and 1980s.  The 

increased velocity of globalization coupled with the ending of the East-West division of 

ideology that accompanied the demise of the Cold War revealed that empiricism, 

categorization, and description of borders had their deficiencies, and these previously 

stable border concepts began to change.  Border studies began to be acknowledged as a 

discipline in its own right and, influenced by the broader critical turn in the social sciences, 

border studies responded by becoming more interested in borders as dynamic social 

constructions whose ethical implications reach every facet of social life. In many ways, 

this development was prefigured by the work of early twentieth-century French geographer 

Élisée Reclus, who was the first to employ the term “social geography”, and suggested that 

space should be viewed as a social product that was therefore inseparable from the 

functioning of society.96  In contrast to his contemporary de la Blanche, for whom 
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geography was “a science of places and not a science of men”97, Reclus contended that 

geography was “nothing but history in space”.98  Space was not “an immutable thing”, but 

rather it was made and remade every day by men’s actions.99  Taking these arguments a 

step farther decades later, the French Marxist sociologist Henri Lefebvre advanced the 

concept of the social production of space, maintaining that space is a social product, or a 

complex construction that is based on values and the social production of meanings which 

affects spatial perceptions and practices.  This argument was a major catalyst in shifting 

the research perspective of border studies from space and its borders, to the processes of 

the production of borders.100  In more recent years, Neil Brenner and Stuart Elden have 

brought the distinction between the perceived, conceived, and lived dimensions of social 

space as expounded by Lefebvre to bear on the question of territory, giving rise respectively 

to territorial practices, representations of territory, and territories of representation.101  For 

Brenner and Elden, just as Lefebvre insisted with his notion of lived space, territory takes 

on meaning through the everyday practices and lived experiences which occur within and 

beyond it.102 

Since the end of the Cold War era, national borders have increasingly understood 

as multifaceted social institutions rather than as a formal political marker of sovereignty, 

and studies have arguably shifted their focus to borders as broader constructions.  

Dissatisfaction with the objective and apolitical assumptions of empiricism stimulated the 
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application of a variety of critical approaches, some of which became associated with 

postmodern and post-structuralist perspectives which analyze the social construction of 

borders in terms of discourse, agency and practices.103  Border scholars have become 

interested in the social production of borders, the sites at and through which socio-spatial 

differences are communicated; borders are relational, not given. 

2.3 The Literature of Paradiplomacy: The Perforation of Borders   

 Border studies, while focusing on the evolution of the understanding and meaning 

of borders through empiricism, categorization and description, laid the early foundation for 

considering the activities of the agents which were accelerating a change in the 

conceptualization of borders and their operation.  Otto Maull’s 1925 treatise emphasizing 

the “willful political act”104 in the establishment of states and their borders actually 

foreshadowed the notion of the agent induced morphological dynamics of borders and their 

perforation.  These agents of perforation, operating on a global scale were recognized as 

an active ingredient in border construction, and “these themes were subsequently explored 

under the rubric of paradiplomacy.”105 

 There has been much discussion in the academic literature of the last few decades 

regarding the growing significance of alternative actors in the international political system 

and the role that they play.  Although the popular framing of diplomacy remains attached 

to the state, there has been a “…conceptual broadening of ‘who’ and ‘what’ can be 
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considered as diplomatic…”106  Sending, Pouliot, and Neumann, interpret diplomacy as a 

category of analysis rather than a category of practice, and define it as “a claim to represent 

a given polity to the outside world.”107  The authors argue that their interpretation stresses 

that diplomacy is a process of claiming authority, relational between one polity and 

another, and political because it involves both representation and governance.  “Of 

particular importance is the form which the representation takes, and, more specifically, 

who or what is represented.”108  The use of the word ‘polity’ by the authors, where a more 

traditional definition may use the term ‘state’, “reflects the increasingly broad pool of 

actors and practices which are thought of as diplomatic.”109  But while this definition may 

not be reflective of all scholars working on diplomacy, it does highlight the trend in recent 

literature to broaden our understanding of what constitutes diplomacy.  Constantinou has 

extended the definition of Sending, Pouliot, and Neumann further still, writing that 

“…diplomacy can be broadly understood to emerge whenever someone successfully 

claims to represent and negotiate for a territory or a group of people or a cause, or 

successfully claims to mediate between others engaging in such representations and 

negotiations”110  According to this interpretation, the process of representation is not 
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confined to a specific form of political entity or to a polity; diplomats “…may represent a 

cause or even act as intermediaries between other actors engaging in negotiation.”111 

Although there is no single definition of paradiplomacy, it is generally agreed that 

it refers to the international activities and foreign policy capacities of sub-state political 

units112, most commonly in reference to regional governments.  The term first gained 

traction in the 1980s with the works of Duchacek113 and Soldatos114 who were influential 

in the coinage of the term paradiplomacy, and its eventual preference over Duchacek’s 

original term of “micro-diplomacy”.  The use of the prefix ‘para’115 “…expresses 

accurately what it is about: activities parallel to, often coordinated with, complimentary to, 

and sometimes in conflict with…” the traditional state-centric prism of diplomatic activity; 

activities which challenge the exclusive authority of states.  While other terms have been 

offered to describe this phenomenon such as constituent diplomacy, multi-layered 

diplomacy, proto-diplomacy and regional diplomacy116, the “…very existence of these 

multiple terms is indicative of the plurality of processes which analysts have attempted to 

capture.”117 Writing in 1999, Iñaki Aguirre concluded that these multiple phrasings serve 

to mask the underlying complexity of diplomacy by attempting to extend what is 
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considered diplomatic practice, and he suggests that “…in order to look beyond our limited 

understandings of diplomacy and the nation-state, we may better conceptualise the 

multiplicity of actors and relations as a new, ‘post-diplomatic’ world”.118  Recent 

scholarship has successfully illustrated the inherent ‘messiness’ of this ‘post-diplomatic 

world by highlighting “…both the actors and settings which transcend prescriptive legal 

frameworks”119 that have “…become an established part of the political landscape.”120 

2.4 Maritime Borders: The Law of the Sea  

Through much of history, the world’s oceans and seas were “…something wholly 

uncharted: an empty and threatening expanse, a non-space where myths were born.”121  The 

prevailing wisdom that was linked to the dogma of land appropriation, the sacred definition 

of boundaries, was not seen as also applying to the sea.  The waves of the sea escaped not 

only dominium according to Ulpian122, but they also did not tolerate imperium; even the 

rule of the Emperor came to a halt before the waves.  The ocean was a separate 

classification; an archaic, boundless, and indistinct place.  It was res communis omnium, 

out of the jurisdiction of the dominus mundi, and therefore immeasurable, foreign to any 

legal title.123  Maritime spaces merit a special analytical category when considering their 

context as they are constituted under a special international framework, the Law of the Sea.  
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Although the sea remained a juridical ‘neutral’ expanse for much of history, beyond the 

reach of any sovereign system, maritime borders have been extended in recent years, 

expanding the state’s authority beyond its territorial edges. 

When observing the earth from space, one fact is undeniable, water is a dominant 

feature, and in no age has it been looked upon with indifference.  It is “… a presence not 

to be ignored.”124  Long recognized as one of humanity’s greatest natural resources, the 

world’s oceans and seas occupy roughly seventy per cent of the earth’s surface, and the 

oceans have contributed significantly to human welfare both directly and indirectly, 

therefore representing a significant portion of the economic value of the planet.  Playing a 

vital role in the development of virtually every nation, they “… provide the transportation 

network that binds us together through trade; they yield much of the food that feeds us; and 

they act as laboratories for scientific research.”125  Traditionally important as sources of 

primary and secondary production and biodiversity, the oceans also provide a huge 

contribution to human welfare in the form of raw materials, recreational and cultural 

services.  They are a unifying element in the cultures of many coastal countries. 

Like physical land surfaces, the world’s oceans and seas have seen their share of 

conflict in the history of mankind.  These conflicts and struggles have been the subject of 

chronicles in classic literature to today’s popular writings, whether it is clashes between 

navies with battleships and submarines or those of pirates and treasure fleets.  Today’s 

maritime conflicts are not trivial and occur quite frequently, “…but now they involve 
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fishing trawlers and coastal patrol vessels rather than galleons or dreadnoughts.”126  But 

while coastal states have always had an interest in protecting their commerce and national 

security as well as their marine resources, the role of the sea in providing a state with power 

and resources is now more important than ever.  “Tens of millions are employed in the 

harvesting of the sea’s resources, and many millions more benefit from the consumption 

to these resources.”127 But for something that covers nearly three quarters of the globe and 

has been the center of human culture throughout history, frameworks for the governing of 

the world’s oceans and seas have been slow to develop. 

For hundreds of years the marine environment was free from the regulation of 

fishing, shipping, and resource exploitation even as coastal states have always had an 

interest in protecting their commerce and national security, as well as their marine 

resources. The world’s oceans and seas serve as a vital link between nations in terms of 

trade, commerce and communication and as such, they are the mainstay of the world 

economy.  Perhaps the most enduring and central debates regarding the resources of the 

sea arose as states began to have the ability to protect those waters close to their territory 

as well as to navigate and use the seas for trade.  This debate pitted the wish for unhindered 

navigation against that of sovereignty demands, and these concerns “…have been both the 

push and pull factors of the cross-fire between the opposing forces of freedom of navigation 
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on the one hand, and restricted access on the other hand.”128 A balance was needed to allow 

states with maritime interests to maintain the freedom of navigation, while addressing the 

commercial and security requirements of coastal states.  “This need for balance was 

captured in the…law of the sea.”129 

“The law of the sea is one of the oldest and most developed areas of international 

law and has been extensively codified in the Law of the Sea Convention.”130  It has two 

main sources, custom and treaty, but it is customary law that has proven to be by far the 

greatest source of the law of the sea.  Customary international law has been defined as 

“Whenever and as soon as a line of international conduct frequently adopted by States is 

considered legally obligatory or legally right, the rule which may be abstracted from such 

conduct is a rule of customary International Law.”131  When a sufficient body of customary 

international law has developed, it is typically formalized by treaty or convention, with 

treaty law’s importance lying in its more binding nature.  “There have, of course, been 

other sources of the law of the sea, such as the decisions of national or international courts 

and arbitrators, the opinions of publicists, and even the consequences of war. Yet, even 

these sources are generally rooted in custom or prior agreement.”132 There are two notions 

that have fought for mastery throughout the evolution of international governing of oceans 
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of the world.   The first notion is that the world’s oceans and seas are common to all 

humankind and are open to the use of navigation by all.  This notion is borne out by the 

belief that the geographic nature of the ocean itself resists any claim over it133; “freedom 

of navigation is the mantra…”134.  The second notion posits that the sea is amenable to 

ownership by states or individuals, and that whoever brings any portion of the oceans under 

their dominion may validly restrict its use by others.  It is the friction between these two 

notions that has been, “…the shaping rod of the law of the sea.”135  This view is shared by 

D. P. O’Connell, when, in 1978, he wrote that “The history of the Law of the Sea has been 

dominated by a central and persistent theme – the competition between the exercise of 

governmental authority over the sea and the idea of freedom of the seas.  The tension 

between these two has waxed and waned through the centuries, and has reflected the 

political, strategic and economic circumstances of each particular age.”136  Whereas 

“Ulpian had written that the sea was by nature open to all and that therefore, like the air, it 

belonged to all”137, Alfred Thayer Mahan, writing in 1890, made this observation one of 

his basic assumptions when he likened the sea to “…a wide common over which men may 

pass in all directions, but on which some well-worn paths show that controlling reasons 

have led them to choose certain lines of travel rather than others.” 
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Within this framework of trade-offs between open common access and controlled, 

regulated, and restricted access, the beginning of the large legal and geographical debate 

from which most of the principles of the current Law of the Sea arose.  The traditional 

ocean regime of the pre-Law of the Sea years maximized the freedom of the high seas and 

was characterized by narrow coastal jurisdictional limits and a maximum extension of the 

high seas.  In the tradition of Hugo Grotius, those states who were best able to utilize the 

world’s oceans were free to do so.138  A conference initiated by the League of Nations in 

1930 provided a turning point in the Law of the Sea, introducing the then novel concept of 

the seas as the “common heritage of mankind”139, and shifting the Law of the Sea from the 

domains of trade and security to that of resources.  At that time, few states had staked high 

claims of maritime jurisdiction.140  All of that changed on 20 September 1947 however, 

when US President Harry Truman issued a statement declaring that the United States had 

full jurisdiction over the resources of its continental shelf and subsoil to the two hundred-

meter isobaths.  Only shortly thereafter, the United States began exploiting oil reserves 

located in the Gulf of Mexico off the coasts of Texas and Louisiana.  This circumstance, 

of course, increased the rush on the high seas by multiple nations, with all South American 

states decreeing a principle of two hundred miles of territorial waters in the Santiago 

Declaration of 1952 as retaliation for the Truman Proclamation of 1945, followed by some 

of the African and Asian nations in the ensuing years. 
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As a consequence of this rush on the high seas, the United Nations initiated large 

conferences in order to redefine the Law of the Sea, and to adapt to the new geopolitical 

situation.141  The first conference, held in Geneva in 1958, clearly favored the broad-

margin, technologically-advanced states, defining the continental shelf as “…the 

epicontinental sea, the depth of which is less than 200 meters.”142  During this first United 

Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS I), freedom of navigation through 

straits was of primary concern to the major maritime powers.  The second conference, 

UNCLOS II, held in Geneva in 1960, accepted the principle of twelve miles as the limit of 

exclusive territorial waters.143   

The reasons for these two conferences are easy to see when viewing the political 

map of the world in the interwar years, 1950s, and 1960s; the evolution of maritime law 

was directly linked to improving transportation links and maritime movement.  Not 

wanting to be left out of the establishment of laws, newly formed Third World countries 

saw the rules as a check on the greed of large, established nations, and as a guarantee for 

weaker states.  From the time of UNCLOS II, several of these Third World countries began 

to extend their jurisdiction on the high seas, and created “…a favorable context for a Third 

Conference as all of their divergent and contradictory interests [needed] to be conciled.”144  

These states argued for mare clausum and the “12+188 Idea”, which identified twelve 
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miles of territorial waters followed by one hundred and eighty-eight miles of economic 

patrimonial sea145. “The ocean enclosure movement was gathering strength.”146  

The Third Conference of the United Nations on the Law of the Sea147 was “the 

longest, largest, most complex and, arguably, the most important diplomatic conference in 

history.”148  Convened in 1973, eleven sessions were held over a two-hundred-week period, 

and resulted in one hundred and fifty states adopting the first constitution drawn up for the 

world’s oceans, UNCLOS III, on 10 December 1982.  A major event in world affairs, it 

entered into force after signature by one hundred and fifty-five states and one year after the 

sixtieth ratification on 16 November 1994. UNCLOS III successfully updated and 

expanded the UNCLOS I and UNCLOS II conventions, establishing a consistent set of 

limits for territorial and contiguous seas, navigation rights, and sea bed usage, as well as 

establishing a comprehensive dispute adjudication system that was obligatory for all 

signatory states; it was a “…significant example of international cooperation regarding one 

of the most important global resources.” 149  The Convention was an elaborately 

constructed instrument, and as a mechanism for reconciling the interests of all parties 

participating in the negotiations, a decision was made that no single issue would be adopted 
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until all issues were settled.  Built on trade-offs that were both large and small, if a state’s 

interests were not fully satisfied, “…it could look at the whole package and find other 

issues where its interests were more fully represented, thereby mitigating the effects of the 

first.”150  The novelty of the convention was that it newly delimited maritime spaces, and 

gave a territorial extension in the direction of the high seas.  Perhaps the most novel of the 

newly delimited spaces was the Exclusive Economic Zone, a space that can be interpreted 

as a compromise between mare liberium and mare clausum. 

2.4.1 The Exclusive Economic Zone 

 One of the most significant accomplishments of the UNCLOS III agreement is the 

creation of a set of definable limits for maritime boundaries.  The breadth of the territorial 

seas is limited in Article 3 of the Convention, but “to compensate for this relatively short 

expanse, Part V of the Convention established the exclusive economic zone (EEZ), an area 

beyond the territorial sea with a breadth of 200 miles.”151  This regime is perhaps the most 

complex and multifaceted part of UNCLOS III, and its expansion of territory and resource 

base was considered a “virtual revolution”152 as it gave states sole rights over exploitation 

of all the resources in the EEZ area, whether natural or mineral. This provision effectively 

placed over thirty-eight million square miles of the ocean under some sort of national 

jurisdiction, including nearly eighty-seven per cent of all of the known and estimated 

hydrocarbon reserves. 
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Figure 2. 

MARITIME ZONES UNDER  

THE UNITED NATIONS CONVENTION ON THE LAW OF THE SEA 

 

 

Source: http://www.slideshare.net/SamGalope/thrift-bank-lecture-scs-dispute. 

 

2.5    Boundaries and Borders in a Globalizing World 

Whether they are described as barriers, dividers, bridges, or a symbol of identity, 

borders can and are described in various ways depending on their function in a specific 

context. “The rise and fall, construction and deconstruction of various types of 

boundaries…[is] the very story of human civilization…”153  Many contemporary 

discourses however, have begun to argue that this paradigm is coming to an end as borders 

disappear in the de-territorialized spaces created by globalization; the spaces of places are 
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being replaced by the spaces of flows.154  Since the early 1980s, this opinion challenges 

“…the traditional assumptions of state territoriality and fixed images of the bordered world 

of nation-states…”155 as they predict an imminent ‘borderless’ world.156 As Shapiro writes, 

“The assumption that bordered state sovereignties are the fulfillment of a historical destiny 

rather than a particular, and in some quarters controversial, form of political containment 

has been challenged.”157  But despite all of ‘post-isms’ of recent years, like ‘post-modern’, 

‘post- Westphalian’, and ‘post-sovereignty’, nation-states and borders are not a relic of the 

past.  In a world of more than three hundred land boundaries and one hundred ninety-four 

states, they have not been eliminated, but instead, more and more borders are being created, 

and the world is far from being one of cultural and geographical homogeneity.  

 Today, researchers in many fields are engaged in evaluating the changing roles of 

the state, identities, sovereignty and boundaries.  “Much of this discourse is linked with 

ideas of globalization, but scholars are not unanimous about this phenomenon and its 

effects on global-local relations and on boundaries.”158  The new rhetoric does, however, 

reflect changing global linkages where boundaries are increasingly being understood as the 

symbol of a past, fixed world that is being replaced by a more dynamic one.  The 21st 

century border studies exhibit an understanding of borders as a process that result from 

processes that differentiate among places, peoples and jurisdictions. Emphasis is placed on 
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the process of borders as “active forces and resources in international and domestic 

political, social, and economic relations… [and] the contingency and variability in 

bordering practices … across space and time.”159  The practices of bordering, creating 

boundaries, are undergoing substantial material and symbolical changes in today’s 

globalizing world, but “…the changing nature of borders does not suggest that they are 

evolving in a uniform direction, much less simply vanishing.”160  Instead, borders and 

boundaries are likely to exhibit a greater variability and contingency in the future in 

relationship to an expanding range of issues. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

“An idea can only become reality once it is broken down into organized, actionable elements.”161 

Scott Belsky  

 

 Research in the social sciences can be problematic; there are differing 

interpretations of its meaning, and it is defined differently by different observers.162  It is a 

systematic investigation to find answers to a problem.  Contemporary organizational 

research is no longer dominated or curbed by what have been traditionally accepted 

avenues of research that are constrained by quantitative hypothetic-deductive methods, but 

rather today it also embraces and reflects a much broader scope of influences that include 

critical, interpretive and constructivist perspectives among others.  Selection of the 

methods to pursue this research effort was a crucial element in the attempt to understand 

the Aegean Sea arena which includes not only the states of Greece and Turkey, but the 

wider array of non-state actors and the geopolitical relationships and interconnections 

between them to create a unified understanding of the issue of hydrocarbon exploration, 

extraction, and exploitation. 

3.1 Theoretical Context: Social Constructionism 

 The questions that are pursued in this research endeavor are interpreted through the 

theoretical perspectives of critical geopolitics and the ‘new’ regionalism, both of which 
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arise from the discourse of social constructionism.  Constructionism is an approach which 

examines the material and social context of the environment in which an actor resides to 

attempt to understand how this context influences the actors in question.  Understanding 

those things that make behavioral claims on actors makes their actions meaningful, and 

this understanding is only made possible by examining the social context in which actors 

develop relations and understandings of others. 

 With its focus on geography, geopolitics in general is predicated on a particularly 

materialistic focus, but on closer examination it become clear that its framework is 

dependent on social constructions which contradict the objective and materialistic 

foundation upon which it claims to stand.  Contrary to initial perceptions, geopolitical 

discourse has always been a product of its times and is dependent on social constructions.  

Critical geopolitics argues that because a detached and objective viewpoint is impossible, 

the study of statecraft and international affairs must be a discourse between power-

knowledge, social, and political relationships within the interaction of geography, 

knowledge, power, and political and social institutions.  It challenges the idea of a fixed, 

territorially bounded world of the classical geopoliticians. 

 The idea of a ‘new’ regionalism began to emerge in the 1980s in the context of 

comprehensive structural transformations that were occurring in the global system.  Truly 

a world-wide phenomenon, the ‘new regionalism’ resembles the ‘old regionalism’ which 

was prevalent in previous decades, but it reflects “…the deeper interdependence of today’s 
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global economy and the intriguing relationship between globalization and 

regionalization.”163 

3.1.1 Social Constructionism 

 Whereas the concept of the state formed the core of geopolitics at the time of the 

discipline’s founding, fundamental changes have occurred in the global social world in the 

last century which have seen the pluralization of social structures in the 21st century.  “In 

politics, units of space are not based on ‘natural’ factors such as physical-geographical 

divisions or ‘quasi-natural’ units…but on social discourses and negotiation processes.”164  

Geopolitical ideas, found not only in politics but in the sciences, the media, and in the 

minds of the general public, are rather created by means of language, images, maps, and 

films.  In all conflicts, disputes and wars, it is these ideas which influence the actions and 

decisions of stakeholders, as well as their assessment by the public. 

 Social constructionism “…provides a theoretically rich and promising way of 

conceptualizing the interaction between material incentives, inter-subjective structures, 

and the identity and interests of the… [myriad of] … actors…”165 that operate on the global 

stage.  It represents a sociological approach to systematic theory, which itself is based on 

the idea that political communities are not externally given but are constructed by 

historically contingent interactions.  In this context, social constructionism illuminates and 

draws attention to how regions can be and are socially constructed.  Since the region 
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constitutes an open process, it can only be described post factum; the interests and identities 

of the region are shaped in the process of interactions and an inter-subjective understanding 

which cannot occur unless there are some shared interests to begin with.  Social 

constructionism believes that although norms and beliefs may shape behaviors, ‘actors’ 

interests, motives, ideas, and identities are not exogenously given but socially constructed 

by reflective actors, capable of adapting to challenges imposed by the actions of others and 

changing contexts.166 

 Adopting the perspective of social constructionism, “critical geopolitics examines 

the very construction and social effects of geopolitical imaginations and geopolitical 

identities – the imaginary spatial positioning of people, regions, states and the shifting 

boundaries that accompany this positioning.”167  The concept of discourse is, and has been 

since its beginnings, at the heart of critical geopolitics, and “…is perhaps the one concept 

associated with critical geopolitics more than any other area of study.”168  This geopolitical 

discourse serves to represent an indissoluble conjoining of space and power: “Strategies of 

power always require the use of space and, thus, the use of discourses to create particular 

spatial images, primarily of territory and boundaries in statecraft, and is inseparable from 

the formation and use of power.”169 
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3.1.2 A Regional Framework 

Contrary to much of the more traditional, inward looking regionalism of the early 

years of geography as a discipline, the 'new-regionalism' that has emerged since the late 

1970s has had a much more open character, seeking answers to questions regarding the 

existence and manifestation of regions inevitably based on social practice.  Its interests lie 

in power relations, practices and discourses in which people, social communities and 

classes produce and re-produce 'regions' and localities in daily life through diverging 

institutionalized practices such as politics, administration, media and communication, 

education, and economy. This new view of the 'region' abstracts and 'creates' the ideas of 

the major dimensions of regions and their formations; abstractions are explicitly created to 

reveal the mechanisms, processes and power relations of the social, political, economic and 

cultural worlds. 

 The question of the 'objectivity' of regions is being re-thought in the 'new regional 

geography' in an effort to understand regions as processes that are performed, limited, 

symbolized and institutionalized through numerous practices, discourses and power 

relations that are not inevitably bound with a specific scale, but may 'stretch' in both space 

and time.  A typical feature of the 'new regional geography' is that no one specific scale is 

preferred, but rather that an understanding of regions recognizes and analyzes the processes 

which take place at varying scales, providing a useful perspective for understanding the 

complexities of current spatiality's and the inherent relations of power. Concerned with 

explanation and treating the region as a constantly shifting product of social and economic 

relations, the key to the 'new regional geography' is a recognition of the versatile and 
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complex chiasm of power, not seeing the region in isolation but instead seeing it in relation 

to developments which unfold both above and below the scale of the region.170 

3.1.3 Geopolitics: The Intersection of Geography and International Relations 

 A sub-theory of international relations, geopolitics is complex; it is a situational 

product of its times, and its definitions have evolved accordingly.171  The term was first 

coined by the Swedish legal jurist Rudolf Kjellén, who described geopolitics as “…the 

theory of the state as a geographical organism or phenomena in space.”172  To Karl 

Haushofer, the father of German geopolitik, “Geopolitics is the new national science of the 

state…a doctrine on the spatial determinism of all political processes, based on the 

foundation of geography.”173  Geopolitics were dismissed by the American political 

geographer Derwent Whittlesey in the years immediately preceding World War II as “…a 

dogma, …that faith that the state is inherently entitled to its place in the sun…”174, and 

Richard Hartshorne defined it as “…geography utilized for particular purposes that lie 

beyond the pursuit of knowledge.”175  The political scientist Edmund Walsh saw it as “…a 

combined study of human geography and applied political science…dating back to 

Aristotle, Montesquieu and Kant…”176  Clearly, different thinkers on the subject come 
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from different perspectives and experiences, which produce wide-ranging conclusions on 

what constitutes geopolitics, and the varying perspectives are the product of the times in 

which the thinkers were living; a reflection of their observations during their lifetimes.  In 

the common vernacular of this viewpoint, geopolitics refers to a fixed and objective 

geography which constrains and directs the activities of states, and more recently, this view 

has been joined in popularity by attempts to define geopolitics in terms of fixed processes 

of one kind or another.177  This conception of space and geography is one that is fixed 

rather than fluid, static rather than changeable.  It is “…a tradition that is eminently 

political…yet rests on a de-politicization of geographical and political processes”178, 

whose very name designates its dual nature.179 

3.1.4 Critical Geopolitics 

 Critical geopolitics emerged alongside the “new” regional geography in the 1990s 

as the link between geopolitics and international relations, treating political geography as 

a social and cultural practice instead of a legible reality of international regime.180  The key 

element of critical geographic thought is that geographical knowledge is not perceived as 

an objective and neutral science, but rather as a set of discourses, representations, and 

practices.  It is the study of the spatialization of international politics, dealing with the 

geographical conjectures that affect the world politics making process181, attempting to 

illuminate how geographical claims and assumptions function in political debates and 
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practice; the aim is to explain how political actors spatialize international politics.182  

Critical geopolitics is not a neatly delimited field, but rather a diverse collection of works 

whose ideas focus on the processes through which political practice is bound up with 

territorial definition. 

 Merje Kuus perceives critical geopolitics as a “…contested political process”, 

starting from the assumption that geographical knowledge is not innocent and objective.183  

Basing her thoughts and ideas on those of ÓTuathail, she observes that critical geopolitics 

“…treats geography as a technology of power that does not simply describe but also 

produces political space.”184  All politics is geopolitics because it necessarily involves 

geographical assumptions about territories and borders.  Every global consideration of 

human affairs involves geographical dimensions, and consideration of security necessarily 

involves bounding the threat as well as the threatened object and defining them as particular 

kinds of places. 

 Critical geopolitics deals with the plurality of space, and the variety of ways that 

space may be constructed.  Focusing on the boundary-drawing processes and the state’s 

spatializing behaviors, it studies not only the material borders of the state, but also the 

conceptual borders designating a boundary between a secure ‘inside’ and threatening 

‘outside’.185  “Critical geopolitics is not about the ‘outside’ of the state but about the very 

construction of boundaries of ‘inside’ and ‘outside’, ‘here’ and ‘there’, the ‘domestic’ and 
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the ‘foreign’…”186, which involves “…deconstructing the ways in which political elites 

have depicted and represented places in their exercise of power.187  Geopolitics is an 

interpretive practice, embedded in traditions and cultures of geopolitical thinking, and 

therefore need to be deciphered and interpreted. 

 Critical geopolitics argues that it is impossible to have a detached and objective 

way to study statecraft and the management of international affairs.  Geopolitical thinkers 

themselves are situated within conceptual and methodological assumptions of the world 

that influence their conclusions.  Geopolitics should instead be a discourse which is 

concerned with the relationship between the power-knowledge, social, and political 

relationships that occur within the interaction of geography, knowledge, power, and 

political and social institutions.  Gearóid ÓTuathail recognizes this idea, pointing out that 

“…the meaning of concepts like geopolitics tends to change as historical periods and 

structures of world order change.”188  Geopolitics is best understood in its historical and 

discursive context of use.  He claims that “…geopolitics in all its forms…is best studied in 

its messy historical contextuality”189, “…engaging not only in geopolitical texts but also 

the historical, geographical, technological, and sociological contexts within which these 

texts arise and gain social meaning and pervasive force.”190  The “…messy histories of the 

intertwined development…of militaries, state structures, and state society relations within 

‘national’ boundaries, and the resultant geo-politization of the aspects of everyday social 
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life, historical, and sociological processes that are central to the order of space and 

power…”191 are all major factors in the conclusions reached and the interpretation of the 

reality of a situation. 

Space is essential to critical geopolitics.  Unlike the often-implicit materialism of 

classic geopolitics, critical geopolitics questions any simple causal relationship between 

global politics and geographical space.  Instead, it looks for the ways in which space is 

made meaningful by the wide array of geopolitical actors and their ideas; in other words, 

in the social construction of space.  This study uses the social construction of regions as a 

theoretical context for understanding the geopolitical role of non-state actors as 

“perforating” forces in the Aegean Sea region. 

3.2 Research Strategy and Methodology 

3.2.1 Hermeneutics: The Art of Interpretation 

 The hermeneutic philosophical tradition has much to offer to researchers interested 

in qualitative inquiry, and is especially suitable for work of a textural and interpretative 

nature such as the social construction of regions and their geopolitical significance.192  

Defined by the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy as “the methodology of 

interpretation”193, hermeneutics is “…concerned with problems that arise when dealing 

with meaningful human actions and the products of such actions…[offering] a toolbox for 
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efficiently treating problems of the interpretation of human actions, texts, and other 

meaningful material.”194  Interpretation, by necessity, requires explanation.  In Being and 

Time, Martin Heidegger observed that interpretation is not “the acquiring of information 

about what is understood; it is rather the working-out of possibilities projected in 

understanding”195, and Hans-Georg Gadamer notes that “Understanding is always 

interpretation.”196  Seeking to “…clarify the interpretative conditions in which 

understanding takes place”197, the hermeneutic research tradition offers an implicit 

conceptual underpinning that “…can potentially enrich and deepen the conceptual 

foundations of research undertaken from a qualitative perspective.”198  Given that the 

emphasis in qualitative research is on understanding and interpretation, and that 

understanding is the universal link in interpretation of any kind199, the connection between 

the hermeneutic tradition and qualitative research becomes self-evident. 
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3.2.2    Qualitative Research 

 Qualitative research has rapidly established itself in the last twenty years as an 

acceptable approach to hermeneutic research in a broad range of disciplines200, and it 

provides tools to researchers to study complex phenomena within their context using a 

variety of data sources.201  It’s hallmark is flexibility, allowing the content of the study to 

evolve and change during the research period, and as an iterative process, the research 

design, tools, and even the research question can evolve as the research unfolds.  It excels 

at uncovering subtleties that seemingly defy categorization; it is these subtleties “…that 

comprise the most valuable pieces of qualitative data…the fascinating grey areas that force 

the researcher to question straightforward models or typologies and go on ultimately to 

develop more sophisticated explanations.”202 

 Qualitative research is a methodology that is oriented towards discovery, 

description and holistic understanding of processes and activities.  Its logic is inductivist, 

aiming to generate theory and the making of new concepts through in-depth observation, 

and typically emphasizes the importance of a contextual understanding of social 

behavior203; generating theory through the making of new concepts in observation of social 

practices and events in depth.204  It excels at illuminating context and process as a route for 

explaining actions and events.  Aiming to find meaning, to “…see beyond appearances”205, 
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context is considered to be highly important in qualitative studies, and the outcome of the 

research takes the form of specific case explanation, offering refined concepts for the 

analysis of future cases.206  The strength of the qualitative approach is that it is 

characterized by methodological eclecticism, a hypothesis-free orientation, and the implicit 

acceptance of the natural scheme of things.207   

 The methodological approach that has been selected for this research endeavor is 

post-positivist in that the Aegean ‘world’ exists as an objective entity only as a social 

construction, particularly as viewed through the lens of the treaties that have laid out its 

terrestrial political borders, and the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea as 

defining the maritime borders.  In this approach, it is the task of the researcher to describe 

and analyze this socially constructed reality.  In the case of the Aegean Sea, there are 

impinging forces that may be observable and unobservable, all of which need to be 

considered in any examination of the area.  The world of actors involved in the Aegean 

drama therefore encompasses imperfect knowledge, and complex cultural, social, and 

economic influences that yet retain a degree of free will and judgement.208  The inductivist 

argument seeks to supply strong evidence for, but not absolute proof of, the truth of the 

conclusions reached.  The ‘truth’ of the inductivist argument is probable, based on the 

evidence given, and findings are interpreted either as ‘strong’ or ‘weak’, instead of ‘valid’ 

or ‘invalid’. 
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3.2.3 The Research Model:  A Case Study 

 The Case Study method has been found to be highly pertinent when a research 

question is trying to answer descriptive or explanatory questions that arise out of the desire 

to understand complex social phenomena. The case is generally a bounded entity and 

serves as the main unit of analysis; its first step being definition of the case to be 

investigated.  In general, the Case Study allows researchers “…to explore individuals or 

organizations, simple through complex interventions, relationships, communities or 

programs209, and supports the deconstruction and subsequent reconstruction of various 

phenomena.210  It “…[helps] us to understand processes of events, projects, and programs 

to discover context characteristics that will shed some light on an issue or object.”211  Its 

design is employed to gain an in-depth understanding of the situation and its meaning for 

those involved with interest in the process rather than the outcomes, in context rather than 

a specific variable, in discovery rather than in confirmation.212 

 The Instrumental Case Study is used for this research project213 as it is recognized 

for providing insight into an issue or helping to refine a theory.  The case is of secondary 

interest; it plays a supporting role, facilitating the understanding of something else.  The 

case is often looked at in depth, its context scrutinized, and ordinary activities are detailed; 

it helps the researcher pursue an external interest.  The case may or may not be seen as 
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typical of other cases.  The Instrumental Case Study is pursued in order to provide insight 

about a particular issue that may be generalizable; its primary purpose is to help advance 

understanding. 

 This research project is particularly suitable for a Case Study design because it is a 

bounded system, is contextual, and a study of process.  “Bounded”, as defined by 

Cresswell, “…means that the case is separated out for research in terms of time, place, or 

some physical boundaries.”214  In other words, it is possible to create limits around the 

object being studied.  For this research project, the boundaries of the socially constructed 

region that delimits National Space are defined by the physical limitations that are imposed 

by bi-lateral or multilateral treaties, or in the case of the maritime space, by accepted 

international law via the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea agreement.  

Defining the Institutional Space becomes more difficult as the space itself is dependent on 

what individual institution or group of institutions is being referenced or considered.  The 

boundaries become even less defined and blurred when considering the Resource Space, 

as it is the nature of natural resources to not respect socially or culturally defined borders.  

In general, the Resource Space can be defined as encompassing the Aegean Sea, leaving 

itself flexible to include any part of the Mediterranean basin as needed to sufficiently define 

the space. 

 Context is a key factor in Case Study.  In focusing on a particular phenomenon as 

in a Case Study, it is impossible to separate the phenomenon from its context.215  Yin has 
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pointed out that “…you would use the case study method because you deliberately wanted 

to cover contextual conditions…believing that they might be highly pertinent to your 

phenomena of study.”216  Using the Case Study approach allows for the possibility of 

gaining significant knowledge about the processes that are occurring within the bounded 

spaces of the socially constructed regions of the Aegean Sea in relation to the selected 

phenomena under consideration.  In this study, the phenomena under consideration is the 

process of hydrocarbon exploration, exploitation, and extraction. 

3.3 Methods 

 The methods utilized in this case study to illuminate the perforating forces 

operating in the socially constructed regions of the Aegean Sea are built upon a substantial 

field work presence in the study area.  The information and understandings that fueled this 

thesis come from the spirit of classic geographic observation techniques, guided by 

scholarly literature in a broad range of disciplines.  The project has been heavily based on 

bibliographic and library holdings at the Gennadius Library of the American School of 

Classical Studies and the Benaki Museum Library, both of which are located in Athens, 

Greece, as well as investigations of the holdings of the John S. Bailey Library at Deree – 

The American College of Greece in Aghia Paraskevi near Athens.  Intensive literary study 

was conducted at the Bodleian Library at Oxford University in England, in addition to 

using the facilities of the University of Missouri – Columbia, Washington University, Saint 

Louis University, University of Missouri – St. Louis, Harris Stowe State University, and 

the University of Michigan in the United States.   
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In support of this literary research, extensive field observations were conducted 

throughout the study area to contextualize the national, institutional, and resource 

sensitivities of the states of Greece and Turkey, and the societies living within them.  In 

particular, the objective of these on-site field observations was to gather the pulse of the 

cultures involved in the Aegean arena as they relate to the issues of sovereignty, resources, 

and national space. These observations were focused on such things as market places, 

kiosks and newsstands, grocery stores and bakeries, as well as many other locales, which 

illuminate religious, sociological, and political ideologies and issues of common debate as 

expressed in daily life and the local press.   The conduct of these typical living activities, 

such as walking the cobbled streets of Rhodes and Kos, navigating the bus routes of 

Nafplio, criss crossing the Aegean and the Sea of Marmara, maneuvering through markets 

of Bursa and Bodrum, and riding buses to Çanakkale, Izmir, and Aksaray all provided 

opportunities for insight and the absorbing of local perspectives.  Significant time was also 

spent in Athens, Greece and Istanbul, Turkey.  Drawing upon such things as diplomatic 

activities promoted by the American Embassy of Greece, to connections with the ex-patriot 

and Greek English speaking communities of Athens, to participation in the 2015 annual 

conference of the European Geographers in Ankara, and opportunities to interact with the 

Turkish merchant community, this research project has been able to move beyond the 

superficial and the exclusively abstract theoretical research typically constrained to 

academic domains, and became an intensely personal, intimate, and lived human 

experience.  
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3.4 Defining Key Research Terms 

 The claims of the modern state to its over-arching role in the global political 

environment is novel in human history, and it distinguishes itself from earlier forms of 

political rule by expressing a distinctive symmetry and correspondence between 

sovereignty, territory, and legitimacy.217  The refinement of the concept of sovereignty was 

central to this development, for it laid a special claim to the legitimate exercise of political 

power over a circumscribed geographic space; an entitlement to exclusive rule over a 

delimited territory.  The modern states developed as “…political bodies, separate from both 

ruler and ruled, with supreme jurisdiction over a demarcated territorial area, backed by a 

claim to a monopoly of coercive power, and enjoying legitimacy as a result of the loyalty 

or consent of their citizens.”218  These innovations distinguished the modern state from its 

previous form, and included a territoriality with fixed borders, a monopolistic control on 

violence, an impersonal political power structure, and a distinctive claim to legitimacy 

based on representation.  Their regulatory power expanded throughout the modern period, 

creating systems of unified rule across delimited territories, albeit with significant national 

differences, a centralized administration, mechanisms for fiscal management and the 

distribution of resources, new forms of law-making and law enforcement, standing armies 

for the conduct of war, as well as the development of diplomacy and diplomatic 

institutions. 
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3.4.1 Sovereignty 

 One of the core features of geopolitics is the identification, control, and integrity of 

a state’s territory, including territorial waters; a notion that is underpinned by sovereignty.  

It is, in theory, the absolute political decision making, control, and enforcement authority 

with regard to a specific and internationally recognized territory and population.  As the 

primary unit of political analysis, the state as a legally sovereign, if not operationally 

autonomous, unit is naturally confined by a boundary which delimits its territory.  

Sovereignty differentiates states from other territorial orders219, territorial formations220, as 

well as from corporations, trading blocs and alliances.221  Possessing total authority over 

their territories and peoples, states are “…unrestrained by laws originating outside the 

area…completely free of direct external control…”222 or “external interference”.223  

Frequently used interchangeably or in conjunction with the concept of independence, 

sovereign states have the ability to act independently, and sovereign states do have, within 

their territory, a monopoly on power. 

3.4.2 Territory 

 It is generally assumed that territory is self-evident in its meaning.  It has been 

described as a “bordered power container” by Giddens224, and by Sack as an “…area of 

place delimited and controlled through territoriality.”225  Requiring constant effort to 
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maintain, territories are “…the result of strategies that exist to affect, influence, and control 

people, phenomena, and relationships…”226, and “one cannot conceive of a state, a political 

institution, without its spatial definition, its territory.227 

 Most of the armed struggles throughout history have arisen over territory.  They 

have been so numerous that volumes have been written on them, and maps in atlases 

document territorial changes throughout time.  Territory is so frequently a source of 

conflict because the state is essentially a ‘place’, and its existence and autonomy are rooted 

in its territory.  It provides the state with a tangible basis for its exercise of power by 

delimiting the resources over which it has control, both human and physical.  It is at the 

heart of national identity and cohesion228, and by extension, of extreme importance to the 

state.  It provides states with both natural and human resources, and serves as the medium 

to which all other attributes of states operate and have a tangible existence.229  Although 

territory may seem to be both inert and passive, nothing more than the soil upon which one 

stands, and is often treated as such, territory makes governing, organization of an economy, 

and a system of circulation possible.  “It provides that abode for a permanent resident 

population, makes expectation of permanence reasonable and the recognition by other 

states feasible; it gives sovereignty its force.”230 

 "It has been widely accepted that territory is salient to policy makers for tangible 

reasons, such as resource wealth, as well as intangible reasons, such as the role of territory 
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in creating a sense of belonging in people"231, but this relationship is considerably less 

obvious in the maritime domain where international law considers terrestrial and maritime 

space to be two distinct concepts.  Nevertheless, "the influence of identity on disputed 

maritime space is pervasive"; it is the territorial temptation of the human psyche.232  With 

the creation of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, the international 

community created a circumstance of expanded state authority over maritime space, and 

states began making claims to greater percentages of the world's oceans and seas, adopting 

the widest possible interpretation of their jurisdiction and sovereign entitlements.  As such, 

this territorialization of the world's oceans has extended the concept of national identity 

across the maritime space and instances of conflict became a flood.  

3.4.3 Boundaries and Borders 

In one of the most classic works in boundary and border studies, Julian Minghi 

describes boundaries as “perhaps the most palpable political geographic phenomena”, and 

notes that “political boundaries form the areal expression of the limits of jurisdiction and 

power of the system to which they belong.”233  Always constructed, they are the products 

of social practice, and are often the result of conflict.  Territory is not spatially limited but 

delimited by boundaries; a spatial expression of a given legal order.  Two dimensional 

lines, boundaries have length and height, but no width.  The boundary does not exist by 

nature or by itself, but rather it owes its existence to man; not a problem of geography, the 
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boundary will always remain the task of the decision makers.234  Inward looking, 

boundaries enable the homogenization of the territory they enclose, and serve as the 

medium in which other attributes of the state can take form.  As such, the inextricably 

intertwined with territory.  The two exist as differing concepts but not without each other 

in reality, forming a powerful force that helps nation-states differentiate themselves from 

each other.235  The very existence of the boundary is proof that there are differences in 

ideology and goals, if not at the present time, imbedded in the historical heritage. 

Boundaries and borders signify limits or discontinuities in space.  Although the 

terms are often used interchangeably in literature, they are encountered most often in their 

political meaning as territorial lines of division.  But while there is virtually no distinction 

between the terms of boundary and border in everyday language, “…many authors use 

border to designate the formal political division line between territorial units, such as states, 

and boundary to signify the cultural and social group difference that may or may not be 

marked on the ground by division lines.”236 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE AEGEAN SEA – A CASE STUDY 

“It is a truism that social reality does not fall from heaven, but that human agents construct and reproduce 

it through their daily practices”237; it is the “social construction of reality.”238 

Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann 

 

 

4.1 The Case of the Aegean Sea: A Unique Geographic Space 

Figure 3. 

The Aegean Sea 

 

 

Source: http://gpil.jura.uni-bonn.de/german-research-vessel-caught-up-greek-turkish-aegean-sea-dispute/.  

 

 Known as Aigaίon Pélagos in Greek, and Ege Deniz in Turkish, the Aegean Sea 

lies between the southern Balkan and Anatolian peninsulas and is surrounded exclusively 

by the modern-day states of Greece and Turkey.  It is a northeastern extension of the 
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Mediterranean Sea, and is of great strategic, economic, and geographic importance to the 

two coastal nations that share its shores.  Greek mainland territory surrounds the Aegean’s 

western and northern coastlines as far as the Greek-Turkish land border in the northeast, 

and the Turkish mainland territory extends from this northeastern border to the point that 

considered to be the southeastern extent of the Aegean.239  It is a narrow, elongated sea 

compared to other seas of the world, measuring approximately three hundred eighty miles 

(six hundred twelve kilometers) long and one hundred eighty six miles (two hundred 

ninety-nine kilometers) wide, with a total area of approximately eighty-three thousand 

square miles (two hundred fifteen square kilometers).240  An important natural feature of 

the Mediterranean, the Aegean Sea is a maritime link to all the countries surrounding the 

Mediterranean Sea, and functions as the major navigational road to the Black Sea via the 

Dardanelles, the Sea of Marmara, and the Bosporus.  The island of Crete is considered to 

mark its boundary to the south.241  From west to east, the islands of Kytheria, Antikythera, 

Crete, Kasos, Karpathos, and Rhodes are generally accepted to delimit the sea on the south.  

Through the Sea of Crete, which is geographically part of both the Aegean and 

Mediterranean Seas, the Aegean is also well connected to the Ionian Sea lying to the west.   

There are various explanations for the name ‘Aegean’.  Since ancient times, the 

possibilities for its name have included being named after Aegea, a queen of the Amazons 

who died in the sea; Aigaion, the ‘sea goat’, another name for Briareus, a Hecatoncheire242; 
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or, particularly amongst Athenians, Aegeaus, father of Theseus, who is said to have 

drowned himself in the sea when he thought his son had perished fighting the Minotaur on 

Crete.  Another possible etymology is that ‘Aegean’ is a derivation from the Greek word 

aιγες (aiges), or waves, a metaphorical use of αίξ (aix), or goat, hence ‘wavy sea’. 

Constituting a significant portion of the coastline of Greece, perhaps the most 

distinctive characteristic of the Aegean Sea is the number of islands located within its 

boundaries, most all of them belonging to Greece.  Generally numbering in the thousands, 

estimates of the number of islands that exist and the number that are inhabited varies 

substantially, and they also vary greatly in terms of coastal length, size and location. The 

islands constitute around seventy five hundred kilometers of coastal length in total, which 

“…counts for more than half of the total Greek coastal length…and at least three fourths 

of the total Greek coastline of 8500 km in the Aegean Sea.”243  The plethora of islands 

disrupts any kind of systematic marine circulation, canalizing and obstructing human 

interactions and the cultural, social, political, and economic circulation in the area.  Many 

of the islands lie in close proximity to the Turkish coast, and as such, are strongly affiliated 

with the core of current maritime disputes in the Aegean Sea.244  

The Aegean Sea was known in Ancient Greece as ‘Archipelago’, or “chief sea”, 

and the surfeit of islands in the sea became its description, with the word ‘archipelago’ 

coming to mean a large group or chain of islands.245  While several of the larger Aegean 
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islands have the advantage of fertile plains and some practice terraced agriculture, most of 

the Aegean islands are rocky and barren.246 Geologists believe the Aegean islands could 

be mountain peaks of a submerged landmass, ‘Aegeis’, with major alterations to the sea 

floor having occurred in recent geologic times as a result of volcanic activity.247  The chains 

of islands have also been considered to be extensions of mountains on the Greek 

mainland248; one chain extends across the sea to Chios, another from Euboea to Samos, 

and a third extends across the Peloponnese and Crete to Rhodes, dividing the Aegean from 

the Mediterranean Sea. Throughout history, the Aegean islands have served to facilitate 

trade and communication between the early peoples who lived in the area, and they 

contributed greatly to the rise of civilizations that existed across the region. They are 

divided into seven groups which in include 1) Crete and nearby islands, 2) Cyclades, 

including Melos, Páros, Náxos, Santorini (Thera), Ándros, and Euboea, 3) Dodecanese, or 

Southern Sporades, found along the coast of Anatolia, 4) Eastern Aegean Group, including 

Lésvos, Chios, Ikaría, and Sámos, 5) Northern Sporades, including Skyros, 6) the Saronic 

Islands of Salamís, Aegina (Aíyina), Póros, Hydra (Ídhra), and Spétsai, and 7) the Thracian 

Sea Group including Thásos, Samothrace (Samothráki) and Lemnos. 

Both Greece and Turkey have long Aegean coastlines upon which cities and towns 

have grown throughout history, now populated by millions, and many of the Aegean 

islands also have large permanent populations.  The sea itself, like the Mediterranean, does 

not contain large amounts of mineral or natural resources.  The Aegean Sea floor, unlike 
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that of the rest of the Mediterranean which is mostly flat, “…is dominated by steeps and 

trenches especially around the island of Crete.”249 

4.2 The Social Construction of the Aegean Sea 

 In any given physical space, there are competing visions of that space which are 

defined by the sociocultural context of its viewer. Each of these human constructions 

occupy the same physical space, the organization of the juxtaposed spaces epitomizing the 

simultaneities that occur within it.  “In this sense [the] spaces are, first, an expression of 

the possibility of pluralities; second, they point to the possibility of overlapping and 

reciprocal relations; and third, and for this reason, they are always open and indefinite with 

respect to future formations.”250  The human act confers meaning to a physical 

environment, giving it “…definition and form from a particular angle of vision and through 

a special filter of values and beliefs.”251  The choices made are functions of how a particular 

society works and how it makes its livelihood in its material environment.252  As with any 

geographic space, the space of the global oceans and seas is no different; it is seen 

differently by the different actors participating in the space, and who define it by what they 

value the most. 

It is difficult to overstate the role of the global oceans and seas in the contemporary 

world-system.  Despite the decline of sea travel and a diminished dependence on self-

supplied food sources that have removed the maritime environment from the realm of most 
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people’s everyday experiences, “the sea remains a crucial domain for the resources and 

processes that sustain contemporary life.”253  Since the end of World War II, global fish 

catch has increased ten-fold254, as has the total tonnage carried by the world cargo fleet.255  

Offshore hydrocarbon extraction has increased rapidly since 1937 when the first 

commercial well was sunk; today over twenty per cent of the world’s petroleum is derived 

from offshore sources, and the world’s oceans offer a host of other mineral extraction 

opportunities.  Further human interactions with the oceans and seas is stimulated by 

tourism promotions, and many biologists have turned their attention to the ocean as the 

next frontier for pharmacological and genetic research.  “Combining all of the resources 

provided by the oceans, economists have estimated that the sea provides services to 

humanity valued at twenty-one trillion dollars, as opposed to only twelve trillion dollars 

provided by land.”256 

 For much of history, the seas have been portrayed “either as the backdrop to the 

stage where the real action is seen to take place, or they are portrayed simply as the means 

of connection between activities taking place on coasts and in their interiors”257.  The 

characteristics of the sea itself, the nature of man’s interactions because of it and with it, 

and the contacts that were cemented or cast aside have largely been absent from history.  

Attention to the seas as globalized transnational spaces was diminished.  It is a history that 
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is primarily focused on the emergence of national navies, imperial ambitions and merchant 

shipping which, as instruments of statehood that have been proffered in terms of captains 

and admirals, their deeds in defense of the nation, and the sea battles in which they and 

their fleets participated.258 

 Human beings interact with the sea and because of it, navigate a course upon it, and 

live around it and on it.  But what happens on the sea is usually colored by what is 

happening on the adjacent shores.  The terrestrial limit of the sea is the interface between 

maritime and terrestrial environments; the beaches and promontories, the estuaries and 

ports that abut it acting as points of contact for mariners and the indigenous peoples that 

inhabit the mainland or island coasts.  But the very acts of commissioning and funding sea 

voyages “implied the need to open up new markets, to gain access to scarce resources, and 

to move goods between distant ports and their hinterlands.  It was not the sea itself that was 

to be explored and charted; the goal was to first establish and then to realize the potential 

of the islands and coastlines which provided their margins.”259  The voyages were more 

about the exploitation of the land than any resources that were located in the sea itself.  The 

ships and crews that crisscrossed the global oceans and seas throughout recorded history 

were responding to commercial interests in search of new markets and resources; the waters 

of the sea were simply the space between these lands. 

 In these constructions, the sea was empty; a ‘space’, not a ‘place’.  The sea is not a 

‘somewhere’ with history, at least with recorded history.  There are no footprints left on it; 

the sea consumes all who come to grief on its surface and the vessels in which they sailed.  
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It is not monumentalized.  It is more of a symbolic and metaphorical device rather than a 

real place; a “…quintessential wilderness, a void without community other than that 

temporarily established on boats crewed by those with the shared experience of being 

tossed about on its surface”260.  The marks of man’s passage on the sea are instead found 

at the bottom of the sea, often near coasts and ports. 

 In recent years, the notion that the seas could be constructed as communal social 

spaces has been gaining popularity.  To view the seas as active and dynamic spaces of 

human interaction, and as places where common interests emerged and then dissolved, 

extends the tradition that social spaces are only terrestrial.  These ideas however, go far 

beyond any terrestrial concept of territoriality, acting in juxtaposition to the traditionally 

accepted norms of nations and continents.  Whereas for pre-modern men the sea was a 

bound-less and indistinct space, today’s maritime spaces are the focus of long-negotiated 

legal conventions that have generated a distinct legal system, principles, concepts and uses. 

Its peculiar form has developed within an environment in which customary practices and 

power politics have original hybridizations. 

 The Aegean Sea represents a distinctive instance of particular societal 

conceptualizations that has formed over centuries.  These conceptualizations have been 

built upon the many diverse roles and functions that these societies have placed upon, or 

operated within, the Aegean domain.  There are thus economic, physical, sociological, 

cultural, political, biological, and historical representations of the Aegean that can be 

viewed through many different lenses which create multi-faceted characterizations of the 
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Aegean Sea.  These individual visions inevitably harmonize themselves within the 

geographic space from the perspective of the societies or groups involved and create a 

working understanding of the Aegean Sea that supports the society’s or group’s cognitive 

appropriation of the sea’s role in the society’s existence and operation. 

 The Aegean Sea can be understood as a Resource Space, a National Space, and an 

Institutional Space.  The first two of these spaces, the Resource and National Spaces, are 

described and elaborated upon in the current chapter of this document.  Chapter 5 focuses 

its attention on the “perforating force” of the construction of the Aegean Sea as an 

Institutional Space. 

4.3 Resource Space 

 Natural resources have become the new powerful key to defining geopolitics and 

securing economic and strategic interests.  Historically long-linked with prolonged 

conflicts and wars, they are today increasingly reshaping the global political landscape, 

influencing foreign and domestic policies, and boosting economic growth around the 

world.  They include any naturally occurring substance or feature of the physical or 

biological environment that, while not created by human effort, can be exploited by humans 

to satisfy their needs or wants.261   

 Resources are defined by man, not by nature.  Human beings are constantly 

appraising the usefulness of the elements of their environment for the purpose of achieving 

certain ends, assessing the value of particular organic and inorganic elements within it. 

There are however, two basic conditions for any substance or feature to be classified as a 
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‘resource’; the knowledge and technical skills must exist to allow for extraction and 

utilization, and the resource must be able to be exploited by humans to directly satisfy a 

need or a want.  “It is, therefore, human ability and need which create resource value, not 

mere physical presence.”262   

 Ideas on what constitutes a resource have altered dramatically throughout history 

in response to increased knowledge, technological improvements, and cultural 

developments which have modified perceived needs.  Throughout history, resource use has 

been one of continuous discovery, but what remains unchanged is the fact that “…a natural 

resource constitutes a functional relationship between man’s want, his abilities, and his 

appraisal of his environment.”263 with the definition of what constitutes a resource ever 

widening.  Whereas the naturally available water, plants and animals, wood, and stone were 

the basic arsenal in the early years of human civilization, each new stage of evolution of 

history brought new sets of demands for goods and services.  This circumstance, in turn, 

stimulated new technological innovations which led to reappraisal of the usefulness of 

various components of the physical environment, with the resulting technological and 

economic changes affecting the structure of society.  In the course of history, the 

development of spatially distinct cultural groups meant that at any one given period of time, 

there was no single definition of the resource base; a substance that was highly regarded 

and valued by one society could very well be a neutral substance in another.  However, 

modern systems of communication and the increased interdependence of all nations within 

the world economic system have considerably narrowed the range of definitions of 
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University of Rochester Press. Pg. 16. 
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resources, particularly those for the metallic and energy minerals, with these resources now 

largely defined in terms of technology and the demands of developed nations.264 

 There have been many attempts to classify natural resources, but they can generally 

be said to be classified on their basis of origin, exhaustibility, ownership, or on their status 

of development. 

1. Origin – Natural resources classified by origin are either biotic or abiotic.  Biotic 

resources are those that are obtained from living sources including flora and fauna, 

livestock and fish and marine organisms.  Fossil fuels such as petroleum and coal 

are also considered to be biotic natural resources because they derive from organic 

matter.  Abiotic natural resources are those obtained from non-living sources, and 

include such substances as minerals, water, air, and land. 

2. Exhaustibility – Classified on the basis of exhaustibility, natural resources are either 

renewable or non-renewable.  Renewable, or replenishable, resources are those 

physical or biotic resources that can be renewed or reproduced by physical, 

mechanical or chemical processes including but not limited to water, wind and solar 

energy, forests or wildlife.  Renewable natural resources are considered to be either 

plentiful, and therefore continuously available265, or limited, depleted by human 

use because the resources take millions of years in their formation.266  Non-

renewable resources are defined as all resources that do not grow or otherwise 

renew themselves over time.  They exist in finite quantities, so any that are 
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consumed reduces the amount available for future consumption.  The most common 

examples of non-renewable, or exhaustible, resources are fossil fuels and minerals. 

3. Ownership – There are four ways of classifying natural resources on the basis of 

ownership: private vs. public, and domestic vs. international.  Individual Resources 

are those natural resources that are owned privately by individuals, and include 

water in wells, ponds, pasture lands in rural areas and plots of land, houses and 

other property in an urban environment. In contrast, Community Owned Natural 

Resources are those which are accessible to all the members of a community, 

including such things as public parks, playgrounds, and cemeteries.  All of the 

minerals, water resources, wildlife, forests and land within the political boundaries 

of a nation, both terrestrial and maritime, technically belong to the nation in which 

they are located, and International Resources are those resources that are overseen 

by international institutions. 

4. Status of Development – Last, but not least, natural resources are classified by the 

status of their development.  Resources which are found in a region but not been 

utilized are known as Potential Resources.  Those resources which have been 

surveyed and both their quality and quantity have been determined are referred to 

as Developed Resources; their development depending both on technology and the 

level of feasibility.  Those materials in the environment which have the potential to 

satisfy human needs but there is no appropriate technology to access are referred to 

as Stock Resources.  Reserves are a subset of Stock Resources, those resources that 

can be put into use when and if there is a need to meet future requirements. 
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4.3.1 Energy Geopolitics 

Contemporary scholarship in energy geopolitics sheds light on the social 

construction of regions as resource spaces.  Energy and geopolitics have been mutually 

intertwined throughout the history of civilization.  From time to time, the need for energy 

has driven political positions and, on occasion, geopolitical forces have affected the 

economics of energy resources. Since the Industrial Revolution the relationship has been 

even more critical and linked, and the prosperity and viability of societies have depended 

on the efficiencies with which energy resources and geopolitics were orchestrated.  But 

neither energy markets or foreign policy are static.  Whereas “the twentieth century saw 

access to energy resources become a major factor in the determining the winner of wars, 

oil producers banding together to create new global alliances, and price swings that spurred 

or deterred the adventurism of superpowers…”267, the dynamics of energy markets and 

foreign policy interactions in the 21st century is a complex array of vast changes that are 

occurring in the types, costs and scales of energy that are or will be available, all of which 

could influence national policies and geopolitical interests.  As circumstances and 

situations continue to evolve in the geopolitical domains, energy resources will continue to 

impact the nature and understanding of energy resources. 

Energy, from the Greek energon, means force in action.  It is the capacity to perform 

work, impart movement, or to raise or lower a temperature.  It is produced via forces like 

the wind, water, or sun, the combustion of fuels, or from electricity, and is an integral part 

of life for most of the world in the 21st century.  With energy consumption continuing to 
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increase at an accelerating pace, and both governments and corporate officials recognizing 

that the existing reserve base is being depleted at an even higher pace and will largely be 

exhausted in the not distant future, there is a vigorous effort by governments and resource 

firms to pursue and gain control over potential untapped reserves.  “The only way for 

countries to ensure an adequate future supply of these materials, and thereby keep their 

economies humming, is to acquire new, undeveloped reserves in those few locations that 

have not already been drained.”268  Current trends in energy supply and demand still favor 

fossil fuels which account for eighty percent of global energy use, and “This dominance is 

expected to continue for the foreseeable future even though investments in nuclear, hydro, 

and renewable energy sources are increasing.”269  The BP Energy Outlook predicts that 

fossil fuels will protect their current share in energy production and usage until 2035. 

But why has energy come to play such an important and pivotal role in world 

affairs?  Although the answers are many, the simplest answer is that the continues 

availability of energy has never been so critical as it is today.  Energy resources, 

particularly oil and natural gas, are inherently geopolitical, and are “… a highly strategic 

determinant beyond [their] commercial and economic aspects.”270  Energy in great 

profusion is necessary to keep factories working, to power the cities that house the world’s 

growing population, and to both produce and harvest the crops that feed the planet.271  

Continued availability of energy and mineral supplies is also essential for political and 

military survival; “No nation can maintain a robust military defense without a wide array 
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of modern weapons systems, and most such systems – from warships to fighter jets – are 

fueled by oil.”272  Military forces across the globe rely heavily on an abundant source of 

fuels to sustain both airpower and mechanized ground forces to prevail in warfare, and the 

need for petroleum products increases with every new advance in weapons technology.  

Perhaps most importantly, hydrocarbon products are essential to sustain the processes of 

globalization; the trucks, trains, planes, and ships that move goods and people from one 

region of the world to another. 

With the decline of existing sources of supply, the hunt for new reserves has moved 

to places that are far less easily accessed and far less convenient.  These reserves are usually 

found deeper underground or farther offshore, with the marine environment being a prime 

source of exploration in recent years.  Oil and natural gas are key resources in powering 

industrial societies, and with dwindling resources, states and corporations have turned “… 

their attention to resources which were previously thought to be too difficult and expensive 

to tap, the oil and natural gas deposits deep in the oceans.”273  The World Ocean Review 

notes that current “… conventional reserves – i.e. those which can be recovered easily and 

affordably using today’s technology – are estimated to a good 157 billion tonnes.  Of this 

amount, 26 per cent (41 billion tonnes) are to be found in offshore areas”274, and the trend 

in recent years has been towards drilling in deeper and deeper water.  Consumption of 

natural gas is also growing steadily and has an even more pronounced trajectory than that 

of the demand for oil; it is forecast to be the fastest growing fossil fuel through 2030, and 
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drilling operations are also moving to greater depths offshore. “Significant deposits of oil 

and natural gas are known to exist under the world’s oceans…”275, and “…new deposits 

are still being discovered or rendered accessible through more efficient technologies.”276 

In recent years, the problem of energy security has climbed to the top of the ladder 

in the international arena.  While the energy industry has thus far been generally successful 

in boosting supplies to satisfy rising demands, the International Energy Agency (IEA) 

reported in 2007 that “…energy developments in China and India are transforming the 

global energy system by dint of their sheer size and their growing weight in the 

international fossil-fuel trade”277, and intense competition for untapped supplies has 

erupted.  This energy insecurity has “… fundamentally changed the perception of what 

constitutes ‘power’ and ‘influence’ in a dramatically altered international system, forcing 

policy makers to view the global power equation in entirely new ways.278  Both 

governments and corporations in the major industrial powers have therefore “… adopted 

ambitious plans to explore uncharted areas, pursue legal claims to disputed territories, 

acquire exploration and drilling rights in promising resource zones, introduce new 

technologies for extractive operations in extreme and hazardous environments and develop 

military forces that can operate in these regions.”279 
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4.3.1.1    The 21st Century Hydrocarbon Landscape 

 Hydrocarbons have a long and fascinating history that spans thousands of years, 

and the development of the hydrocarbon industry has evolved over time as its uses have 

expanded and become an integral part of today’s global economy. “The disconcerting 

reality of the 21st century is the continued dependence of the world economy on 

hydrocarbons as a source of energy.”280  Despite rapid developments in recent years, the 

world has yet to find “a reliable, efficient, and mass-produced alternative to 

hydrocarbons.”281  Generally speaking, twenty per cent of the energy uses in today’s world 

are for transport, with ninety per cent of the transport sector’s needs being met by petroleum 

products. In one form or another, roughly eighty per cent of currently produced energy is 

used to produce heat for industrial production and the production of electricity as well as 

for residential heating, cooling and cooking.282  Although other energy sources may 

someday provide an alternative to petroleum products in common usage, petroleum 

products have two distinct advantages: they are liquid and therefore easier to access than 

some of the alternatives, and they are concentrated forms of energy.  Both the International 

Energy Agency and the US Department of Energy have predicted that as the world 

population continues to grow and average living standards around the world improve, 

world-wide energy demands are expected to double between now and 2030.  “The reason 

is simple: economic growth is needed to reduce under-employment in developed countries, 
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and poverty in emerging countries.  And economic growth means growth in energy 

demand.”283 

The field upon which both state and non-state actors pursue policies and strategies 

to secure existing supplies of energy resources and to obtain access to new ones is 

geographically vast and politically, strategically and systematically complex.  In addition 

to States, the list is diverse, and can include multinational or transnational corporations, 

bankers and financiers, diplomats, geologists, security companies, seismic firms, shipping 

companies and/or owners, and terminal operators.  Each of these examples and more, have 

activities that are both varied and numerous, and each strives for growth with their own 

goals in mind.  When viewed in its totality, these actors combine to shape and exist in a 

world that, according to the U.S. Energy Information Agency (EIA) in May 2017, produces 

over ninety-two thousand barrels of oil per day in over one hundred twenty countries284 

and over 3500 billion cubic feet of natural gas daily in over ninety-five countries.285 

The term ‘energy’ is very broad, and it includes a variety of sources and their uses.  

To clarify the terminologies that are used in this research and to eliminate possible 

misunderstandings, some working definitions have been extracted from authoritative 

publications in the field of energy and researchers working in the field.  The term 

‘hydrocarbons’ usually refers to oil and oil products as defined by the World Energy 

Outlook, 2013.  The Schlumberger 2017 Oilfield Glossary provides a more detailed 

explanation of hydrocarbons however, describing them as a “…naturally occurring organic 
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compound comprising hydrogen and carbon.  Hydrocarbons can be as simple as methane 

[CH₄], but many are highly complex molecules, and can occur as gases, liquids or solids.  

The molecules can have the shape of chains, branching chains, rings or other structures.  

Petroleum is a complex mix of hydrocarbons.  The most common hydrocarbons are natural 

gas, oil and coal.”286  For the purposes of this research endeavor, the hydrocarbons under 

consideration are exclusively natural gas and oil. 

Although the cost of transporting oil represents only a small portion of its price, the 

cost of natural gas transport and distribution is very high. Unlike oil, which is traded on a 

global market and transported via seagoing tankers, rail, or overland, “natural gas is still 

typically a commodity traded within the context of bilateral contracts and via a dedicated 

infrastructure (i.e. pipelines).”287  Natural gas can also be transported by specialized ships 

known as Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) carriers or methane tankers, following a liquification 

process. Transport by pipeline is the preferred method, particularly over short distances; it 

is more economical than the liquification process which only becomes competitive beyond 

several thousand miles. In the case of gas pipelines, the same pipeline can transport five to 

ten times more energy in liquid form (oil) than in the form of gas.  Trade therefore is subject 

to the constraint of proximity, and it is harder to speak of a worldwide price for this product. 

Furthermore, the nature of the supply, via gas pipeline or LNG, greatly affects prices.288  

The gas market, for a long period, remained mainly regional, and several trade zones 

developed relatively independently from one another; main gas producers are therefore 
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consumers, or close to countries that are close to major consumers.  This situation is rapidly 

evolving as increased demand has led to greater interest in transporting liquefied gas with 

higher prices and decreased transport costs gradually leading to a more unified market.289  

By 2030, liquefied natural gas is expected to account for more than half of the international 

gas trade. 

4.3.1.2    Why are Hydrocarbons Geopolitical? 

 The global geopolitical agenda has always contained energy issues, even though 

the sources of that energy have changed over time.  This is not only because of what they 

are and what they represent, but also because of the location of known sources of supply 

and the size of the deposit.  A growing global population requires energy for everything 

from transportation to cooking and heating or cooling which drives the energy industry, 

and economic activity is also a driver for energy demand. 

Hydrocarbons are used as diplomatic tools and define commercial relationships in 

the international community. The petroleum industry is the largest and most powerful 

industry in the world, and “it is probably the only international industry that concerns every 

country in the world.”290  Petroleum is the most important energy source today, and it will 

continue to be for many years to come.  It has been a major factor in politics for over one 

hundred years, and never has been more prominent than it is today. Simultaneously, rapid 

depletion of traditional oil and natural gas reserves is occurring at an ever-increasing rate, 

and ‘peak oil’, the time at which there is a conventional oil and gas shortage, a steep 
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decrease in conventional production will be unavoidable.291  The politics of hydrocarbons 

will be the dominant politics of the foreseeable future for the world.  

4.3.2    Resource Space in the Aegean Sea  

For the purposes of this research endeavor, the Resource Space of the Aegean Sea 

is specifically confined to the hydrocarbon resources. 

Figure 4. 

AEGEAN SEA HYDROCARBON EXPLORATION AREAS OF GREECE: 

THESSALONIKI BASIN and NORTH AEGEAN – THRACIAN SEA 

 

Source: http://www.iene.gr/workshop-for-hydrocarbon/articlefiles/session4/Nikolaou.pdf.   

1) Greece: The Thessaloniki Basin 

Hydrocarbon exploration activities first began in the Aegean Sea in the Thessaloniki Basin 

in 1960.  The exploration activity only included shallow targets and resulted in the 

discovery of the Epanomi Gas Field in 1988 south of the city of Thessoloniki, Greece.  Two 

offshore wells were sunk in the Thermaikos Gulf, with additional onshore wells at 

Epanomi.  It is an area of thick sedimentations from the Miocene and Mesozoic geologic 

periods, and recoverable reserves are estimated to be fourteen billion square cubic feet.292 
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2) Greece: The Northern Aegean – Thracian Sea 

a. The Prinos Oil Field is the main structure in the Prinos-Kavala basin, located in the 

Gulf of Kavala.  It covers an area of about four-square kilometers, about eight 

kilometers north of the island of Thassos and eighteen kilometers south of the mainland 

of Greece, in a water depth of thirty-one meters.  The Prinos Field is of the Miocene 

Age, and is formed by a low relief faulted anticline, with oil trapped in the Prinos Group 

reservoir at a depth of between 2490 and 2770 meters TVDSS.293  The reservoir 

produces under-saturated sour crude oil, and also contains up to sixty per cent hydrogen 

sulfide gas. 

 

The Prinos Basin was explored in the 1970s, and the Prinos Field discovered in 1974 

through the drilling of the first exploration well in the area, Prinos-1.  It was developed 

in the late 1970s and brought into production in 1981 with facilities installed both on 

and offshore to allow 30,000 barrels of oil per day to be produced along with the 

associated gas.  The offshore facilities were linked by pipeline to an onshore complex 

oil and gas processing plant, constructed along with oil storage tanks and an offshore 

loading terminal.  Crude oil production began in 1981 at an initial rate of eight thousand 

to ten thousand barrels per day and peaked in 1985 at more than twenty-seven thousand 

barrels of oil per day; production has steadily declined since then.  While the Prinos 
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reserves were initially estimated at sixty million barrels of oil, the Prinos Field has 

already produced almost one hundred ten million barrels since 1981. 

 

b. The Epsilon Oil Field is an anticlinal structure located approximately three kilometers 

to the west north west of the Prinos Oil Field.  The field was discovered in 2000 when 

an exploratory well, E-1, tested sour crude from a depth of twenty-eight hundred meters 

TVDSS in reservoirs belonging to the Prinos Group.  The well was side-tracked a year 

later to a location some five hundred meters to the southeast, confirming the reservoir 

presence and tested oil. 

 

Exploration activity in the Epsilon Field began in the 1990s, when the anticlinic Epsilon 

structure was indicated by 2D seismic data, but it remained a low priority and only 

partially covered by a 1993 3D seismic cube.  A 3D seismic survey in 1997 however, 

covered the whole area, making it possible to map the structure and subsequently 

upgrade Epsilon as a high priority exploration target. Energean drilled an extended 

reach multi-lateral well, EA-H1, which was successfully completed in 2010, and 

produced a cumulative oil production for a twelve-month period of over 0.3 million 

barrels of oil. 

 

c. The South Kavala Field was discovered in the same initial exploration that found the 

main Prinos Oil Field.  The structure was confirmed by six more exploration and 

appraisal wells and developed in parallel to Prinos as a remote satellite during the 

period of 1979 to 1980.  Two producing wells, having an average total depth of 2,050 
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meters, have been active since that time.  Containing approximately one billion cubic 

meters of sweet, lean gas, the field was developed to supply fuel gas to Prinos and the 

onshore plants.  Although now depleted, the field is suitable to be converted into an 

Underground Gas Storage (UGS) unit linked to the Trans Adriatic Pipeline (TAP) that 

will transit Greece two kilometers from Energean’s onshore processing plant.  This 

development is on hold awaiting approval from the Greek government and will require 

an investment of approximately initially estimated at US $400 million.  The annual 

Working Gas Volume is expected to be one billion cubic meters from five wells.  The 

South Kavala Field is considered a strategic location for stability of the energy supply 

for both Greece and the surrounding region and has been adopted by the European 

Commission as a Project of Common Interest.294 

 

3) Turkey: The Gulf of Saros 

On 2 February 2008, Turkey launched oil and gas exploration in the Gulf of Saros, 

northwest of the Gallipoli Peninsula.  Although Greece and Turkey nearly went to war over 

oil exploration in the northern Aegean in August 1976, Athens indicated that this 

exploration would not provoke a dispute as the exploration was taking place completely in 

Turkish waters.295  At the current time, Turkey appears to be concentrating its oil and gas 

exploration efforts on the Mediterranean and Black Seas, with plans “...aimed to open wells 

in Turkish and Cypriot waters…”296.  According to Turkish Energy Minister Berat 
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Albayrak, Turkey was to do its first hydrocarbon drilling in the Mediterranean Sea before 

the end of 2017, with the first deep drilling to occur in 2018.  The Turkish Petroleum 

Corporation, a subsidiary of the Turkish Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources, is 

conducting the Mediterranean operation, and also began natural gas and oil exploration 

operations in the Black Sea in 2017. 

 

Figure 5. 

AEGEAN SEA HYDROCARBON EXPLORATION AREA OF TURKEY:  

GULF OF SAROS 

 

Source: http://www.anzacportal.dvagov.au 

4.4 National Space 

The construction of the Aegean as a Resource Space, of course, intersects with its 

construction as a political space, specifically a National Space in the tradition of 

Westphalian sovereignty. The division of global space in ways that relate to political 

organization has characterized understandings of the world throughout history. While most 

accounts of global geopolitics focus on the state, many types of states have existed in the 
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past, not just the ‘nation-state’ of the modern Westphalian paradigm. Political space has 

been repeatedly reconfigured as different types of states involve different types of spatial 

organization.  Moreover, “…throughout the whole period in which states have existed – 

from the Fourth Millennium BC to the end of the twentieth century AD – they have 

coexisted with other forms of political organization.”297   

Although this process took many millennia and is not entirely complete even today, 

global political development seems to have followed a general pattern in which kin-based 

politics were replaced by chiefdoms, and chiefdoms by states.  Kin based hunter-gatherer 

politics were the predominant form of political organization for ninety per cent of human 

history298, and chiefdoms were the “most widespread political form globally, prior to the 

global growth of statehood in the nineteenth century.”299  Each of these forms of political 

organization has lasted far longer than the concept of statehood has to date.  For long time 

spans, each of these forms of political organization was the most common form of global 

geopolitical organization before the new form of political organization ultimately 

superseded it.  But even after new forms of political organization emerged, the older forms 

did not simply melt away, but have remained, coexisting (and sometimes competing) with 

contemporary form of political organization, the nation-state.  And while the state has come 

to predominate in today’s global geopolitics, it has taken over six thousand years of 

political history to get to this point.  In that time, both the scale and the organization of 

states has changed dramatically. 

                                                             
297 Dark, K. 2002. The Informational Reconfiguring of Global Geopolitics. In ed. Ferguson, Y. H. and R. J. 

B. Jones. Political Space. Albany, NY: SUNY Press.  Pg. 61. 
298 Dark, K. 2002. The Informational Reconfiguring of Global Geopolitics. In ed. Ferguson, Y. H. and R. J. 

B. Jones. Political Space: Frontiers of Change and Governance in a Globalizing World. Albany, NY: SUNY 

Press.  Pg. 67. 
299 Ibid. See also Dark, K. R. 1998. The Waves of Time. London and New York: Pinter. Chapter 5. 
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Political territoriality in the contemporary world is manifested in the form of the 

modern state which is generally associated with political power within territorial borders.  

In an empirical context, the state is a specific territory with recognized borders, whereas in 

a theoretical context, the state is a set of institutions that are aimed at producing and 

reproducing society.  One of the hallmarks of the political state is its territory, and “…only 

the state is inherently centralised over a delimited territory over which it has authoritative 

power.”300  With frontiers virtually eliminated by the year 1900, the territorially divided 

global system emerged around 1900, and the national state has come to represent the basic 

division of political space. Today, more than three hundred land boundaries exist between 

states, and every portion of occupied land on the earth’s surface part of the sovereign 

territory of some sovereign state. However, although the primacy of the modern state is a 

recent phenomenon, it is a condition that has rarely been unchallenged by other alternative 

authorities, anti-statist political centers, or by the emergence of transnational ideologies;301 

the size, strength, or general capabilities of states is also varies greatly.  But despite all such 

qualifications, the state has persisted as one of the most potent forces, for good or ill, within 

the modern world system.302 

Historically, states have been dynamic artifacts.  States are not a universal political 

– territorial institution for the organization of society, nor are they permanent, as they 

frequently appear and disappear from the political map of the world.  They also are not 

                                                             
300 Paasi, A. 1996. Inclusion, Exclusion and Territorial Identities: The Meanings of Boundaries in the 

Globalizing Political Landscape. Nordisk Samhällsgeografisk Tidskrift 23: 6-23. 
301 Jones, R. J. B. 2002. Governance and the Challenges of Changing Political Space. In ed. Ferguson, Y. H. 

and R. J. B. Jones. Political Space: Frontiers of Change and Governance in a Globalizing World. Albany, 

NY: SUNY Press.  Pg. 229.  
302 Jones, R. J. B. 2002. Governance and the Challenges of Changing Political Space. In ed. Ferguson, Y. H. 

and R. J. B. Jones. Political Space: Frontiers of Change and Governance in a Globalizing World. Albany, 

NY: SUNY Press.  Pg. 229. 
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fixed in space; they can and do change their territorial shape as the result of war, 

negotiation, arbitration or even by the sale of territory for money, with a vast majority of 

the states that exist today establishing their current borders only in the last fifty years.303   

Throughout history, there have been several types of state, including the city-state, 

empires, and nation-states, each of which relates in different ways to the borders that 

delineate its political territory.  In the city-states of the antiquity and Medieval periods, the 

walls of the city were primarily defensive, and did not delineate political borders because 

these cities also incorporated the surrounding hinterland.  Empires have often been 

composed of discontinuous territories, and their borders were generally unmarked.  In 

contrast, nation-states tend to have well-delineated territories, and clearly marked borders.  

4.4.1    The Nation-State 

The nation-state is the contemporary form of the state, emerging about 1789 in the 

wake of the French Revolution.  Understood as a country inhabited by a group of people 

who see themselves as one distinct community304, the nation-state’s distinctiveness 

“…consists mainly in the conceptual merging of political territoriality, as expressed in the 

institution of the state, with ethnic and cultural identity, as expressed in the idea of the 

nation, so that their boundaries coincide.”305  A common language is essential for effective 

communication, and nation-states are usually identified with one language, but where 

several languages are spoken in a nation-state, one is usually predominant. A nation is 

created by shared memories of historic events and cultural factors of many sorts, and 

                                                             
303 Popescu, G. 2012. Bordering and Ordering the Twenty-First Century. Lanham, MD: Rowman and 

Littlefield Publishers, Inc. Pg. 13. 
304 Paasi, A. 1996. Inclusion, Exclusion and Territorial Identities: The Meanings of Boundaries in the 

Globalizing Political Landscape. Nordisk Samhällsgeografisk Tidskrift 23: 6-23. 
305 Popescu, G. 2012. Bordering and Ordering the Twenty-First Century. Lanham, MD: Rowman and 

Littlefield Publishers, Inc. Pg. 13. 
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perhaps above all, citizens of a nation have a sense of what is required of them, and what 

it means to belong to the nation.  In addition to the cultural and social underpinnings which 

support the sense of nationality, a nation is characterized by a single political system of 

government and an administrative structure that executes the instructions of that 

government.   

There is a lot of confusion pertaining to the terms ‘state’ and ‘nation’, given that 

they appear to have similar meanings.  The terms are often indiscriminately used 

interchangeably, even by scholars. In the minds of laymen, the difference between the two 

concepts is vague, with the term ‘nation-state’ sometimes being used.  Perhaps the biggest 

reason for this circumstance is that both entities tend to evolve into each other, and that 

both are vital for the other.  These two terms are clearly related, yet they must, with equal 

clarity, be seen to be separate.   

The word ‘state’ is derived from the Italian term lo stato, coined by Machiavelli to 

describe the whole of the social hierarchy that governs and rules a country, with the term 

taking on a more sophisticated meaning over the centuries.306  In 1919, Max Weber defined 

the modern state simply as “a human community that (successfully) claims the monopoly 

of the legitimate use of physical force within a given territory”307.  It is generally accepted 

that a state is “… an institutional structure charged with exercising authority within a 

definable jurisdictional purview which is often territorial in nature.  The Montevideo 

                                                             
306 Rasmussen, P. R. 2001. ‘Nations’ or ‘States’ an Attempt at Definition”. 
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Convention on Rights and Duties of States308 however, sets out the four criteria for 

statehood in Article 1, which has been recognized by the international community as an 

accurate statement of customary international law.  The four criteria include:  a) a 

permanent population; b) a defined territory; c) government; and d) capacity to enter into 

relations with other states.309 

Nations, on the other hand, are more challenging to define as attempts “…to 

establish a set of criteria to grasp the complexity, capricious nature and constantly changing 

conception of nations…is difficult.”310  Rather than limiting attributes, definitions have 

instead been designed to emphasize the self-definitional dimension of nationhood and 

imagination associated with this type of community instead of limiting attributes.311  A 

working definition, however, refers to the imagination of a community in terms of shared 

cultural, political and socio-economic elements including such things as history, language, 

religion, ethnicity, and territory.  Although many such variables can be employed to 

distinguish one nation from another, all nations adhere to certain symbolic and ceremonial 

                                                             
308 The Montevideo Convention on the Rights and Duties of States was signed at Montevideo Uruguay on 26 

December 1933 and entered into force on 26 December 1934.  A product of the Seventh International 
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Uruguay, Paraguay, Mexico, Panama, Bolivia, Guatemala; Brazil, Ecuador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, 

Columbia, Chile, Peru, and Cuba.  Amongst the states represented at the Conference, Bolivia alone did not 

sign the Convention.  The United States, Peru, and Brazil ratified the Convention with reservations directly 

attached to the document.  See Organization of American States, Convention on Rights and Duties of States 

at www.oas.org/juridico/english/treaties/a-40.html; Also available at  

www.treaties.un.org/pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=0800000280166aef. NOTE: Although Costa Rica is 
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Costa Rica in the document. 
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310 Elgenius, G. 2011. Symbols of Nations and Nationalism: Celebrating Nationhood.  Houndsmills, UK: 

Palgrave Macmillan. Pg. 7.; See also Hobsbawm, E. 1992. Nations and Nationalism since 1780 – 

Programme, Myth, Reality 2nd Edition. New York, NY: Cambridge University Press. 
311 For more information see Anderson, B. 1991. Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and 

Spread of Nationalism, 2nd Revised Edition. London, UK: Verso; Gellner, E. 1993. Nations and Nationalism. 

Oxford, UK: Blackwell Publishers. 
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codes that raise boundaries against non-members and authenticate nations to the degree 

that the national community is thus imagined as ‘one’ and is characterized by sameness.312 

The traditional idea of the homogeneous nation-state, the union of one people and 

one state in terms of a sovereign political, judicial, and military structure has been 

challenged in recent years by the increasingly multi-cultural world.  The nation “…is 

understood to be the bearer of identity and culture within a framework usually provided by 

the state, which, in turn, is justified by the nation.”313  National and state symbolisms 

therefore become conflated and difficult to separate, but it is through these symbols that 

“…people of the nation and the state are made ritually egalitarian and inequalities are in 

effect negated.”314 

 Nationalistic visions, myths, or the simple expressions of human will that are 

couched in nationalistic terms draw their inspiration from geographical and historical facts.  

“The resurgent nationalisms and regionalisms of recent decades suggest that to live within 

a territory arouses particular but shared visions (narratives) of the meaning of one’s place 

in the world and the global system.”315  These shared images and feelings which are deeply 

anchored in the life and experience of a particular group, the archetypes and symbols that 
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have sunk to a semi- or subconscious level through repetition and tradition, are relied upon 

and regularly activated by the media and those who practice statecraft. 

 Nationalism can be understood as operating on different levels.  It is an ideology of 

a world divided into nations, as a political movement for the attainment of autonomy or 

independence, and as a language of symbolism.316  It is set apart from other types of 

symbolism by its references to the nation, claiming a specific history, sovereignty, and 

distinctiveness. This symbolism includes both the officially recognized national symbols 

like the flag, anthem and a national day, but also is inclusive of informal equivalents that 

constitute ‘core symbolism’317 such as sacrifice through membership.  Both types are used 

to motivate patriotic action, enforce bonds, confer honor, and/or to justify or challenge 

authority. “[The nation] is invisible; it must be personified before it can be seen, 

symbolized before it can be loved, imagined before it can be conceived…”318 The national 

symbols “…codify the subjective nature of the nation: its moods, desires, and goals – its 

complexion…[functioning] as modern totems that merge the mythical, sacred substance of 

the nation with a specified, manifest form, one that grounded in the everyday experience 

of sight, sound, or touch.”319  They blend both subject and object, and moving beyond the 

simple representation of a nation, they, in a very real sense, the national symbols ‘become’ 

the nation.320  These symbolic dimensions of nationalism include nationhood, nationality, 
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nationhood, and national identity, and are expressed with references to the socio-political 

elements of the nation. 

4.4.2    National Space in the Aegean Sea 

 National Space in the Aegean Sea is defined by the territorial borders of the states 

of Greece and Turkey at the 6-nautical mile limit.  Space not claimed by either Greece or 

Turkey is considered as high seas, or, in other words, international waters.  International 

waters are those located outside any nation’s territorial waters; no nation ‘owns’ these 

waters.321 

Figure 6. 

NATIONAL SPACES OF GREECE AND TURKEY IN THE AEGEAN SEA 

 

 

Source:  http://www.foreignpolicy.org.tr/aegean-renewed-turkish-greek-dialogue-seyfi-tashan-13-march-

2002/.  
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4.4.2.1    Historical Evolution of the Study Area 

 A basic understanding of the complex history of Greek – Turkish relations is 

essential to understand the context of the geopolitical dilemma of Aegean Sea 

hydrocarbons.  The nations of Greece and Turkey, who alone border the Aegean Sea, have 

a centuries old shared history which contributes greatly to the contemporary geopolitical 

relations between the two states, but the region is also one that has been of great political, 

economic, and strategic interest to other global powers over the last few centuries. 

4.4.2.2    From the Ancient World to the Ottoman Empire 

 The waters of the Aegean and the eastern Mediterranean have been crisscrossed by 

traders and merchants, explorers, pirates, adventurers, and navies for thousands of years. It 

is a tapestry of events with the movements of peoples across this body of water, and the 

ethnic, linguistic and cultural influences that have traveled with them. Their routes of travel 

tended to be confined to corridors between specific mainland and island settlements where 

sea-faring peoples could barter their products with other people far and near, trading goods 

that they were best equipped to produce in exchange of the agricultural and industrial 

specialties of other lands. Economic and political factors play a role in the movement of 

these individuals and peoples, and the trade routes, political circumstances, and demand 

for resources as well as luxury goods, all had their impact.  The appearance of these trade 

goods on the sea gave rise to piracy and clashes between rival traders whose merchant ship 

crews were ill prepared to defend their cargos, giving rise to navies that came into being to 

protect this maritime cargo.  The history of the Aegean is largely a record of these rivalries 

that were the result of conflicting commercial interests.  With trade moving throughout and 

across it, the Aegean acted as a bridge, with trade creating bridges between very different 
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civilizations.  Trade, in addition to other reasons, forged links across the sea, mixing up 

peoples, cultures and languages.  

 The Minoan culture of Crete (c. 2500-1200 BC) is one of the earliest and most 

powerful of the Mediterranean and Aegean Sea powers, creating the first 'maritime' empire 

in history.  Located athwart the major sea routes of the eastern Mediterranean and Aegean, 

its geographic location was strategically placed for carrying commerce, and also for both 

attacking and limiting the operations of their commercial rivals.  The Phoenicians (c. 2000-

300 BC) established a flourishing trade that encompassed both the Mediterranean and the 

Aegean arena in their search for both new customers and new sources of raw materials.  

This activity made them great colonizers, and many of their trading stations on mainland 

shores and islands became centers of commerce and civilization.  

 It is of early Greek sea power that we are able to attain the clearest and most 

accurate picture of seafaring in the Aegean thanks to Herodotus and Thucydides who wrote 

contemporary histories of the Persian Wars.  Greece's naval traditions were already old by 

then, and her sea trade well developed.  There is reason to believe that the Iliad really is a 

poetic description of Greek sea power at work; the siege of Troy was a commercial war to 

secure Greek control of the Hellespont and thus of the Black Sea trade.  By the 5th century 

BC, the Greeks had excluded the Phoenicians and other competitors from the Black and 

Aegean Seas, and they held a virtual monopoly on shipping in the Aegean and eastern 

Mediterranean.  The Greek trading stations along the coasts of Asia Minor to the east and 

Thrace to the north developed into colonies and became virtual extensions of Greece. 

 By 146 BC, parts of what is today’s mainland nation of Greece began to become 

part of the Eastern Roman Empire, and the Greek islands of the Aegean were added in 
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approximately 133 BC.322  Despite an uprising in 88 BC by the people of Athens against 

Roman influence that was crushed by the Roman general Sulla, the area was organized as 

an extension of the Roman province of Achaea by the Emperor Augustus in 27 BC.  With 

the division of Roman political authority by Constantine in AD 330, the area that makes 

up modern-day Greece fell under the control of what became known as the Byzantine 

Empire, lasting until AD 1453 with the fall of Constantinople to the Ottoman Turks. 

 With the conquest of Constantinople, the Ottoman Turks inherited a strategically 

located position dominating the straits of the Dardanelles and Bosporus, and they now 

controlled the links from the Aegean to the Black Seas.  This became part of a broader 

development as the Ottomans developed into a great naval power that was capable of 

dominating the surrounding waters, treating the sea as a strategic space over which they 

could exercise some degree of control.  Besides the straits, the area most critical to their 

efforts was the northeastern Aegean, the area where the Ottoman fleets exited the 

Dardanelles to strike at Latin and other targets, and where other fleets challenging Ottoman 

control of the choke point had to pass.  Their dominance in both the Aegean and Eastern 

Mediterranean Seas was achieved not only by fierce naval battles, but also by a slow, 

relentless drive to gain possession of islands and bases from which their war ships could 

control shipping along the sea lanes.323 
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4.4.2.3    The Birth of the Modern State of Greece 

 In AD 1821, the land that is today known as Greece was controlled by the Ottoman 

Turks, except for the Ionian islands under the control of the British.  The rebellion that 

culminated in the Greek Revolution originated in the desire for independence by Greeks of 

all classes, “…whose Hellenism, or sense of Greek nationality, had long been fostered by 

the Greek Orthodox Church, by the survival of the Greek language, and by the 

administrative arrangements of the Ottoman Empire.”324  Western revolutionary ideas 

coupled with economic progress further intensified their Hellenism. 

 Beginning as small uprisings in Turkish held Moldavia, the Peloponnese, mainland 

Greece north of Corinth, and on several islands, the rebels gained control of the 

Peloponnese within a year and declared the independence of Greece in 1822.  Although 

internal rivalries amongst the rebels prevented the Greeks from consolidation of their 

position in the Peloponnese and extending their control, the Greek cause was rescued by 

the intervention of the European powers.  “Favoring the formation of an autonomous Greek 

state, they offered to mediate between the Ottomans and the Greeks…”325 in 1826 and 

1827.  Upon the refusal of the Ottomans to negotiate, the British, French, and Russians sent 

their naval fleets to the Bay of Navarino, where they defeated the Egyptian fleet assisting 

the Turks.  The London Protocol of 3 February 1830, determined by the European powers 

at a conference in London, declared Greece as an independent monarchical state under their 

protection.  “By mid-1832 the northern frontier of the new state had been set…, Prince 
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Otto of Bavaria had accepted the crown, and the Turkish sultan had recognized Greek 

independence…”326 in the Treaty of Constantinople. 

Figure 7. 

THE MODERN STATE OF GREECE 

 

Source:  http://www.br.wikipedia.org/wiki/Restr:Territorial_Expansion_of_Greece_from-1832_1947.gif.  

 

4.4.2.4    The Birth of the Modern State of Turkey 

 Present day Turkey was founded in 1923 as an off-spring of the multi-ethnic and 

multi-lingual Ottoman Empire which existed between the 14th and early 20th centuries, 

embracing much of the Middle East along with parts of southeastern Europe and North 

Africa.  With the demise of the Ottoman Empire at the end of World War I, the heartland 

of the old Empire – Istanbul and Asia Minor – was reconstituted as the Republic of Turkey 

under the leadership of Mustafa Kemal (later Mustafa Kemal Ataturk).  To establish a truly 
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new state, the new rulers had to clear away the ruins of the Empire, disown its legacy and 

discover new attributes and virtues based on a 'Turkish nation'.  The new Turkey could 

have no relationship with the old.  Bearing little resemblance to its forerunner, the new 

Turkey was not an empire but a relatively small nation-state.  It was not an autocracy or 

theocracy but a parliamentary democracy, not a state founded on expansionist principles 

but one dedicated to the status quo, and not the multi-national, multi-racial, multi-lingual, 

and multi-religious state the Empire had been, but a more homogeneous society.  The aim 

was to build and perpetuate a strong and stable nation within the boundaries of a homeland, 

not to build an empire. 

Before the formation of the Turkish state under the leadership of Mustafa Kemal, 

the residents of Anatolia in the former Ottoman Empire did not form a distinct people; they 

were culturally diverse.  The 'Turkification' program, developed by Ataturk, was designed 

to forge a Turkish national identity from the remains of the multi-ethnic, multi-lingual 

Ottoman Empire. Wanting to catch up with the material culture and technology of the west, 

and to make Turkey a modern, Western-style secular nation-state, Ottoman traditions were 

laid aside in favor of reforms: Islam was dis-established as the state religion, Western legal 

codes were adopted, and a compulsory secular educational system established in which all 

young Muslim citizens, regardless of ethnicity, were taught that they were ethnically 

Turkish and citizens of a Turkish state.  Ataturk also moved the capital of the new republic 

to Ankara, an interior Anatolian city, because the area was more Turkish and less 

cosmopolitan than Istanbul, the old capital.  Nationalist indoctrination also required 

citizens to identify as 'Turks' regardless of their ethnic background, and all Muslim citizens 

were required to speak and write in Turkish as a part of this program.  During this period, 
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many Arabic and Persian words were replaced with words derived from ancient Turkish, a 

language that originates in inner Asia, and the government founded and supported 

historical and linguistic societies that researched and, if necessary, invented, a glorious 

Turkish past to instill pride in the country's citizens.  "Although ethnic and cultural identity 

in Anatolia has been Turkish for the last millennium, it represents, in fact, a synthesis of 

various cultural and ethnic heritages which have been juxtaposed and fused in the long 

history of the peninsula.  Long coexistence and a common historical experience under a 

unified state structure gave rise to one Turkish culture and is the solid foundation of the 

Turkish nation today. 

Figure 8. 

THE STATE OF TURKEY AFTER TREATY OF SEVRÉS 

 

Source:  http://www.trtworld.com/magazine/turkey-still-debates-whether-treaty-of-lausanne-was-fair-

peace-deal-14632.  
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Figure 9. 

THE STATE OF TURKEY AFTER TREATY OF LAUSANNE 

 

Source:  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treaty_of_Lausanne.  

4.4.2.5 The Essence of the Greek-Turkish Rivalry 

One of the most long-standing beliefs in Greece and Turkey is that the conflict 

between the two countries is perennial, almost primordial.327  As Henry Kissinger once 

wrote, the conflict is centuries old and emotional, and defies rationality.328  The two states 

share not only a common geography, but also a common history and a common cultural 

heritage accumulated over a period of millennium.  They have jointly helped shape the 

history that is common to both, but “…this ten-century old togetherness has not resulted in 

forging common experiences in positive terms.  Its main product was deep feelings of 

                                                             
327 Heraclides, A. 2011. The Essence of the Greek-Turkish Rivalry: National Narrative and Identity. GreeSE 

Paper No. 51, Hellenic Observatory Papers on Greece and Southeast Europe. London: The London School 

of Economics and Political Science. Pg. 8. 
328 Kissinger, H. 2000. Years of Renewal. New York: Simon and Schuster. Pgs. 192, 195. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treaty_of_Lausanne
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mutual suspicion and mistrust.  They are neighbors and allies, but perhaps ironically, they 

remain bitter adversaries over certain issues, in particular the Aegean, on the shores of 

which the two nations have lived for a millennium now.”329  The weight of history, mainly 

an imagined history based on chosen glories and traumas that are buttressed by their 

respective national narratives, is coupled with their chosen collective identities that are 

built on slighting and demonizing the other party, precluding settlement of any of the 

several disputed issues between the two nations.330 

 Although evidence exists of conflict in the Aegean region throughout history, the 

point of no return in the Greek – Turkish conflict can “…be found in the Middle Ages, at 

the Battle of Manzikert in 1071, between the Byzantine ‘Greeks’ and the Seljuk ‘Turks’ 

(actually Orthodox Christian Romaioi against Sunni Muslim Seljuks); or according to a 

Turkish view, even in distant antiquity in the legendary battle of Troy (with the Trojans 

presumably ancestors of the present-day Turks).”331  This first phase of the ongoing conflict 

ends in 1453 with the conquest of Constantinople by Mehmet the Conqueror, and is 

followed by a period “…which is portrayed by the Greeks as 400 years of ‘Turkish 

occupation’ and ‘yoke’; and by the Turks as a model of tolerance and multiculturalism, in 

which the Greeks (the Rum as they called them) flourished as no other non-Muslim 

                                                             
329 Bölükbaşi, D. 2004. Turkey and Greece: The Aegean Disputes: A Unique Case in International Law. 

London, UK: Cavendish Publishing.  
330 Heraclides, A. 2011. The Essence of the Greek-Turkish Rivalry: National Narrative and Identity. GreeSE 

Paper No. 51, Hellenic Observatory Papers on Greece and Southeast Europe. London: The London School 

of Economics and Political Science. Pg. 7. 
331 Ibid. Pg. 8. 
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community...”332, ending in 1821 with the start of the Greek War of Independence.  The 

third phase of the clash begins in 1821 and continues to this day. 

4.4.2.6 The Aegean Disputes 

 The relationship of Resource and National Spaces in the social construction of the 

Aegean Sea region is especially evident in the disputes of the Aegean Sea.  Although 

Greece and Turkey are neighbors and allies, they are, perhaps ironically, bitter adversaries 

over certain issues, particularly related to the Aegean Sea. To this day, the sea remains as 

the core dispute in their bilateral relations, with their common history considered as one of 

the main, if not the most important, source of the present-day contentions.  The relations 

are complicated and tense, having their roots in their common history, going back to not 

only the birth of Greece and Turkey as modern nation states but even as far back as the 

conquest of Constantinople, the capital of the Byzantine Empire, in AD 1453.  “There 

hardly exists any such unique example in the modern history of nations; no other two states 

on earth were present at each other’s birth to avoid it, or rather to terminate it at delivery.  

The history of relations between the two nations is truly unique in many respects.”333  These 

feelings of animosity generated by this tumultuous history heavily contribute to what are 

commonly known as ‘The Aegean Disputes’ by scholars and laymen alike. 

The current disputes have their origins in the Treaty of Lausanne that ended the 

Greco – Turkish War of 1919 – 1922.  The war erupted following the First World War 

when “…the Greeks attempted to extend their territory beyond eastern Thrace (in Europe) 

                                                             
332 Heraclides, A. 2011. The Essence of the Greek-Turkish Rivalry: National Narrative and Identity. GreeSE 

Paper No. 51, Hellenic Observatory Papers on Greece and Southeast Europe. London: The London School 

of Economics and Political Science. Pg. 7. 
333 Bölükbaşi, B. 2004. Turkey and Greece: The Aegean Disputes: A Unique Case in International Law. 

London, UK: Cavendish Publishing Ltd. Pg. 1. 
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and the district of Smyrna (Izmir, in Anatolia).”334  These territories had been ceded to 

Greece by the Treaty of Sèvres, 10 August 1920, which had been imposed on the then weak 

Ottoman government.  The Greek army, despite the lack of equipment and its unprotected 

supply lines, launched an offensive against the nationalist Turks who refused to recognize 

the treaty.  Marching across Anatolia, the Greeks reached the outskirts of Ankara, only to 

be defeated at the Sakarya River and driven back to Symrna by the nationalist forces led 

by Kemal Atatürk.  The Treaty of Lausanne, concluded on 24 July 1923, “…obliged Greece 

to return eastern Thrace and the islands of Imbros and Tenedos to Turkey, as well as to 

give up its claim to Symrna.  They also agreed to exchange their Greek and Turkish 

minority populations.”335  The Treaty established the Aegean status quo, and a delicate 

balance between Greece and Turkey by attempting to harmonize the vital interests and 

legitimate rights of both countries including those in the Aegean Sea.  Its edicts gave 

sovereignty of the Aegean islands, except for Gökçeada and Bozcaada336 and the 

Dodecanese islands337 to Greece, appeased Turkey by ensuring various levels of 

demilitarization of the Greek islands near the Turkish coastline and tried to resolve the 

controversial and painful issue of Greek and Turkish minorities.338 339  

Following the Second World War, the Treaty of Paris340 further delineated the 

Aegean Sea space.  It gave Greece ownership of the Dodecanese islands which had been 

                                                             
334 Greco-Turkish Wars. 2002. Encyclopædia Britannica. www.britannica.com/event/Greco-Turkish-wars.  
335 Greco-Turkish Wars. 2002. Encyclopædia Britannica. www.britannica.com/event/Greco-Turkish-wars.  
336 Both islands are located in the Aegean Sea near the entrance to the Dardanelles. 
337 The Dodecanese islands are a group of twelve islands off the southwestern Anatolian coast. 
338 Mann, S. 2001. The Greek-Turkish Dispute in the Aegean Sea: Its Ramifications for NATO and the 
Prospects for Resolution.  Monterey, CA: Naval Postgraduate School. Pg. 4. 
339 The harsh treatment of Greek ethnic minorities by the Ottoman Turks and Turkish ethnic minorities by 

Greeks over the centuries plays a large part in the nationalistic sentiments of each nation, and the feelings of 

mistrust of the other country even today. 
340 Signed in Paris, France on 10 February 1947, the Treaty of Paris was one of the Paris Peace Treaties 

ending the hostilities of the Second World War.  Coming into effect on 15 September 1947, the parties to the 

http://www.britannica.com/event/Greco-Turkish-wars
http://www.britannica.com/event/Greco-Turkish-wars
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in Ottoman hands since the sixteenth century and Italian since the Italian – Turkish War of 

1912.  The Treaty of Lausanne had, in fact, confirmed Italian ownership of these islands in 

1923, and was therefore superseded in this regard by the Treaty of Paris.  Between 1912 

and 1947 the islands had served as a form of buffer between Turkey and Greece, and the 

Treaty of Paris upset the balance that this brought.341  These islands, with their large Greek 

populations, were given to Greece as compensation for undue sufferings in World War II; 

Turkey, a neutral in the war, was in no position to obstruct the transfer of the islands even 

it had wished to do so.342 

There was a period of relative peace between the states of Greece and Turkey from 

1923 until the 1950s.  Both World War II and the Cold War aided this peace as both 

countries under threat or perceived threat from Germany, Italy, and the Soviet Union.  This 

situation caused greater military and political cooperation between the two countries and 

was the impetus for both Greece and Turkey to join the North American Treaty 

Organization (NATO) on 18 February 1952.  Additionally, leaders of Greece and Turkey, 

Eleftherios Venizelos and Mustafa Kemal Atatürk respectively, were committed to détente.  

This period of relative peace however, diminished “…when ethnic violence reappeared in 

the mid-1950s and national priorities overtook the need for common defense.”343  “In 1955, 

Turkish demonstrators countered Greek-Cypriot demands for enosis344 by attacking Greek 

                                                             
treaty were Italy and the minor Axis Powers and the victorious Allied Powers, primarily the United Kingdom, 

Soviet Union, United States and France. 
341 Isles Torn by Geography and Politics. The Guardian. London, UK. 10 February 1996. Pg. 18. 
342 Wilson, A. 1979 Adelphi Paper No. 155: The Aegean Dispute. The International Institute for Strategic 

Studies. Dorking, UK: Bartholomew Press. Pg. 3. 
343 Mann, S. 2001. The Greek-Turkish Dispute in the Aegean Sea: Its Ramifications for NATO and the 

Prospects for Resolution.  Monterey, CA: Naval Postgraduate School. Pg. 4. 
344 Enosis: Greek word defined as union with Greece. 
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residents in Istanbul.”345  Ethnic tensions in Cyprus were particularly acute as a delicate 

balance of bicommunal living existed on the Mediterranean island, first under the rule of 

the British, and later under an independent government.  Although a peace was restored on 

Cyprus that lasted through the 1960s, tensions did continue throughout the decade, finally 

erupting into full scale conflict in 1974 when a right-wing Greek group supported by the 

military junta dictatorship in Greece, tried to take over the island.  The Turkish government 

invoked its guarantor role and invaded the northern part of the island, taking over almost 

forty per cent of the land, and invoking cries of outrage from Greece.346  Although the 

events that are typically known as ‘The Aegean Disputes’ began in 1973 with a dispute 

over oil exploration, the Cyprus invasion in 1974 was the spark that caused the simmering 

tensions to explode into the sometimes-violent conflict that persists to this day.   

Despite the concrete reality that Turkey and Greece are the only states that share 

the shores of the Aegean, and thus both nations have their respective vital economic, social, 

political, and security interests in the Aegean Sea, there are other conflicts in the Aegean 

have also contributed to the strained relations between Greece and Turkey.347  These 

‘Aegean Disputes’ include disagreements regarding continental shelf delimitation, 

territorial sea delimitation, air space jurisdiction, and the militarization of particular 

Aegean islands.  The Imia Rocks crisis of 1996 and sovereignty over certain Aegean 

                                                             
345 Vassalotti, J. 2011. Rough Seas: The Greek-Turkish Aegean Sea Dispute and Ideas for Resolution. Loyola 

of Los Angeles International and Comparative Law Review 33 (3) :387-399. Pg. 389. 

http://digitalcommons.lmu.edu/ilr/vol33/iss3/2.  
346 Wilkinson, M. J. 1999. Moving Beyond Conflict Prevention to Reconciliation: Tackling Greek-Turkish 

Hostility. New York, NY: Carnegie Corporation of New York. 
347 Vassalotti, J. 2011. Rough Seas: The Greek-Turkish Aegean Sea Dispute and Ideas for Resolution. Loyola 

of Los Angeles International and Comparative Law Review 33 (3): 387-399. Pg. 389. 

http://digitalcommons.lmu.edu/ilr/vol33/iss3/2; See also Keefer, S. 2003 Solving the Greek-Turkish 

Boundary Dispute. Cardozo Journal of International and Comparative Law 11: 55. 

http://digitalcommons.lmu.edu/ilr/vol33/iss3/2
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islands, islets, and rocks also contribute to the contemporary period of conflict348 in 

addition to a number of other key issues associated with the minority rights of the Western 

Thrace Turks, the European Union, and NATO. 

 For many decades, the ‘Aegean Disputes’ have been one of the most contentious 

and vexing aspects of the relations between Greece and Turkey, but both the disputes and 

the effects that they have on the relations between the two states has never been static.  

Sometimes the tensions have increased and sometimes they seem to have been forgotten 

by the two sides, “…depending on the situation in both international relations in general 

and the relations between the two countries in particular.”349  Major earthquakes in Turkey 

and Greece in 1999, and Greece’s vote at the Helsinki European Council later that same 

year for Turkey’s admission to the European Union as a candidate state both created a 

positive atmosphere for the settlement of their differences, yet other circumstances in more 

recent years have had the opposite effect.  On an official visit to Greece in December of 

2017, Turkish President Tayyip Erdoğan openly called for a revision of the Treaty of 

Lausanne, a provocative statement, raising a challenge to the relatively tranquil political 

circumstances that have been in place for the last few years.  President Erdoğan’s demands 

                                                             
348 Vassalotti, J. 2011. Rough Seas: The Greek-Turkish Aegean Sea Dispute and Ideas for Resolution. Loyola 

of Los Angeles International and Comparative Law Review 33 (3): 387-399. Pg. 389. 

http://digitalcommons.lmu.edu/ilr/vol33/iss3/2. Pg. 389.; See also Athanasopulos, H. 2001. Greece, Turkey 

and the Aegean Sea: A Case Study in International Law. Jefferson, NC: McFarland and Company, Inc. Pgs. 
75-77; Gerolymatos, A. 2000. The Military Balance of Power Between Greece and Turkey: Tactical and 

Strategic Objectives”. In eds. Chirop, A, A. Gerolymatos, and J. Iatrides The Aegean Sea After the Cold War: 

Security and Law of the Sea Issues.  London, UK: Palgrave Macmillan UK. Pg. 47, 48-49; Ioannou, K. M. 

1997. The Greek Territorial Sea. In ed. Kariotis, T. C. Greece and the Law of the Sea. The Hague, 

Netherlands: Kluwer Law International. Pgs. 115, 140-147. 
349 İnan, Y. and Y. Acer. The Aegean Disputes.  www.foreignpolicy.org.tr/documents/251202.pdf. Pg. 3. 

http://digitalcommons.lmu.edu/ilr/vol33/iss3/2
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were immediately countered by Greek President Prokopis Pavlopoulos, who ruled out any 

revision of the treaty.350 

The ‘Aegean Dispute’ itself includes four distinct, and yet interrelated, facets: the 

extent of the territorial waters within the Aegean Sea, continental shelf rights, jurisdiction 

over airspace, and concerns over the militarization of certain Aegean islands.351 

1) Territorial Waters - Both Greece352 and Turkey currently claim territorial sea of 6 

nautical miles in the Aegean.  On 31 May 1995 however, the Greek parliament ratified 

the 1982 UN Convention on the Law of the Sea, which includes under Article 3, the 

stipulation that “Every State has the right to establish the breadth of its territorial sea 

up to a limit not exceeding 12 nautical miles.”  Turkey maintains that the 12 nm 

represents the maximum that the territorial sea can be extended to, and that this is 

inappropriate in a semi-enclosed sea area such as the Aegean.  Ankara continues to 

reiterate its threat that should Greece extend its territorial sea to 12 nm, this would 

represent casus belli353 for Turkey, a stance which was endorsed by the Turkish 

                                                             
350 For more information, see Armstrong, M. 2017. Erdoğan Wants to Revise the Treaty of Lausanne. 28 

December. http://www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-news/greece/erdogan-wants-to-revise-the-
treaty-of-lausanne/.; Daily Sabah. 2017. Lausanne Treaty needs to be revised for Turks in Greece, Erdoğan 

says on Athens visit. 7 December. http://www.dailysabah.com/diplomacy/2017/12/07/lausanne-treaty-

needs-to-be-revised-for-turks-in-greece-erdogan-says-on-athens-visit.; BBC News. 2017. Turkey’s Erdoğan 

calls for border treaty review in Greece visit. 7 December. http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-

42265260.; Papachelas, A. 2017. On way to Athens, Erdogan seeks ‘update’ of Lausanne treaty. 6 December. 

http://www.ekathimerini.com/223941/article/ekathimerini/comment/on-way-to-athens-erdogan-seeks-

upste-of-lausanne-treaty.; Hurriyet Daily News. 2017. Erdoğan starts row on key treaty in Greece. 7 

December. http://www.hurriyetdailynews.com/erdogan-starts-row-on-key-treaty-in-greece-123737.  
351 Pratt, M. and C. Schofield. 1996. The Imia/Kardak Rocks Dispute in the Aegean Sea”. IBRU Boundary 

and Security Bulletin Spring 1996. IBRU: Centre for Borders Research, Durham University. Durham, UK. 

Pg. 62. 
352 Greek Law No. 230 of 17 September 1936, concerning the establishment of the territorial sea of Greece, 
in Article (1) fixed the extent of the territorial sea at 6 miles. Source: Bölükbaşi, D. 2012. Turkey and Greece: 

The Aegean Disputes: A Unique Case in International Law. Abingdon, UK: Routledge. Pg. 127. 
353 Casus belli is an ancient Latin phrase which means “an event provoking war or used as a pretext for war.” 

See Fountas, C. 20 February 2018. Casus Belli: A Turkish Policy for the Aegean Sea. RHULGeopolitics: 

Geopolitics and Security.  Royal Holloway University of London. 

www.rhulgeopolitics.wordpress.com/2018/02/20/casus-belli-a-turkish-policy-for-the-aegean-sea/.  
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parliament with a resolution adopted in June 1995 shortly after Greece’s ratification of 

the Montego Bay Convention.  The Turkish argument centers on the fact that with the 

current 6 nm territorial sea claims, Greece is accorded 35 per cent of the Aegean as its 

territorial sea, while Turkey is allotted only 8.8 per cent.  Were both Greece and Turkey 

to opt for a 12-nm territorial sea, not only would the high seas of the Aegean be 

dramatically reduced from the current 56 per cent to 26.1 per cent, but the Greek share 

of the Aegean would rise to 63.9 per cent and the Turkish share to only a modest 10 

per cent.  

 

Position of Turkey – To Turkey, this scenario is inequitable and unacceptable as all of 

shipping to and from Turkish Aegean ports, and that transiting the Turkish Straits to 

and from the Black Sea would be obliged to pass through Greek territorial waters. 

 

Position of Greece – Athens has emphasized that navigation rights, which are covered 

by the right of ‘innocent passage’ laid out in the 1982 Convention, would not be 

threatened by an extension of Greek territorial waters to 12 nm.  They also point out 

that Turkey has itself declared 12 nm territorial seas off its Black Sea and 

Mediterranean coasts.  Nevertheless, in the face of such strong opposition from Turkey, 

Athens has, as of the present time, not formally extended its territorial seas in the 

Aegean, but merely reserved the right to do so in the future.  
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Figure 10. 

 

TERRITORIAL WATERS IN THE AEGEAN SEA 

 

                                  6 NM                           12 NM 

 

Source:  http://www.mdpi.com/2075-471X/3/1/12/html.  
  

 

2) Continental Shelf Rights – The dispute over continental shelf rights emerged in 1973 

when Turkey awarded oil exploration rights in the eastern Aegean Sea, and published 

a map indicating the limits of Turkey’s continental shelf rights as being west of 

Greece’s eastern most islands.354 Despite protests from Greece, the Turkish survey ship 

Candlari, accompanied by no less than thirty-two warships, cruising the western most 

limits of the declared Turkish claim in 1974.  A further expedition made by the Sizmik 

I in 1976, spending three days surveying Greek claimed continental shelf west of the 

                                                             
354 Greece had begun to search for oil in the Aegean Sea in the 1960s. On 1 November 1973, Turkey granted 

twenty-seven exploration permits in the Aegean to the Turkish Petroleum Company, publishing a map that 

illustrated planned exploration and research activities, which used a median line between the Greek and 

Turkish coasts to divide the continental shelf. “In a diplomatic note, Greece claimed that the Turkish 

delimitation disregarded the continental shelves of the eastern Greek islands. Turkey replied that the 

delimitation was equitable.” Source: Vassalotti, J. 2011. Rough Seas: The Greek-Turkish Aegean Sea 

Dispute and Ideas for Resolution. Loyola of Los Angeles International and Comparative Law Review 33 (3): 

387-399. Pg. 389. http://digitalcommons.lmu.edu/ilr/vol33/iss3/2; See also Aegean Sea Continental Shelf 
(Greece v. Turkey) 1976 I.C.J. 21 (Greek Note Verbale of 7 February 1974), Aegean Sea Continental Shelf 

Case (Greece v. Turkey) 1976 Pleadings 23 (Turkish Note Verbale of 27 February 1974; Acer, Y. (2003) 

The Aegean Maritime Disputes and International Law. Abingdon, UK: Routledge. Pg. 37; Bahcheli, T. 1990. 

Greco-Turkish Relations Since 1955. Boulder, CO: Westview Press. Pg. 131; Rozakis, C. L. 1997. The Greek 

Continental Shelf. In ed. Kariotis, T. C. Greece and the Law of the Sea. The Hague, Netherlands: Kluwer 

Law International. Pg. 101. 
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island of Lesvos.  Appealing to the United Nations Security Council, the Greek 

government started proceedings against Turkey before the International Court of 

Justice (ICJ).  The Security Council, not assigning or apportion blame for the dispute, 

called on the parties to strive to reduce tensions in the area and to seek a negotiated 

solution, “…while the ICJ ruled in January 1979 that it lacked jurisdiction to rule in the 

Aegean Sea Continental Shelf case.”355  

 

Position of Turkey – The Turkish position is that the Aegean Sea should be shared 

equally by both states, with the Greek islands east of the median line between the two 

mainland coasts being restricted to 6 nm territorial seas with no continental shelf rights. 

 

Position of Greece – Greece rejects the Turkish view, stating that the Greek islands 

should be accorded full maritime jurisdictional rights, thereby restricting Turkish 

claims to continental shelf rights in those areas as well as restricting a potential Turkish 

exclusive economic zone. 

 

3) Air Space Jurisdiction – The issue of air space jurisdiction is intertwined with that of 

the continental shelf rights, both relating to the Turkish desire to extend its jurisdiction 

to the Aegean Sea’s median line and Greek resistance to these claims.  In 1931, Greece 

claimed a 10-nm zone along its coasts “…as regards matters of air navigation and its 

                                                             
355 Pratt, M. and C. Schofield. 1996. The Imia/Kardak Rocks Dispute in the Aegean Sea. IBRU Boundary 

and Security Bulletin Spring 1996. IBRU: Centre for Borders Research, Durham University. Durham, UK. 
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policing.”356  Additionally, in 1952 the International Civil Aviation Organization 

(ICAO), in which both countries participate, ruled that except for a narrow strip of 

national airspace along the Turkish coast, responsibility for Aegean air space should 

fall to the Athens Flight Information Region.   

 

Position of Turkey – As with the territorial seas, Turkey rejects any suggestion that 

Greek national air space extends beyond 6 nm from its coasts in the Aegean Sea.  

Additionally, in the wake of the 1974 Cyprus crisis, Turkey demanded that all aircraft 

approaching Turkish air space report their position and flight plan on reaching the 

Aegean Sea median line. 

 

Position of Greece – Greece rejected this unilateral action by Turkey on the grounds 

that it contradicted the ICAO decision, to which both countries had been party, and 

because the choice of a median line, in the eyes of the Greeks, had a political character.  

Greece subsequently declared the Aegean air routes to Turkey to be unsafe.  To this 

day Turkey refuses to submit plans for its military aircraft to Athens, resulting in Greek 

aircraft being regularly scrambled to intercept and identify Turkish military flights over 

the Aegean Sea. 

 

4) Militarization – Certain islands, such as Lemnos and Samothrace, strategically located 

in the approach to the Dardanelles, were demilitarized under the 1923 Treaty of 

                                                             
356 Greece Presidential Decree 6/18, September 1931 as quoted in Beeley, B. W. 1989. The Turkish-Greek 

Boundary: Change and Continuity. In ed. Grundy-Warr, C. E. R. International Boundaries and Boundary 

Conflict Resolution. Durham, UK: International Boundaries Research Unit. Pgs. 29-40. 
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Lausanne.  Similarly, restrictions were placed on the militarization of the Dodecanese 

islands in the provisions of the 1947 Treaty of Paris.  Citing its right to self-defence 

under the Charter of the United Nations, Greece has subsequently re-militarized both 

sets of islands, particularly in the aftermath of Turkey’s invasion of Cyprus in 1974.  

The re-militarization of the islands was used by Turkey as the justification for the 

formation, in 1975, of Turkey’s IVth Army, the ‘Army of the Aegean’, which is 

deployed in southwestern Anatolia357.  This force is not assigned to NATO and is 

equipped with the world’s largest non-ocean-going landing force in the world.  The 

presence of this substantial force, coupled with its amphibious capabilities and in such 

close proximity to Greece’s outermost island territory has proved to be a source of great 

concern to Athens, providing a rationale for the reinforcement of Greek forces located 

there as a first line of defense against a Turkish attack.  In contrast, Ankara sees the 

IVth Army as a protective shield against any attack from the fortified Greek islands 

lying only a few hundred meters from the Turkish mainland.358 

The existence of the active military presence of both Turkey and Greece in the 

Aegean Sea region in such close proximity, poses the immediate recognition of the 

delicate situation of adjacent national sovereignties in the contemporary world, and it 

                                                             
357 Described in a 9 March 1977 Bureau of Intelligence (INR) Memorandum to Counselor Matthew Nimetz, 

US Department of State “…as much a political as a military instrument”, the Turkish Aegean Army (or Army 

of the Aegean) is one of the four main formations of the Turkish Army.  Formed in July 1975, the army has 

its headquarters at Izmir, Turkey; its stated mission is to protect Turkey’s territory on its west coast.  It was 

organized in response to political tensions with Greece which arose from a perceived threat posed by Greece’s 

armament of several of the Aegean Sea islands.  Although Turkey claims that the army is basically a training 
army, Greek sources particularly point to the strong amphibious forces maintained by the Aegean Army as 

an indicator of its offensive nature. For more information, see 

http://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP79R00603A002400010001-7.pdf. 
358 Pratt, M. and C. Schofield. 1996. The Imia/Kardak Rocks Dispute in the Aegean Sea. IBRU Boundary 

and Security Bulletin Spring 1996. IBRU: Centre for Borders Research, Durham University. Durham, UK. 

Pg. 65. 
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is these competing social constructions of national spaces that frame the 

intergovernmental plane of reference.  Against this state to state backdrop, the 

construction of the natural resource space is projected as an object of strategy.  

Although the constructions of the sovereign domains are clear and documentable, the 

construction of the resource spaces are always subject to technological, economic, and 

natural systems constraints. 

4.5 Institutional Space: An Introduction to Chapter V 

 In today’s world, there is an emergence of an institutional order, much of which is 

private, whose strategic agency is not that of national governments but rather a variety of 

non-state actors.  These institutions feature the ability to privatize what has, in the past, 

been public, as well as the de-nationalization of what were once exclusively national 

capacities and agendas.  The national state has had to reconfigure certain components of 

its structure to accommodate this circumstance, allowing for the development of a new 

‘normality’ which here to with has been the exclusive raison d’état of national 

governments and their agendas.  The world of ‘private power’ has installed itself within 

the public realm, contributing to this de-nationalization process. 

 This process is not necessarily the ‘end of states’ per se, but recognition that states 

are no longer only the most important strategic agents in the contemporary world of the 

21st century.  States “…have undergone profound transformations in the sense that some 

state agencies begin to function as the institutional home for the operation of powerful 

dynamics that denationalize national frameworks for policy and resource allocation.”359  

                                                             
359 Sassen, S. 2002. A New Cross-Border Field for Public and Private Actors. In ed. Ferguson, Y. H. and R.J. 

Barry Jones, Political Space: Frontiers of Change and Governance in a Globalizing World.  Albany, NY: 
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Whereas the scope and exclusivity of national state authority is still the crucial 

organizational structure for cross-border operations, recent trends towards globalization 

require the “…relocation of national public governance functions to transnational private 

arenas and with the development inside of national states – through legislative acts, court 

rulings, executive orders – of the mechanisms necessary to accommodate the rights of 

global capital in what are still national territories under exclusive control of their states, 

thereby denationalizing several highly specialized national institutional orders.”360  An 

enormous elaborate body of law has developed, in good measure, over the last hundred 

years that secures territorial authority of national states to an extent not seen in earlier 

times, which, coupled with a considerable institutionalizing, especially in the 1990s, of the 

‘rights’ of non-national firms, cross-border transactions, and supra-national organizations, 

has set the stage for the engagement of national states with the new institutional structures.  

The next chapter focuses on these new institutional structures, and explains how non-state 

actors are challenging, or “perforating”, national state sovereignty in the contemporary 

construction of the Aegean Sea region. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE PERFORATED SOVEREIGNTY OF THE AEGEAN SEA 

“We are now physically, politically, and economically one world and nations so interdependent that the 

absolute national sovereignty of nations is no longer possible.”361 

Baron Boyd-Orr  

 

 

Institutions, or non-state actors, can be defined as non-sovereign entities that 

exercise significant economic, political, and/or social power and influence at a national, 

and in some cases, international level; they include entities that are different from states 

and are active in the social construction of the Aegean Sea as an Institutional Space.  They 

differ considerably among themselves as well.  Their participation in world politics has 

generally been regarded with suspicion by states that fear being dispossessed and deprived 

of their privileges, or at least having to submit to new norms and rules that they are less 

able to shape to their own interests.  It is this perception of non-state actors as intruders that 

creates uncertainty in the international arena. 

 The influential non-state actors are not a new phenomenon; there certainly is 

historical precedent for their existence.  The Hanseatic League monopolized trade on the 

Baltic Sea from the 13th through the 17th centuries, the powerful East India Company was 

founded in AD 1600 dominating the trade with India and China until the 1870s, and ruling 

India from 1757 to 1858.  Nineteenth century Europe was the world’s banker, and 

European haute finance was a large contributor to the relative peace of the nineteenth 

century.  Even the Red Cross dates to the 1860s.  What separates and differentiates 
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contemporary non-state actors however, is the unprecedented operating environment in 

which they exist and conduct business.  With the end of the Cold War, military and security 

issues no longer automatically dominated the social and economic issues that are the work 

of benign non-state actors, globalization has made financial, technical and political 

resources widely available, and the growth of technology and a global popular culture has 

provided new opportunities for rallying support and/or getting messages across. 

 “A globalization-fueled diffusion of finance and technology has enabled non-state 

actors to encroach upon functions traditionally performed by nation-states, facilitating their 

evolution into forms unheard of even a few years ago.”362  Estimates of their impacts should 

be made with caution however, for few non-state actors are completely independent of 

nation-states, and there is not a uniform freedom of movement among them: a state 

authority may ‘sell’ a function that it has formerly controlled (Privatization), it may share 

costs with private funders but keep a share in control (Public-Private Partnership), it may 

purchase a service from a non-state supplier rather than doing it themselves (Outsourcing), 

and/or it may delegate tasks ad hoc. 

 Typical features of non-state actors are that these groups are self-motivating and 

self-resourcing, and that their organizational structure can vary from structure to no 

structure.  They are often transnational in both their operations and their impacts, including 

their information access and flows, equipment and technology flows, as well as in network 

building and ‘franchising’ of their operations.  Research has found that in most categories, 

non-state actors have more freedom of movement and action in weak and in developed 
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post-industrial states than they do in modernizing states363 which have been highly 

effective in suppressing them and in creating their own substitutes.  The impact of non-

state actors is context dependent: the roles they play, and the influence they exert depends 

on their political, economic and social context. 

 Non-state actors can provide both positive and negative dynamics to an 

environment.  Positives include sharing or easing resource burdens on a nation-state, 

provision of support and supplement to the state especially in newer security dimensions, 

defending a population against a dysfunctional state, make-up for weaknesses of a non-

functioning state, and to find transnational solutions for transnational/global processes 

(modernity, flexibility).  They can also share and ease resource burdens.  Problems 

associated with non-state actors include tracking and control of resource flows (money 

laundering, terrorist finance, weapons control or gun running), application of direct 

coercion, deterrence or ‘defeat’, and challenges with direct negotiation and agreement.  

National and international laws do not affect non-state actors unless they are drafted 

specifically to apply to such actors and take account of their characteristics. 

5.1    Sovereignty, Non-state Actors and International Law 

 Institutional non-state actors are distinctive because although they may have very 

real physical and material effects no matter where they operate, they are situationally 

variable, and thus have no specific locus or delimited domain of operation.  This virtual 

presence is derived from the fact that their existence and reason for being is socially 

constructed according to the values and mores of the times and the culture from whence 
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they come, and the community to which they respond; their raison d’etre.  Each one of the 

different categories of actors can be defined by the particular forms of action they engage 

in which can, and does, act as a perforating agent to the sovereignty of the state entities 

involved, in this research case, the states of Greece and Turkey. 

5.1.1 Sovereignty and International Law 

For several centuries now, the sovereignty of states has been of cardinal importance 

for those conducting international relations.  Whilst the term originally referred to the 

absolute supremacy of the ruling monarch by the divine right of kings or the mandate of 

heaven, “…over time it came to denote the independence of states: their supremacy at home 

and their freedom from interference in external affairs.”364  Of all the rights that can belong 

to a state, it is the one characteristic that separates it from all other entities. 

Sovereignty is first, and perhaps most significantly, a legal and political expression.  

It is the presence or absence of sovereignty that determines the status of particular political 

entities, what Oliver J. Lissitzyn called “the essential qualification for full membership in 

international society.”365 Granted admission to this exclusive international community, the 

political entity that has attained the status of sovereign statehood is now understood to be 

capable of receiving fundamental international rights and privileges of which they can 

partake, such as jurisdiction over legal matters within their territory, and increasingly, 

abroad, diplomatic and sovereign immunity, and expropriation.  Other entitlements include 

such matters as the right to negotiate and sign treaties, to declare war and conclude peace, 
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to recognize other states, to register ships to sail the world’s oceans, and to cast votes in 

international organizations.  Sovereignty also implies a least a minimal degree of 

concentration of power, whether in the common forms of military force or economic 

weight or in more unusual forms such as the spiritual power of the Vatican state.366 But 

what is perhaps less frequently recognized however, is that to claim sovereignty is also to 

incur international obligations.  It is “…a declaration of political responsibility for 

governing, defending, and promoting the welfare of a human community”367 as well as the 

acceptance by states of a level of accountability, and a reminder that if an issue arises that 

touches upon another sovereign’s people or territory, the international community expects 

the sovereign states to deal with one another rather than to attempt to resolve the dispute 

unilaterally.368  In short, the importance of sovereign states in international affairs cannot 

be over stated. 

Conscious of certain common interests and common values, the international 

society of states conceive themselves to be bound by a common set of rules in the relations 

with one another.  These rules develop from practices that are recognized by the majority 

of states as forming a valid course of action, and, over time, these rules receive definitive 

expression of their scope through codification.  The interpretation of these rules then 

becomes the path for further development of the rules; it evolves to meet the challenges of 

                                                             
366 For a variety of theories on power see Holsti, K. J. 1964. The Concept of Power in the Study of 

International Relations. Background  7: 179-194.; Deutsch, K. 1967. On the Concepts of Politics and Power. 
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the time, and its path is carved by state practice.  Together, these rules are commonly 

known as international law, or the law of nations. 

International law, has been defined as “the name for the body of customary and 

conventional rules which are considered legally binding by civilized [states] in their 

intercourse with each other.”369  The term was first coined by the English philosopher 

Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832), and “reflects the establishment and subsequent modification 

of a world system founded almost exclusively on the notion that independent sovereign 

states are the only relevant actors in the international system.”370  The system is sustained 

by reciprocity, or a system of self-interest, and the rules of international law are only rarely 

enforced by either military means or the use of economic sanctions.  Providing a framework 

and set of procedures for international interaction, as well as a common set of concepts for 

understanding it, the value of international law lies in its certainty, predictability, and a 

sense of common purpose in the conduct of international affairs. 

Within the decentralized world political system that has existed since the Peace of 

Westphalia in 1648, international law has always had a distinctive character that sets it 

apart from systems of national or municipal law.  Whereas national and municipal legal 

systems exist and operate within political systems that have government, international law, 

in contrast, exists within an anarchic system of states; the states “…exist together without 

the “cementing” institutions and agents of government.  Hence, modern international law 

has always been regarded as distinctive, as horizontal rather than vertical, as law of 

                                                             
369 International Law. http://www.law.uok.edu.in/Files/5ce6c765-c013-446c-b6ac-
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Edition. 
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coordination rather than one of subordination and superordination.”371  Derived from 

international conventions or treaties, general principles of law recognized by civilized 

nations, and international custom, international law is characterized by the four basic 

dimensions that characterize any legal order: 1) sources of legal norms, 2) determination 

of delinquent behavior, 3) determination of sanctions, and 4) application of sanctions.  

 In today’s globalized world however, many of the most significant international 

actors are not territorial entities, nor have they achieved sovereign status.  Likened to 

“…skate tracks on a heavily used ice hockey rink, [they] cross and re-cross one another 

without much heed for the underlying boundary lines”372  While sovereign states continue 

to coin and control currencies, regulate markets, and contribute to international 

organizations engaged in trade and finance, the dramatic progress of  global transportation 

and communication networks and the simultaneous rise of international banks and 

multinational enterprises has created unprecedented flows of goods and capital across 

boundaries. Non-state actors like labor unions, religious or charitable organizations, grass-

root gatherings, volunteer soldiers or mercenaries, terrorist groups, issue-oriented 

watchdog groups, and even sweeping social movements can exercise considerable 

influence across state borders.  Since the Second World War many notable supranational 

organizations have also been founded like the United Nations, or more selective institutions 

that are oriented to a single issue, are profit motivated, or are regionally focused on 

problems and issues like the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), the 

Association of Southeastern Asian Nations (ASEAN), or even the Union for the 
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Mediterranean (UfM).373  Although the sovereign state remains the chief protagonist in 

international relations, the actions and forces of these ancillary entities compromise the 

authority of the traditional state apparatus, and perforate the shield of state sovereignty. 

 In recent years, there has been a definitive and recognized break-through of entities 

which are not nation-states, and to whom fragmented sets of international rights and 

obligations have been attributed.374  The term ‘non-state actor’ has been applied to these 

entities, which includes a wide-range of identifiable organizations; the list of non-state 

actors in contrast to states is simply inexhaustible.  This mushrooming of non-state actors 

has not only triggered a question of diversification of international responsibilities and 

rights, but also the role and position of non-state actors in the international law and 

decision-making process.  International law can only exist in relation to states; public 

international law deals only with the implications of inter-state interactions.375  As a result, 

corporations, albeit for profit or not, are invisible to international law, and they rely on 

diplomatic protection to protect their rights.  Although regulatory standards are in the 

process of being developed, conceptually, non-state actors are still structurally excluded 

from textbooks and discourses in international law.  In rare instances where they are made 

                                                             
373 The descendent of the Barcelona Process, the Union for the Mediterranean was launched in 2008 by a 
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the subject of international legal or political investigation, it is understood to be in 

dialectical relation to international law. 

 In the last couple of decades, non-state actors have been expanding their say in 

international law-making processes, and nowadays they constitute an important ‘material 

source’ of law.376  They also potentially wield some influence in the review, comments, 

and amendments procedures of conventional agreements.  The role of non-state actors in 

international law-making processes is not new; non-governmental organizations have been 

involved in international law-making for over two hundred years, arousing initiatives or 

being granted a formal participatory role in various international law-making conferences 

as early as the 19th century.  Ad hoc diplomatic conferences are an important feature of 

contemporary international law-making, and permit participation and involvement of other 

entities such as legal and/or technical experts, albeit without a vote.  “…one of the most 

striking features of modern international law-making is the interaction of States, inter-

governmental organizations, and non-governmental organizations in what have been 

variously described as ‘epistemic communities’ or ‘transnational networks’ of officials, 

experts, and interest groups whose quasi-autonomous character allows them to constitute 

broader international community than the States that nominally make the decisions”.377 

                                                             
376 The term “sources of law” means the origin from which rules of human conduct came into existence. See 

http://www.srdlawnotes.com/2017/04/definition-and-kinds-of-sources-of-law.html.; The “material source” 

of international law is defined as “the means by which the substance of a rule of international law is derived.” 
See www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/oi/authority.20110803100139807. A good general description 

and primer of international law is published online by The Levin Institute – The State University of New 

York and can be found at http://www.globalization101.org.  
377 Boyle, A. and C. Chinkin. 2007. UNCLOS III and the Process of International Law-Making. In ed. Ndiaye, 

T. M. and R. Wolfrum, Law of the Sea, Environmental Law, and Settlement of Disputes: Liber Amicorum 
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 Although the role of non-state actors in international law-making processes is not 

entirely new, there is a need to acknowledge that the extent of their contributions has 

undergone a noteworthy increase.  It is clear that our modern world is more interconnected 

than it used to be, and one result of this inter-connectiveness has been “…the increased 

ease of establishing international entities of all sorts and in [the] multiplying and 

intensifying of their interactions.”378  Over the past century, there has been a marked 

increase in the number and scope of international actors on the world stage, concentrated 

particularly in non-state actors and specifically in international non-governmental 

organizations and transnational corporations.  In addition, there has been substantial 

development in the number of international treaties in force, as well as in the number of 

international regimes, altering the situational context of states.379  A dense web of activity 

by key international policy-making forums can be added to this pattern of extensive 

political interconnectedness, including summits of the United Nations, the G7, European 

Union, International Monetary Fund and the World Trade Organization among others, and 

many other official and unofficial meetings.  Whereas in the mid-nineteenth century there 

were two or three interstate congresses or conferences per year, today the number totals 

over four thousand annually.  National governments are increasingly “…locked into an 

array of global, regional and multi-layered systems of governance – and can barely monitor 

it all, let alone stay in command.”380  Foreign and domestic policies have become 
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chronically intertwined, making national coordination and control of government policy 

increasingly more problematic. 

 The Yearbook of International Organizations has tracked the founding and growth 

of International Governmental Organizations and International Non-Governmental 

Organizations over the twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, and the data dramatically 

reveals the changing landscape of international organizations.  During the twentieth 

century, there were more than 38,000 IGOs and INGOs founded, and although new ones 

appear and older ones disappear, the graph in Figure 1 shows that the growth in 

international organizations is unevenly distributed.381  An examination of the graph, which 

depicts those organizations founded from 1909 to 2009, shows that more than 33,000 

organizations were founded after 1950.  Almost half of these organizations were 

established in the last two decades of the century, as is seen in the dramatic upslope in the 

curve of the graph. 

 It should also be noted that the graph in Figure 11 shows the rapid proliferation of 

INGOs in comparison to IGOs during the period of 1909 to 2009 which can be explained 

in a variety of ways.  “Many legal barriers to international commerce and human mobility 

disappeared in the second half of the twentieth century:  the Cold War ended, and the 

establishment of the EU, among other changes, increased the ease of cross-border 

engagement.  Technical advances (in communications and transport especially) removed 

                                                             
381 The data in Figure 1 is from the Union of International Associations, Yearbook of International 
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some of the physical challenges that had constrained transnational connections.  The 

disappearance, or at least reduction, of legal and technological barriers empowered civil 

society to extend from the local to the international.  The relative ease with which NGOs 

can be founded versus the arduous challenges of creating treaty-based IGOs provides 

another explanation for the more extensive growth of the former, as does the existence of 

a plethora of long-standing regional and universal IGOs for virtually every problem.”382  

Figure 11. 

THE RISE OF NON-STATE ACTORS IN GLOBAL GOVERNANCE 1909 - 2009 

 

Source: “The Rise of Non-State Actors in Global Governance: Opportunities and Limitations” 

Globalization, demographic challenges, climate change, and geopolitics of energy, among 

other developments, are challenging current world governance structures, and there is a 

looming global governance deficit as new powers rise, and international institutions fail to 

respond adequately.  Lacking a central direction and a robust integration with the 

international system, governance and control of these new and constantly evolving 

challenges in today’s world, and the absence of a solid grounding in public international 

law, “…the problem-solving capabilities of the current system of global governance are 
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limited.”383  While “..global governance is certainly not a continuation of traditional power 

politics, because many powerful and potentially are absent unless our analytical 

perspective embrace[s] the global networks of non-state actors…”, the non-state actors 

play a powerful role on the international plane albeit operating to somewhat independently. 

 It has been observed by some scholars that although they have gained greater power 

and formal relevance in recent years, non-state actors have impacted international law and 

participated in international legal processes throughout history.  This observation perhaps 

offers an explanation to why state-exclusivist approaches to international law are deficient, 

and the study of the interaction of non-state actors in multiple legal dimensions and 

processes is called for.  Given their power, participation, influence and impact on legal 

interests and processes, as well as the possibility for them to have direct, indirect, formal, 

or informal impact on such legal processes as lawmaking, law enforcement or dispute 

settlement makes it necessary that they should be the subjects of such a study.  The 

importance of these non-state actors, and the possibility that they might be addressees of 

international law makes it troublesome to consider that they are invisible to that very same 

law.  

5.2 The Categories of Institutional/Non-state Actors 

 Directly or not, autonomously or not, non-state actors are now in the international 

arena.  Whereas the national state has traditionally been charged with the duty of delivering 

security, peace, prosperity, and other public goods to its people, other sectors, including 

non-state ones, have an important role to play, and the importance of this role has grown 
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significantly over the last few decades.  It is important to identify these actors, recognize 

their nature, their modes of intervention, and the constraints in which they operate. 

5.2.1 International Governmental Organizations 

 International Governmental Organizations (IGOs) are voluntary organizations of 

sovereign states established to provide formal structure for states who want to pursue 

common objectives.  These organizations are created by treaties and negotiations between 

the states involved, and usually reflect the preferences of the stronger states which seek to 

facilitate the creation of the IGO to protect their own interests.  The decisions reached are 

the product of negotiations among the representatives of the IGO member states.  It is not 

so much idealism that is the foundation of the IGOs, but rather the needs of the individual 

states which provides the impetus for cooperation with other states. 

 International Governmental Organizations can be classified by function (political, 

economic, social and/or environmental) and by scope (regional or global).  As adjuncts of 

national states, the IGOs play a significant role in cooperation and in the multiple channels 

of communication between states in the areas where cooperation and communication are 

of extreme importance.384  These organizations decrease uncertainty between states while 

searching for cooperative solutions to international problems.  As such, they may change 

norms of international relations and the preferences of national states.  Their main functions 

include information gathering, agenda setting and rule-making in addition to monitoring 

principles and the norms and rules of international institutions and international regimes in 

nation-states.  For small countries, or for those that are poor, IGOs decrease the costs 

                                                             
384 Bennett, A. L. 1977. International Organizations: Principles and Issues. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-

Hall, Inc.  Pg. 3. 
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associated with information gathering, and they can provide information about 

international politics and systemic issues that many states would otherwise be unable to 

obtain regarding the international society and politics.  The activities of IGOs can be 

significant for most small countries, and the IGOs may be able to impose their principles 

on these smaller states more easily than on big powers. 

 The effectiveness of IGOs can “…differ from one issue to another, one international 

regime type to another, one state to another, one time-period to another, or one spatial 

setting to another.”385  Powerful states are less constrained by the principle of IGOs than 

those who are relatively weak as they are able to direct the activities of the organization, 

and impose their principles selectively.  The influence of IGOs also varies with the 

capacities of the governments of member states to implement their own agendas, as many 

governments have serious constraints which limit their abilities to apply the provisions of 

regimes to areas and activities under their jurisdiction.  IGOs which function in technical 

issue areas such as telecommunication, transportation, environmental management, postal 

services, and/or economic issue areas are successful and effective.  Still effective, albeit 

with the lowest success rate, are those IGOs that function in political and security issues. 

                                                             
385 Ataman, M. 2000. The Effectiveness of International Organizations. Abant İzzet Baysal University 

Graduate School of Social Science Journal of Social Sciences. ISSN Online: 2147-3064. Pages 152-167. 

www.sbedergi.ibu.edu.tr/index.php/sbedergi/rt/captureCite/351/676. Pg. 153.  See also Young, O. R. The 

Effectiveness of International Organizations: Hard Case and Critical Variables. In ed. Rosenau, J. N. and O. 

Czempiel, 1992. Governance without Government: Order and Change in World Politics. Cambridge, UK: 

Cambridge University Press. 

http://www.sbedergi.ibu.edu.tr/index.php/sbedergi/rt/captureCite/351/676
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5.2.1.1    The Perforating Force of International Governmental Organizations in the    

Aegean Sea 

 International Governmental Organizations have played an increasingly visible role 

in international relations over the last five hundred years.  During this period, the world 

has grown from a conglomeration of city-state, principalities, and empires into a world of 

territorially defined states with clearly delineated borders, and today, the vast majority of 

these states belong to one international institution, the United Nations (UN).386 Both 

Greece and Turkey were two of the fifty-one nations signing the Charter that founded the 

organization in 1945 whose central mission is the maintenance of international peace and 

security.387  The organization has a huge presence in the Aegean Sea region through its 

multiple associated initiatives, including programs like the World Health Organization 

(WHO), UN Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) the UN 

International Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF), the UN High Commission for 

Refugees (UNHCR), and the UN Environment Programme (UNEP).  In the context of the 

current research project however, perhaps the most significant sovereignty perforating 

presence of the United Nations in the region is through the 1982 United Nations Law of 

the Sea Convention which territorially delimits the Aegean Sea.388   

                                                             
386 The current membership of the United Nations stands at 193 states, with the most recent admission being 

that of South Sudan on 14 July 2011.  Two states have Permanent Observer status, the Vatican and Palestine, 

along with dozens of other intergovernmental organizations like the European Union and the Union for the 

Mediterranean that are invited observers with no voting privileges. For more information see 

http://www.un.org/en/sections/member-states/non-member-states/index.html.; There is also a group of Self-

Declared Nations that are not members of the UN.  For a good synopsis of these nations see Bender, J. “Here 

Are the Self-Declared Nations You Won’t See at the UN”. 24 September 2014. Business Insider. 
http://www.businessinsider.com/the-self-declared-nations-you-wont-see-at-the-un-2014-9.  
387 What We Do. http://www.un.org/en/sections/what-we-do.  
388 By mandating the convening of UNCLOS III, the UN General Assembly instructed the Conference to 

“adopt a convention dealing with all matters relating to the law of the sea”.  General Assembly Resolution 

3067 (XXVII), 1973, at para. 3.  The Conference did not deal with military issues.  Through this resolution, 

the General Assembly thereby sanctioned the reform of the whole law over the 1958 Conventions. See 

http://www.un.org/en/sections/member-states/non-member-states/index.html
http://www.businessinsider.com/the-self-declared-nations-you-wont-see-at-the-un-2014-9
http://www.un.org/en/sections/what-we-do
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Although Greece and Turkey have been wrestling over issues regarding the 

exploration, extraction, and exploitation of hydrocarbon resources in the Aegean Sea since 

the early 1970s, the issue of delimitation of the Aegean Sea space for this purpose was first 

legally raised with the International Court of Justice, the principle judicial organ of the 

United Nations.  On 10 August 1976, Greece instituted proceedings against Turkey in a 

dispute over the Aegean Sea continental shelf 389 390, asking the Court “…to declare that 

the Greek islands were entitled to their lawful portion of the continental shelf and to delimit 

the respective parts of that shelf appertaining to Greece and Turkey.”391  At the same time, 

Greece “…requested provisional measures indicating that, pending the Court’s judgment, 

neither State should, without the other’s consent, engage in exploration or research with 

respect to the shelf in question.”392  On 11 September 1976, the Court found that these 

measures were not necessary, and because Turkey had denied that the Court was 

                                                             
Harrison, J. Evolution of the law of the sea: developments in law-making in the wake of the 1982 Law of the 

Sea Convention. School of Law, University of Edinburgh Dissertation. Pg. 28. 
389 Greece began to search for oil in the Aegean Sea in the early 1960s. On 1 November 1973, Turkey 

responded by granting twenty-seven exploration permits in the Aegean to the Turkish Petroleum Company, 

and also published a map using a median line to divide the Aegean continental shelf between the two states.  

In a diplomatic note, Greece claimed that the Turkish delimitation ignored the continental shelves of the 
eastern Aegean islands, to which Turkey responded that the delimitation was equitable.  With no resolution, 

Turkey sent its research vessel Candarli into disputed waters in May 1974 and granted four additional 

concessions to the Turkish Petroleum Company.  At the 1974 NATO Summit in Brussels, a joint 

communiqué was issued by the Greek and Turkish Prime Ministers regarding the dispute, stating that the two 

nations should employ the International Court of Justice to settle the seabed dispute and utilize negotiation 

to solve other problems. See Vassalotti, J. 2011. Rough Seas: The Greek-Turkish Aegean Sea Dispute and 

Ideas for Resolution. Loyola of Los Angeles International and Comparative Law Review 33: 387-399. Pg. 

390-391.  http://digitalcommons.lmu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1667&context=ilr.    
390 For an overview of the case see Overview of the Case: Aegean Sea Continental Shelf, Greece v. Turkey at 

http://www.icj-cij.org/en/case/62.; See also Pleadings, Oral Arguments, Documents: Aegean Sea 

Continental Shelf Case, Greece v. Turkey at http://icj-cij.org/files/case-related/62/9481.pdf. For more 

extensive information on the case see Ortolland, P. D. The Greco-Turkish dispute over the Aegean Sea: a 
possible solution? La revue géopolitique. http://www.diploweb.com/The-Greco-Turkish-dispute-over-

the.html. For a synopsis of the Aegean Sea dispute in light of other legal decisions see Siousiouras, P. and G. 

Chrysochou. 2014. The Aegean Dispute in the Context of Contemporary Judicial Decisions on Maritime 

Delimitation. Laws 3: 12-49. 
391 Overview of the Case: Aegean Sea Continental Shelf, Greece v. Turkey. http://www.icj-cij.org/en/case/62. 
392 Ibid. 

http://digitalcommons.lmu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1667&context=ilr
http://www.icj-cij.org/en/case/62
http://icj-cij.org/files/case-related/62/9481.pdf
http://www.diploweb.com/The-Greco-Turkish-dispute-over-the.html
http://www.diploweb.com/The-Greco-Turkish-dispute-over-the.html
http://www.icj-cij.org/en/case/62
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competent, ordered that the proceedings should first determine the question of jurisdiction 

over the area.393  In a judgment issued on 19 December 1978, the ICJ, the Court found that, 

“…by 12 votes to 2…that it is without jurisdiction to entertain the Application filed by the 

Government of Greece.”394  Since the judgement, there have been no other filings with the 

court by either Greece or Turkey, despite the fact that there was an additional flare-up of 

tensions between the two nations in 1986/1987 over the same issue.395 

The European Union is another example of an IGO that is a sovereignty perforating 

force in the Aegean Sea region. Like the United Nations, the EU was created in the 

aftermath of World War II; European integration was seen as an antidote to the extreme 

nationalism which had laid waste to much of the continent. With its foundations in the 

European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) formed in 1951, which, in 1958, evolved 

into the European Economic Community396, the European Union was formally established 

by the 1993 Maastricht Treaty, with the goal of fostering political and economic 

cooperation between the European states.397  As a voluntary union of sovereign and 

                                                             
393 Overview of the Case: Aegean Sea Continental Shelf, Greece v. Turkey. http://www.icj-cij.org/en/case/62. 
394 Aegean Sea Continental Shelf Case (Jurisdiction of the Court): Judgment of 19 December 1978. 
http://www.icj-cij.org/files/case-related/62/6247.pdf.; See also Johnson, D. H. N. 1977. The International 

Court of Justice Declines Jurisdiction Again (the Aegean Sea Continental Shelf Case. Australian Year Book 

of International Law. http://www.austlii.edu.au/journals/AUYrBIntLaw/1977/12.pdf and Aegean Sea 

Continental Shelf, Greece v Turkey, Jurisdiction, Judgement, [1978] ICJ Rep 3, ICGJ 128 (ICJ 1978), 19th 

December 1978, International Court of Justice [ICJ]. Oxford Public International Law. 

http://opil.ouplaw.com/view/10.1093/law:icgj78.case.1/law-icgj-128icj78?print.  
395 In 1986/87, Greece restarted the granting of licenses for seismic research aimed at oil exploration in the 

Aegean Sea.  Greece’s actions were taken despite the Bern Agreement of November 1976, wherein Greece 

and Turkey agreed to inform each other of hydrocarbon exploration activities and to respect the status quo 

in the region. Military forces on both sides were put on alert, but no armed action ensued. The Prime Ministers 

of Greece and Turkey met in Davos, Switzerland in January 1988 at the World Economic Forum and signed 
the ‘Davos Declaration’, considered to be a new era of rapprochement between the two nations. For more 

information see Cowell, A. and Special to the New York Times. Greece and Turkey Alert Forces as Tension 

Builds on Oil Search. 28 March 1987. Pg. 1.  
396 The European Economic Community is also known as the Common Market. 
397 The History of the European Union. http://europa.eu/european-union/about-eu/history_en.; See also From 

6 to 28 Members. http://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/policy/from-6-to-28-members_en.  

http://www.icj-cij.org/en/case/62
http://www.icj-cij.org/files/case-related/62/6247.pdf
http://www.austlii.edu.au/journals/AUYrBIntLaw/1977/12.pdf
http://opil.ouplaw.com/view/10.1093/law:icgj78.case.1/law-icgj-128icj78?print
http://europa.eu/european-union/about-eu/history_en
http://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/policy/from-6-to-28-members_en
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democratic nations, it has few historical and contemporary equivalents.  Joining in 1981, it 

is Greece that is most subject to the sovereignty perforating forces of the European Union; 

as a candidate state since 1999, Turkey is still in the negotiation process for full 

membership.398  

 “The Treaty on the European Union states that any European country may apply 

for membership if it respects the democratic values of the EU and is committed to 

promoting them”399, and the road to membership is a long and complex process.  A state 

must first meet the Copenhagen Criteria, defined by the European Council in 1993, and 

demonstrate that they are willing to play their part fully as members by agreeing to comply 

with all European Union standards and rules.  Throughout the negotiation process400, the 

European Commission monitors the candidate’s progress in applying EU legislation within 

their state, as well as its progress in meeting its other commitments.  The accession of a 

member state to the Union must also “…be approved by its democratically-elected 

                                                             
398 Under the leadership of President Tayyip Erdogan, Turkey “…has turned its back on joining the European 

Union, at least for now” says a top EU official dealing with Ankara, “…offering economic cooperation 

instead if both sides can restore friendly ties.”  Turkey’s membership in the EU has been in a stalemate for a 

number of years now, and it has become clear to many that “…Turkey is moving away from a European 

perspective.”  Although the process is not formally frozen, sweeping new powers that lack checks and 

balances, limits on press freedoms, mass jailing, and shrinking civil rights coupled with rising Islamophobia 

in Europe are all posited as problems to Turkey’s full membership in the Union.  See Emmott, R. 2017. 

Turkey’s EU dream is over, for now, top official says. http://reuters.com/article/us-turkey-eu-

idUSKBN17Y0U0.; Among many other articles on the subject, see Park, W. 2000. Turkey’s European Union 

candidacy: From Luxembourg to Helsinki-to Ankara?. Mediterranean Politics 5 (3): 31-53.; Schuster, K. 

2017. Turkey-EU relations: Which countries are for or against Turkish accession? DW. 

http://www.dw.com/en/turkey-eu-relations-which-countries-are-for-or-against-turkish-accession/a-
40381533.  
399 Conditions for Membership. http://www.ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/policy/conditions-

membership_en.   
400 Negotiations focus on the conditions and timing of the candidate’s adoption, implementation, and 

enforcement of all current European Union rules (the acquis).  Other issues negotiated include financial and 

transitional arrangements. 

http://reuters.com/article/us-turkey-eu-idUSKBN17Y0U0
http://reuters.com/article/us-turkey-eu-idUSKBN17Y0U0
http://www.dw.com/en/turkey-eu-relations-which-countries-are-for-or-against-turkish-accession/a-40381533
http://www.dw.com/en/turkey-eu-relations-which-countries-are-for-or-against-turkish-accession/a-40381533
http://www.ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/policy/conditions-membership_en
http://www.ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/policy/conditions-membership_en
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parliament or through a referendum after meeting all membership criteria and a lengthy 

negotiation process.”401 

At the heart of the European Union are laws designed to allow most goods, services, 

money and people to move freely within EU member states, the most common of which 

are Regulations and Directives.  Proposed and drafted by the European Commission, the 

proposals become law is approved by the European Parliament.  Regulations have an 

immediate and direct effect within the EU member states once they have been brought into 

effect at the EU level, and Directives set out an EU objective which must then be transposed 

into national legislation.  The EU law is then interpreted by the Court of Justice of the 

European Union in Luxembourg.  

The most tangible proof of European integration is its common currency, the Euro.  

While, all twenty-eight EU member states take part in the economic union, some countries 

have taken integration further by joining the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU), which 

represents a major step in the integration of the economies of EU members.  Launched in 

1992, the EMU “…involves the coordination of economic and fiscal policies, a common 

monetary policy, and the common currency…”402  The EMU is not an end in itself, but 

rather a means to eliminate fluctuating exchange rates and exchange costs, making it easier 

for businesses to conduct cross-border trade.  

The Schengen Area is one of the greatest achievements of the European Union. An 

area with no internal borders, it is an area within which entitles “…every EU citizen to 

                                                             
401 Dabrowski, M. 2017. How to balance sovereignty and integration in the voluntary EU. 

http://www.bruegel.org/2017/01/sovereignty-integration-voluntary-eu/.  
402 Economic and Monetary Union. http://www.ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-

fiscal-policy-coordination/economic-and-monetary-union_en.  

http://www.bruegel.org/2017/01/sovereignty-integration-voluntary-eu/
http://www.ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/economic-and-monetary-union_en
http://www.ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/economic-and-monetary-union_en
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travel, work and live in any EU country without special formalities.”403  Originally, the 

concept of free movement of people was to allow the European working community the 

ability to freely travel and settle in any EU state, but it fell short of abolishing border 

controls within the Union.  The breakthrough came in 1985, when cooperation between the 

individual governments on the gradual abolition of checks at common borders led to the 

signing of the Agreement in Schengen, a small village in Luxembourg.  Implementation of 

the Schengen Agreements began in 1995, initially involving seven EU states, and the 

developments brought about by the Agreements have now been incorporated in the body 

of rules governing the EU.  Today, the Schengen Area encompasses most EU states, as 

well as several non-EU states.404 

State sovereignty refers to a state’s legal capacity to make decisions within its 

territorial jurisdiction without being subject to external constraints.  It is through this 

principle that the European Union perforates the national sovereignty of Greece, doing it 

in several different ways.  Firstly, sovereignty is perforated by the extension of what is 

known as ‘qualified voting majority’ (QVM) and decrease of the exercise of a national veto 

in the European Council of Ministers.  The QVM only requires a majority of votes to pass 

legislation405 in the Council, meaning that member states are increasingly obliged to adopt 

laws that they may oppose.  In turn, this means that a state government needs to work 

harder to find allies, form coalitions, and negotiate compromises.  Secondly, supranational 

institutions of the European Union, composed of European Community representatives 

                                                             
403 Migration and Home Affairs, Schengen Area. http://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/what-we-

do/policies/borders-and-visas/schengen_en.  
404 The Schengen Area does not include Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Ireland, Romania, and the United 

Kingdom.  Bulgaria and Romania are in the process of joining the Schengen Area.  Of non-EU states, Iceland, 

Norway, Switzerland, and Liechtenstein have joined the Schengen Area. 
405 As of November 2014, 55 per cent of the member states and 65 per cent of the EU population. 

http://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/borders-and-visas/schengen_en
http://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/borders-and-visas/schengen_en
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rather than national representatives, have been granted considerable powers in policy areas 

that were formerly reserved for member states.  These officials do not represent the 

interests of the member states, but rather the European Union, or its citizens as a whole.  

The powers of the European Commission are a major limiting, or perforating force on state 

sovereignty as the Commission holds a policy leadership role and exercises substantial 

influence over policy outcomes, particularly within the EU Single Market.  The extension 

of the EU’s regulatory role in the single market, as well as in other policy matters, has 

increased the Commission’s powers while perforating member state’s sovereignty as they 

have delegated those sovereign powers to the EU level.  The Commission shares equally 

with the European Parliament on regulation of the single market in addition to a wide range 

of related areas, such as trade406, transport, immigration, agriculture, energy, consumer 

protection, and the environment.  This transfer of authority from national governments is 

an additional perforation of national sovereignty, because whereas national governments 

are accountable to parliaments and voters, EU institutions are insulated from direct control 

by voters; the link between citizens and decision-making authority is broken. The 

parliamentary authority of national states is also perforated by the primacy of European 

Union law.407 

A conspicuous example of the perforation of national sovereignty in the Aegean 

Sea region can be discerned in the circumstances surrounding the financial bailout deals 

                                                             
406 In a review of the World Trade Organization (WTO) Data Base for Participation in Regional Trade 

Agreements, 61 Regional Trade Agreements are listed for Greece, all of which are through the European 
Union.  See 

http://rtais.wto.org/UI/PublicSearchByMemberResult/aspx?MemberCode=792&lang=1&redirect=1. In 

contrast, A review of Turkey’s profile indicates one RTA in force with the European Union, and the other 22 

RTAs show that it is a bi-lateral agreement between Turkey and the other state or organizational entity.  
407 Mon, C. O. 2016. The EU and Member States Sovereignty. Association of Accredited Public Policy 

Advocates to the European Union. http://aalep.eu/eu-and-member-states-sovereignty.  

http://rtais.wto.org/UI/PublicSearchByMemberResult/aspx?MemberCode=792&lang=1&redirect=1
http://aalep.eu/eu-and-member-states-sovereignty
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that Greece has been receiving during the financial crisis that has gripped the nation since 

2010. Since the government debt crisis arose, the country has been dependent on three 

International Monetary Fund and European Union bailouts to avoid collapse.408  “The latest 

bailout, agreed to in the summer of 2015, stated that Greece must pay back nearly $6.7 

billion, through the sale of state assets by 2018.”409  

Privatization of state assets has always been an integral feature of Greece’s 

international bailouts.  “Under threat of being forced out of the eurozone, Athens agreed to 

transfer ‘valuable assets’ to an independent fund…with half the proceeds…used to shore 

up capital reserves at Greek banks; a quarter…used to repay Greece’s creditors, and the 

remainder…spent on unspecified investments.”410  The organization in charge of dissecting 

Greece’s assets, and finding suitable bidders is the Hellenic Republic Asset Development 

Fund, or HRADF, which was established in 2011 with the sole purpose of privatizing the 

assets transferred to the fund by the state of Greece.  Following international best interest 

practices in accordance with EU rules and regulations, the HRADF negotiated a contract 

with the German airport management company AviAlliance for forty-five per cent of the 

Athens International Airport in May 2017, and in November 2016, another German 

company, Fraport-Slentel, gained control of fourteen regional airports in Greece including 

the country’s second largest facility in Thessaloniki.  In April 2017, the port of 

Thessaloniki was acquired by a consortium of German, French, and Greek private investors 

that combine for a sixty-seven per cent stake, and the primary railway company of Greece 

                                                             
408 Harbeck, D. 2017. Desperate to Escape Debt, Greece is Forced to Sell Off Its Major Infrastructure. 

http://nujournalismingreece2017.wordpress.com/2017/06/12/desperate-to-escape-debt-greece-is-forced-to-

sell-off-its-major-infrastructure/.  
409 Ibid. 
410 Rankin, J. and H. Smith. 2015. The great Greece fire sale. 

http://www.theguardian.com/business/2015/jul/24/greek-debt-crisis-great-greece-fire-sale.  

http://nujournalismingreece2017.wordpress.com/2017/06/12/desperate-to-escape-debt-greece-is-forced-to-sell-off-its-major-infrastructure/
http://nujournalismingreece2017.wordpress.com/2017/06/12/desperate-to-escape-debt-greece-is-forced-to-sell-off-its-major-infrastructure/
http://www.theguardian.com/business/2015/jul/24/greek-debt-crisis-great-greece-fire-sale
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was one hundred per cent acquired by an Italian government owned railway company.  In 

2016, Piraeus, the largest port in Greece, located in Athens, was sold to COSCO, a Chinese 

company.  The HRADF is currently searching for a bidder for a percentage of the Public 

Power Corporation as well as exploring options to privatize part of Hellenic Petroleum, the 

leading oil refiner and distributer in the country.  Other assets on the block in the near 

future include the Hellenic Post, the Athens Water Supply and Sewage, the natural gas 

company DEPA, PPC power company which also includes ADMIE the electricity 

transmission operator, the Helliniko Olympic Complex, and a variety of hotels and marinas 

sprinkled throughout the Aegean islands.411 

 Another important IGO that operates in the Aegean Sea region is the North Atlantic 

Treaty Organization (NATO).  When Greece and Turkey joined NATO in 1952, two of the 

most pressing issues of the day were the economy and foreign policy; economy because 

the Marshall Plan was in place to assist a decimated Europe get back on its economic feet, 

and foreign policy because “…the Truman containment policy was directed at ensuring 

that countries like Turkey and Greece were on the right side of the Iron Curtain.”412  Today, 

the same two issues of economy and foreign policy are at the fore; the symbolic epicenter 

                                                             
411 Rankin, J. and H. Smith. 2015. The great Greece fire sale. 

http://www.theguardian.com/business/2015/jul/24/greek-debt-crisis-great-greece-fire-sale; Harbeck, D. 

2017. Desperate to Escape Debt, Greece is Forced to Sell Off Its Major Infrastructure. 

http://nujournalismingreece2017.wordpress.com/2017/06/12/desperate-to-escape-debt-greece-is-forced-to-

sell-off-its-major-infrastructure/. See also Greece’s Electric Utility Selling Off Bad Debts to Private Firms. 

2017. http://www.thenationalherald.com/161101.greeces-electric-utility-selling-off-bad-debts-private-

firms/; Sano, A. 2017. China’s Greek investment is making waves in the Aegean. Nikkei Asian Review. 

http://asia.nikkei.com/magazine/20170316/politics-economy/china-s-greek-investment-is-making-waves-
in-the-aegean.; Tzimas, S. 2017. Chinese interests could make plan to link Danube and Aegean a reality. 

Ekathimerini.com. www.ekathimerini.com/221159/article/ekathimerini/business/chinese-interests-could-

make-plan-to-link-danube-and-aegean-a-reality.; Ghiselli, A. 2017. China’s Mediterranean Interests and 

Challenges. The Diplomat. www.thediplomat.com/2017/05/chinas-mediterranean-interests-and-challenges/.  
412 Greece and Turkey: 60 Years in NATO. NATO Review Magazine. 

www.nato.int/docu/review/2012/Turkey-Greece/EN/index.htm.  

http://www.theguardian.com/business/2015/jul/24/greek-debt-crisis-great-greece-fire-sale
http://nujournalismingreece2017.wordpress.com/2017/06/12/desperate-to-escape-debt-greece-is-forced-to-sell-off-its-major-infrastructure/
http://nujournalismingreece2017.wordpress.com/2017/06/12/desperate-to-escape-debt-greece-is-forced-to-sell-off-its-major-infrastructure/
http://www.thenationalherald.com/161101.greeces-electric-utility-selling-off-bad-debts-private-firms/
http://www.thenationalherald.com/161101.greeces-electric-utility-selling-off-bad-debts-private-firms/
http://asia.nikkei.com/magazine/20170316/politics-economy/china-s-greek-investment-is-making-waves-in-the-aegean
http://asia.nikkei.com/magazine/20170316/politics-economy/china-s-greek-investment-is-making-waves-in-the-aegean
http://www.ekathimerini.com/221159/article/ekathimerini/business/chinese-interests-could-make-plan-to-link-danube-and-aegean-a-reality
http://www.ekathimerini.com/221159/article/ekathimerini/business/chinese-interests-could-make-plan-to-link-danube-and-aegean-a-reality
http://www.thediplomat.com/2017/05/chinas-mediterranean-interests-and-challenges/
http://www.nato.int/docu/review/2012/Turkey-Greece/EN/index.htm
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of Europe’s recent economic meltdown is Greece, while a new center of foreign policy 

power in Mediterranean and Middle Eastern politics is Turkey.  Both of these 

developments have impacted on security in the Aegean region as defense cuts have been 

made in Greece as a part of the austerity measures, and Turkey is increasingly positioning 

itself as a model for emerging democracy in the Arab world.413  At the peak of the Cold 

War, the geographical position of both countries south of the Soviet Union rendered them 

as an indispensable part of NATOs strategic planning414, with the two states operating 

“…as a natural embankment against any possible Soviet advancement towards the Eastern 

Mediterranean and the oil rich Middle East, safeguarding at the same time unhindered 

maritime communication lines.”415 

 In respect to Greece, its key value as a NATO member has been constantly 

confirmed.  The Greek Navy is an active part of the NATO operations in the Aegean Sea, 

the Eastern Mediterranean, and the Middle East, and its potential, coupled with the Greek 

merchant fleet has contributed greatly to security in the region.  Greece has been an active 

part of Operation Endeavor, which patrols the Mediterranean to deter terrorist activity, and 

the NATO base of Souda has been a vital part of all NATO operations in the area.  The 

Multinational Coordinating Center for Strategic Maritime Transport is based near Athens 

at Piraeus, utilizing Greece’s merchant and passenger fleet for strategic maritime transport 

by both NATO and the EU. 

                                                             
413 Greece and Turkey: 60 Years in NATO. NATO Review Magazine. 

www.nato.int/docu/review/2012/Turkey-Greece/EN/index.htm. 
414 A fact that had dictated their accession.  
415 The Way Forward: Sixty years from the accession of Greece and Turkey to NATO. NATO Review 

Magazine. www.nato.int/docu/review/2012/Turkey-Greece/EN/index.htm.  

 

http://www.nato.int/docu/review/2012/Turkey-Greece/EN/index.htm
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 The North Atlantic Treaty Organization has played a central role in Turkey’s 

security since the time of the state’s accession.  Viewed as a valuable ally during the years 

of the Cold War, the importance of the Turkey-NATO relationship has extended well 

beyond the fall of the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War.  Today, Turkey “…is a 

much-needed ally in conflicts like the fight in Syria, as well as a loyal partner in the 

assurance of similar geopolitical interests in the Middle East…”416.  They offer strategic 

positioning for NATO allies in the Black Sea and in the Middle East, and “Turkey’s 

military is a behemoth inside NATO, the second-largest standing force after the U.S., and 

guardian of an estimated 90 American B61 nuclear bombs.  It’s also the key defender of 

NATOs entire southern flank and is vital to the…coalition fight against ISIS in Syria.”417 

 Both Greece and Turkey are integral members of NATO, and the result of this 

membership is the increased security of both states.  This membership however, comes at 

the price of the sovereignty of each nation being perforated by the terms of The North 

Atlantic Treaty to which they are a party; Article 5 carries the obligation to come to the 

mutual defense of fellow members.  Traditionally, deployment of military forces is a 

sovereign right of states, but membership in NATO commits the member state to a 

deployment even if it is not their territory that has been attacked. 

5.2.2 Non-Governmental Organizations 

 Non-Governmental Organizations are probably the most recognizable category of 

institutional/non-state actors as they have been on the scene the longest.  They are mostly 

                                                             
416 Coughlin, C. 2016. Erdogan’s purge may give Nato no choice but to expel Turkey from the alliance. The 

Telegraph. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/07/19/erdogans-purge-may-give-nato-no-choice-but-to-

expel-turkey-from/.  
417 Stewart, B. 2016. Turkey’s purged post-coup military has NATO allies nervous: Brian Stewart. CBC 3. 

http://www.cbc.ca/news/world/turkey-coup-crackdown-military-1.3786844. 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/07/19/erdogans-purge-may-give-nato-no-choice-but-to-expel-turkey-from/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/07/19/erdogans-purge-may-give-nato-no-choice-but-to-expel-turkey-from/
http://www.cbc.ca/news/world/turkey-coup-crackdown-military-1.3786844
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single-issue organizations that engage primarily in advocacy work or development 

activities.  When pursuing single-advocacy issues, they have chosen problems that are of 

extreme importance to their founders, and sometimes build synergies with other grassroots 

organizations that are pursuing similar objectives.  These synergies may eventually lead to 

the formation of national or international umbrella organizations, but in other instances the 

movement has been in the other direction with the umbrella organization coming first, and 

then trickled downwards.  In development work, they tend to be more restricted in scope, 

usually limiting their operations to small geographical areas and covering small groups of 

people.  Some NGOs however, have chosen to serve a more broad-based constituency such 

as when they cover multi-faceted areas like human rights, poverty, or political/economic 

liberalization.  They sometimes ‘tap into’ the knowledge bases of single-issue 

organizations which can assist them in presenting a more holistic picture of similar NGO 

activities at the national and international level.  Institutions that fall into this categorization 

include religious or ethnic associations, women’s organizations, a variety of professional 

associations, student or youth groups, special interest groups, or community and 

neighborhood organizations or welfare organizations. 

 There are many kinds of NGOs, including those that are transnational; government 

organized, regulated and initiated; donor-organized or donor-dominated, business and 

industry, people’s organizations; operational, advocacy, and transnational social 

movements; or quasi and anti-governmental groups.  As has previously been noted, their 

numbers have increased substantially in recent years, as has their effectiveness and 
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relevance for transnational politics.  They have become “…crucial participants in the 

international policy making process.”418 

 NGOs create and/or mobilize global networks by creating transnational 

organizations, gathering information regarding conditions in far-flung areas of the world 

from their local contacts, alerting their global networks of supporters to conditions that 

require attention, creating emergency response, and mobilizing pressure from outside of 

the state.  They participate in IGO conferences through the mobilization of transnational 

social movement organizations around issues that are part of the IGO agenda, building 

transnational social coalitions, raising new issues, supporting IGO development, 

addressing IGO meetings, submitting documents to governmental organizations’ meetings, 

improving skills in conference diplomacy, and increasing expertise on issues.419  These 

institutions are able to facilitate inter-state cooperation by the preparation of background 

papers and reports, educating delegates and representatives of states to narrow a technical 

gap, serving as a third party source of information, expanding policy options, facilitating 

agreements, and bringing delegates together in the third party forum. 

 NGOs also can conduct many kinds of activities within states in addition to their 

international endeavors.  They can link to local partners, to transnational social movements 

with complementary skills, work to harmonize state policies, provide humanitarian aid, 

and protect persons who may be in danger.  They also enhance public participation within 

states by reminding government delegates that they are being watched, enhancing public 

                                                             
418 Brown, S. 1995. New Forces, Old Forces, and the Future of World Politics.  New York, NY: Harper 

Collins College Publishers. Pg. 268. 
419 Mingst, K. A. 1999. Essentials of International Relations.  New York, NY: W.W. Norton.  
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understanding, increasing transparency of international negotiations and institutions, and 

invoking public protest. 

 NGOs which operate at the transnational level have, as a by-product of the process 

of globalization, become significant determinants of the foreign policy of national states.  

Like their counterparts that operate at the domestic level and lobby their respective 

countries, the transnational NGOs lobby at the international and transnational levels.  

Brown (1995) has astutely observed that “…as the countries and sectors of world society 

have become more and more interdependent, it has become commonplace for 

nongovernmental groups representing similar communities in their various countries to 

closely coordinate their policies and to constitute (or reconstitute) themselves as 

international nongovernmental organizations (INGOs).”420 

 NGOs can implement projects, provide services, defend or promote specific causes, 

or they can seek to influence policy.  They also shape public opinion and promote 

awareness of issues.  They are able to promote contacts across state boundaries, as well as 

acting as a means of communication among individuals, and their simple existence can 

serve to limit government controls over flows of information.  One interesting contradiction 

in terms is the ‘Government Operated NGO’, which may be set up by governments to 

garner money or to promote government interests. 

5.2.2.1    The Perforating Force of Non-Governmental Organizations in the Aegean Sea 

 Non-Governmental Organizations have become a backbone of Greek civil society.  

From the Greek branches of international NGOs and nation-wide NGOs, to local grassroots 

                                                             
420 Brown, S. 1995. New Forces, Old Forces, and the Future of World Politics. New York, NY: Harper 

Collins College Publishers.  Pg. 267. 
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organizations, civil society in Greece is a diverse community, working in one or more areas 

of interest such as the environment, children or the elderly, social welfare, democracy, and 

human rights. Their sources of funding vary as well, and can include membership fees 

and/or individual donations, grants provided by public-benefit foundations, social 

entrepreneurship schemes and various European Union funds.  Volunteerism is, today, an 

important building-block of civil society in the country, with nearly thirteen per cent of 

Greek citizens participating in the activities of NGOs as a volunteer.421  Alongside Greek 

society, the sector has suffered the consequences of the economic crisis in recent years, 

with demand for NGO services substantially increasing as the NGOs are called upon to fill 

the gap left by a retreating welfare state, and they are also called upon “…to contribute to 

promoting human rights and democratic values at a time of pronounced political 

disillusionment.”422   

The American Women of Greece (AWOG), located in Athens, is a prime example 

of an NGO that has been working in the Aegean arena for many decades.  A women’s 

volunteer organization founded in 1948, AWOG is a United Nations accredited NGO with 

consultative status to the UN Economic and Social Council, that actively supports 

numerous charities in Greece.  Membership is primarily from the American ex-patriot 

community423, with members volunteering their services both to the charities themselves 

as well as working to connect the Greek community by fundraising and the organization of 

educational and social events.  Examples of the charities with whom they work include 

                                                             
421 European Parliament Special Eurobarometer 75.2. June 2011. 

http://www.europa.eu/pdf/eurobarometre/2011/juillet/04_07/rapport_%20eb75_2_%20benevolat_en.pdf.   
422 Greece: Active Citizens Fund. NGO Programme 2009-2014. http://ngonorway.org/countries/greece.  
423 AWOG Bylaws require a minimum of eighty per cent of the organization membership be documented US 

citizens and leaves the remaining twenty per cent open to women of other nationalities.  Meetings and all 

association communications are required to be conducted in English. 

http://www.europa.eu/pdf/eurobarometre/2011/juillet/04_07/rapport_%20eb75_2_%20benevolat_en.pdf
http://ngonorway.org/countries/greece
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Aghios Georgios, a Day Care Center of Pre-School Children of Needy Working Mothers; 

the American College of Greece, Scholarship Fund; Kritiki Estia, Boarding House for 

Needy University Students; Omilos Ethelonton, Training Center for Greek and Refugee 

Children with Special Needs in Νеos Kosmos; and Pammakaristos, School for Special 

Education, Nea Makri. 

There are a multitude of Non-Governmental Organizations working in the region 

of the Aegean Sea that have come into the area as a result of the recent migrant and refugee 

crisis. One such group is Amnesty International, who has expressed their profound 

concerns over the loss of life as the result of embarking on the dangerous Aegean Sea 

crossing in multiple public statements.  The organization called on Greek authorities on 22 

January 2014 to stop the push-back operations, or collective expulsions, that are designed 

to prevent the migrants from arriving in Greece.  Noting that the push-back operations 

being “…carried out by Greece deny people the right to explain their individual 

circumstances and raise any protection or other concerns…[and] are in breach of Greece’s 

international obligations and EU law”424, the organization called on the European Union to 

“…sanction Greece for its failure to eradicate the routine and widespread practice of 

pushing back refugees and migrants arriving at its borders in search of protection, safety, 

and better futures in Europe…”425  In 2015, another NGO effort to assist migrants and 

refugees was conducted by the environmental organization Greenpeace and the 

international medical humanitarian organization Doctors Without Borders/Médecins Sans 

                                                             
424 Amnesty International urges the Greek Government to carry out a transparent and thorough investigation 

into the circumstances which led to loss of life in the Aegean. Amnesty International Public Statement. 22 

January 2014. 
425 Greece: Stop unlawful and shameful expulsion of refugees and migrants. 29 April 2014. 

http://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2014/04/greece-stop-unlawful-and-shameful-expulsion-refugees-

and-migrants/.  

http://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2014/04/greece-stop-unlawful-and-shameful-expulsion-refugees-and-migrants/
http://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2014/04/greece-stop-unlawful-and-shameful-expulsion-refugees-and-migrants/
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Frontières (MSF). The joint operation was launched to “…rescue people risking their lives 

on the dangerous sea crossing between Turkey and Greece…”426 and to provide medical 

care for people with critical health problems.  Both groups are advocating on the 

international stage for improved living conditions and safe long-term solutions for those 

making the journey to Europe.   

In contrast to Greece, the NGOs in Turkey have been facing massive crackdowns 

as “…Turkish authorities have grown increasingly suspicious of foreign non-governmental 

organizations operating on their soil…”.427 Since the Syrian conflict began in 2011, the 

Turkish government has taken in more refugees than any other country, and Istanbul has 

accommodated approximately four to seven hundred thousand of these emigrants, 

approximately five per cent of its population of 14.5 million.  More Syrians have registered 

in Istanbul than have collectively registered in any other nation in Europe except 

Germany.428  Along with the migrants and refugees came organizations that have come in 

and set up shop to assist the Syrians with humanitarian needs and integration into Turkish 

society.  “But as the war progressed and Turkish officials became obliged to produce 

comprehensive policy, what some perceive as a crackdown ensued.  High profile arrests 

and the closure of organizations exemplify this perception.”429  In January 2017, the 

Turkish Ministry of National Education issued an executive decree ordering the restriction 

of the provision of educational services, and in July 2017, ten workers from Amnesty 

                                                             
426 MSF and Greenpeace Launch Rescue Operations in the Aegean Sea. 3 December 2015. 
http://www.doctorswithoutborders.org/article/msf-and-greenpeace-launch-rescue-operations-aegean-sea.  
427 Weise, Z. ‘Massive anxiety’ as Turkey cracks down on international NGOs. 2 October 2017. 

http://www.devex.com/news/massive-anxiety-as-turkey-cracks-down-on-international-ngos-91004.  
428 According to the Unites Nations High Council on Refugees’ 2016 statistics. 
429 Metz, D. 2017. NGOs in Istanbul Face Increased Pressure from the Government. Diplomatic Courier. 

http://diplomaticcourier.com/ngos-istanbul-face-increased-pressure-government/.  

http://www.doctorswithoutborders.org/article/msf-and-greenpeace-launch-rescue-operations-aegean-sea
http://www.devex.com/news/massive-anxiety-as-turkey-cracks-down-on-international-ngos-91004
http://diplomaticcourier.com/ngos-istanbul-face-increased-pressure-government/
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International were arrested who, although released from custody, await trial on charges of 

terrorism.430  Other prominent organizations like the International Medical Corps and 

Mercy Corps who had been working to provide humanitarian assistance in the refugee and 

migrant camps have been forced to leave Turkey, with some even making contingency 

plans to set up their operations in Amman, Jordan or the northern Iraqi cities of Erbil and 

Dohuk.  Although the government explanation for the crackdown is that it is not Turkish 

policy to shut down NGOs, they claim the they “…have their own rules of registration, and 

[they] expect the NGOs, local or international, to abide by these rules.”431  Other 

explanations cite the motivation for the crackdown is “…President Recep Tayyip 

Erdogan’s increasing realpolitik diplomacy, as he attempts to maneuver against perceived 

enemy interests both at home and abroad.”432  Turkey is outraged at US support for the 

Syrian-Kurdish People’s Protection Unit (YPG) operations in Syria, and is intent upon 

halting the YPGs five-year experiment of self-governance, and Ankara has repeatedly 

stated its intention to prevent the territorial ambitions of Syrian Kurds from becoming a 

reality.  Any NGO that are directly, or indirectly, perceived to support or provide assistance 

to such groups risks expulsion.  Resurgent Turkish nationalism, and concerns regarding 

Kurdish empowerment is fueling suspicion of outsiders, and the national media institutions 

are pushing narratives that accuse NGO activities of being counter to national interests.  

The current political climate in Turkey is also a factor as domestic political and economic 

tensions are compounded by the 2016 coup attempt, numerous extremist attacks, 

                                                             
430 Metz, D. 2017. NGOs in Istanbul Face Increased Pressure from the Government. Diplomatic Courier. 

http://diplomaticcourier.com/ngos-istanbul-face-increased-pressure-government/.   
431 Mellen, R. and C. Lynch. 2017. Inside Turkey’s NGO Purge. Foreign Policy. 

http://foreignpolicy.com/2017/08/03/inside-turkeys-ngo-purge/.  
432 Longton, R. 2017. Turkey Pushing Out Western NGOs. Middle East Institute. 

http://www.mei.edu/content/article/turkey-pushing-out-western-ngos?print=.  
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instability, and a tightly contested referendum.  Anti-western sentiment is rising in Turkey, 

and Erdogan’s increasingly nationalistic rhetoric and isolationist political stance will 

continue to have a profound impact on the role of NGOs in Turkish society for the 

foreseeable future. 

5.2.3 Multinational and Transnational Corporations 

 The definition and roles of multinational corporations is hotly debated.  

Transnational corporations (TNCs) are typically defined as corporate entities that have no 

clear national bases, whereas multinational corporations (MNCs) are considered as 

nationally centered entities with international interests.  Most corporations operating across 

the globe today fall into the category of MNCs, but although it may be most accurate to 

use this categorization, this does not mean that their impact is primarily national.  The 

power that MNCs exert is embedded within existing interstate hierarchies and power 

structures, and MNCs generally work to promote their own self interests. 

 MNCs and TNCs are among the most prominent non-state actors in the 

international system today.  Their size and number, as well as their location in the major 

markets and sectors of industry has given them significant power and influence.  In recent 

studies, it was found that in the mid-1990s, MNCs accounted for a fifth of global 

manufacturing output and a third of private assets, and they control fifty percent of global 

research and development funding.  Aside from finance, a key emerging sector being 

pursued by MNCs and TNCs is in the provision of services, reflecting the global wave of 

infrastructure, telecom, power, and water privatization.  This increased concentration of 

economic activity provides MNCs and TNCs with a significant international influence.  

However, the MNCs and TNCs do lack diplomatic and military power, and their economic 
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power, though considerable, is highly contingent: much depends on the general strength 

and competitive conditions of the market or sector in which the firm operates, the overall 

state of the economy, and the degree of unique competitive advantage possessed by the 

firm.   

 Although corporate interests are not the direct subjects of international law, the role 

they play through the lobby of their home and host states and intergovernmental 

organizations is of key importance.  They can, and do, influence state policy, state practice, 

and the agendas of IGOs.  They do not possess power on the order of anything like a state, 

even though they act as powerful and influential lobbyists, with the most financially 

powerful firms that can afford to, spending the most on these activities.  MNCs and TNCs 

are dependent and/or constrained to a significant degree on their home state to protect their 

capacity to do business transnationally, and the fact that the home states do protect ‘their’ 

MNCs, indicates an increasing willingness on their part to use their political and economic 

power to protect the global interests of their corporations. 

5.2.3.1    The Perforating Force of Multinational and Transnational Corporations in the 

Aegean Sea 

 Multinational and Transnational Corporations have a huge presence in the Aegean 

Sea arena.  From fast-food giants like McDonalds, Kentucky Fried Chicken, Haagen Dazs 

and Burger King to pharmaceutical corporations like Nestlé, Johnson and Johnson, Pfizer, 

and Novartis to automobile manufacturers like Renault, Toyota, Hyundai, and Ford, multi-

national and transnational corporations are providing employment, and fueling the local 

economies where their operations are located.  The list of international banks with 

operations in the area is long and geographically vast, and includes the Bank of Cyprus, 
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Credit Suisse, ING Bank, Bank Saderat Iran, QNB Finaisbank, and HSBC.  International 

information and communications technology firms are represented by such industry 

behemoths as Cisco, Google, Vodaphone, Dell, Hewlett Packard, Apple, and Oracle, as 

well as Alcatel, Siemen, Ericsson, Motorola, and Nokia .433  The British Electro World and 

German MediaMarkt are electronic supermarkets that operate in the area, and the Dutch 

owned Alfa-Beta and German owned Lidl grocery chains have a considerable commercial 

presence.  Mercedes Benz operates a bus plant in Hoşdere on the outskirts of Istanbul, one 

of the largest facilities of its kind in Europe, Schindler escalators dot metro stations across 

Greece, and John Deere and International Harvester tractors ply fields in both Turkey and 

Greece.  International news outlets such as the BBC, CNN, Deutsch Welle, and France 24 

also penetrate the sovereignty of both nations.  An additional representation of this class of 

entity while also fitting into the category of sovereign classification, are the wide range of 

airlines that fly into and out of a variety of air fields in both Greece and Turkey.  While 

many of these companies are privately owned corporations, there are also a large number 

of government owned airlines such as Air China, Royal Jordanian, Etihad, EgyptAir, Iran 

Air, Royal Air Maroc, and Emirates that operate in one or both nations.  These airlines 

specifically perforate sovereignty by carrying tourists, cultural influences, and money into 

both Greece and Turkey, they provide employment for the local populations, and pay for 

landing rights at numerous airports.  Not to be forgotten is the fact that they also carry 

germs to the locale where they land, which, when considering a worst-case scenario, could 

be a devastating blow to the receiving state and their medical services. 

                                                             
433 International Trade Administration. Greece – Information and Communications Technology. 12 July 

2017. www.export.gov/article?id=Greece-Information-and-Communications-Technology.; International 

Trade Administration. Turkey – Information and Communications Technology. 

www.export.gov/article?id=Turkey-Information-and-Communications-Technology.  

http://www.export.gov/article?id=Greece-Information-and-Communications-Technology
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In the particular instance of the hydrocarbon exploration, extraction, and 

exploitation industry, the world leaders in the field are heavily represented in the Aegean 

and Eastern Mediterranean region.  Firms such as British Petroleum, Royal Dutch Shell, 

Exxon Mobil, and Amoco among others are doing exploration work, and the Italian owned 

ENI and French owned Total conduct drilling operations. Consulting firms like Israeli Eco 

Energy and gas infrastructure developer IGI Poseidon have been involved in a variety of 

capacities over the last few years. Active oil field service products and technology 

providers in the Aegean and eastern Mediterranean region include Schlumberger Limited, 

Halliburton and National Oilwell Varco Corporations, Statoil, and Shell Global. 

A good example of specific sovereignty perforating activity in the Aegean 

hydrocarbon arena is the recent signing of a cooperation agreement between the Greek 

state controlled natural gas firm DEPA with the natural gas company Gastrade to 

participate in the development of a liquified natural gas terminal in northern Greece.  The 

new terminal will be located near the city of Alexandroupolis.  While “…Gastrade will 

hold at least 20 per cent stake in the scheme…LNG carrier operator Gaslog [will hold] 

another 20 per cent.”434  Bulgarian Energy Holding and Cheniere Energy, a US-based LNG 

exporter, have also expressed interest in the project.435 

5.2.4 Philanthropic Super-Empowered Individuals and Celebrity Diplomacy 

 This group of non-state actors includes individuals who have overcome constraint, 

conventions, and rules to wield unique political, economic, intellectual, or cultural 

                                                             
434 Reuters. 2017. Greek firm Gastrade signs LNG deal with state-owned DEPA. 

www.reuters.com/article/greece-energy-natgas/greek-firm-gastrade-signs-lng-deal-with-state-owned-depa-

idUSL8N1MM1T0.  
435 Ibid. 
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influence over the course of global events.  In contrast to the traditional charitable NGO, 

the ‘Philanthro-capitalist NGO’436 charities, since the turn of the 21st century, espouse 

exceedingly ambitious goals and have vast fortunes at their disposal.  Being a 

philanthropist on a huge scale – putting millions, or even billions, into causes you support 

– can effectively mean that one person is setting priorities in that field.  Archetypes of this 

category of non-state actor can include industrialists, criminals, financiers, media moguls, 

religious leaders, and/or terrorists.  “The rich have a great deal of power that can be 

exercised and can reshape the character of a country”437 says George Monbiot438, but the 

ways in which they exert their influence (money, moral authority, expertise) is as varied as 

their fields of endeavors. 

 One variation on the theme of the Philanthropic Super-Empowered Individual is 

that of Celebrity Diplomacy.  These individuals are “…elites who live in high visibility, 

and they are the objects of collective gossip, the channels of which are the mass media.”439  

Unlike traditional diplomats who may not share fame the way celebrities do, the value of 

the diplomacy and activism which media celebrities practice in dealing with various social 

and political problems across the globe is not contained in the utilitarian dimensions of 

their actions in the settlements of international issues, nor is it contained in the meanings 

that celebrity diplomats may have in symbols of such things as peace, cooperation, or social 

                                                             
436  Examples of some of these individuals include Bill Gates, George Soros, and Richard Branson. 
437 Mosafer, S. 2012. The Power of Policy-making in the Hands of Philanthropists. BBC News Report, 

www.bbc.com/news/business/19272108.  
438 George Monbiot is a British writer known for his environmental and political activism.  He has worked 
for the BBC World Service as a producer of environmental programming and written for The Guardian, as 

well as being the author of several collections of essays and books.  Some of his books include No Man’s 

Land (1997, 2003), Captive State: The Corporate Takeover of Britain (2000), and Out of the Wreckage: A 

New Politics for an Age of Crisis (2017). 
439 Tsaliki, L., C. A. Frangonikolopoulos, and A. Huliaras. Transnational Celebrity Activism in Global 

Politics: Changing the World? Bristol, UK: Intellect Books. Pg. 254. 
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protest.  Rather, it lies in the fact that the celebrity’s position as a mass media star, a symbol, 

is transferred to his or her status as a diplomatic agent and vice versa.  The “…deliberation 

in finding a solution to a problem, and its implementation, takes place according to the 

media persona’s values, norms, and meanings, not according to political values, which 

means that diplomatic issues are handled and are resolved in mass media communication 

terms.”440  Under these circumstances, celebrities like Diana, Princess of Wales, Mia 

Farrow, or Angelina Jolie are not just supporters of or fighters against, diplomats and 

political leaders who seek to settle international issues.  Today, they are no longer 

“enthusiastic amateurs”441 like in the past442, but have become protagonists in the 

diplomatic arena or master manipulators.  Celebrity Diplomacy and activism “…are 

processes of cultural and ideological transformation of international issues to a consensus 

in favour of those who belong to the strong pole in the world and /or national power 

relations system.”443 

 A further variant of the Celebrity Diplomat is that of super-empowered former 

political leaders who are known for what they have been, not what they are today.  In this 

Diplomatic Afterlife, former national leaders from “…Nelson Mandela to Jimmy Carter, 

and Bill Clinton, Tony Blair and Mikhail Gorbachev…increasingly try to make a difference 

on the global stage by capitalizing on their free-lance celebrity status while at the same 

time building on their embedded ‘club’ attributes and connections.”444  Although this 

                                                             
440 Tsaliki, L., C. A. Frangonikolopoulos, and A. Huliaras. Transnational Celebrity Activism in Global 

Politics: Changing the World? Bristol, UK: Intellect Books. Pg. 255. 
441 Ibid.; See also Cooper, A. F. and L. Frechette. 2008. Celebrity Diplomacy. Abingdon, UK: Routledge. 
442 Examples include Jane Fonda, Victor Jara and Vanessa Redgrave among others. 
443 Tsaliki, L., C. A. Frangonikolopoulos, and A. Huliaras. Transnational Celebrity Activism in Global 

Politics: Changing the World? Bristol, UK: Intellect Books. Pg. 255. 
444 See synopsis of Cooper, A. F. 2014. Diplomatic Afterlives. Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons Publishing 

at www.books.google.com.  

http://www.books.google.com/
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growing trend may be open to allegations of mixing private gain and public goods or as 

personal crusades to rehabilitate personal image, it must be taken seriously as a captivating 

image of the political climate in which powerful individuals can operate outside of 

established state structures.    

5.2.4.1 The Perforating Force of Philanthropic Super-Empowered Individuals and 

Celebrity Diplomacy in the Aegean Sea 

 A Malta based rescue mission for drowning migrants, set up by wealthy American 

philanthropist Christopher Catrambone and his Italian wife Regina, are a prime example 

of Philanthropic Super-Empowered Individuals who are working in the Aegean Sea arena.  

Feeling “…compelled to act following an appeal by the Pope after several hundred African 

migrants drowned off the Italian island of Lampedusa”445, the couple expanded their efforts 

to the Aegean because of overwhelming support that they received from all over the world.  

They have converted their operation to a Non-Governmental Organization called Migrant 

Offshore Aid Station (MOAS).  This is an example of the fluid and ill-defined nature of 

enterprises, establishments, and initiatives in this category of sovereignty perforating 

agents which cause them to be extremely difficult to apply or to characterize their impact 

in specific areas and outcomes. 

 For over two decades, singers Mikis Theodorakis and Ömer Zülfü Livaneli have 

been working for a rapprochement between Greek and Turkish citizens through the 

establishment of Greek-Turkish friendship committees and artistic events.  Although their 

efforts were initially met with much criticism in both countries, the artists are now 

                                                             
445 D’Urso, J. 2015. Malta-based couple expand refugee rescue boat mission to Aegean, Asia. 

http://www.reuters.com/article/europe-migrants-malta/malta-based-couple-expand-refugee-rescue-boat-

mission-to-aegean-asia-idUSL8N1364WR20151111.  

http://www.reuters.com/article/europe-migrants-malta/malta-based-couple-expand-refugee-rescue-boat-mission-to-aegean-asia-idUSL8N1364WR20151111
http://www.reuters.com/article/europe-migrants-malta/malta-based-couple-expand-refugee-rescue-boat-mission-to-aegean-asia-idUSL8N1364WR20151111
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established as significant peace-makers at the level of civil society.446  Other celebrity 

personalities have been more intimately involved with the migrant and refugee crisis of the 

last few years, including Turkish singer Muazzez Ersoy who herself has a refugee 

background, Greek singers Barbara Hendricks and Nana Mouskouri, and the British actor 

David Morrissey.  Ersoy, whose mother’s family came to Turkey from Thessaloniki during 

the population exchange following the Greco-Turkish War, serves as a Goodwill 

Ambassador for the United Nations High Commission on Refugees from Turkey.  In 

coordination with senior Turkish government officials, academics and NGO 

representatives, she has launched efforts to break prejudices against refugees through a 

television project that envisions refugees playing out their own life stories, and a music 

project collaborating with refugee musicians and singers who are living in Turkey.447  The 

acclaimed soprano and humanitarian Barbara Hendricks has visited and sung with refugees 

in northern Greece448, and Nana Mouskouri has visited with refugee and migrant children 

and their families in both Athens and Piraeus.449  Like Ersoy, Hendricks serves as a 

Goodwill Ambassador for the UNHCR, and Mouskouri serves as an ambassador for 

UNICEF.  Another UNHCR Goodwill Ambassador is David Morrissey, who was 

appointed to his position in March 2017.  Morrissey has visited with refugees on the Greek 

                                                             
446 Tsaliki, L., C. A. Frangonikolopoulos, and A. Huliaras. Transnational Celebrity Activism in Global 

Politics: Changing the World? Bristol, UK: Intellect Books. Pg. 256-257. 
447 Kazanci, H. 2016. Turkey’s UNHCR goodwill ambassador celebrates 10th year. 

www.aa.com.tr/en/anadolu-post/turkey-s-unhcr-goodwill-ambassador-celebrates-10th-year; See also 

Turkish singer marks 10th year as UNHCR goodwill ambassador. 12 June 2016. 

www.hurriyetdailynews.com/turkish-singer-marks-10th-year-as-unhcr-goodwill-ambassador--100388.  
448 Veide, L. 2017. UNHCR Goodwill Ambassador Barbara Hendricks sings with refugees in Greece. 

www.unhcr.org/en-us/news/latest/2017/4/58ecde5c4/unhcr-goodwill-ambassador-barbara-hendricks-sings-

refugees-greece.html.  
449 UNICEF Goodwill Ambassador Nana Mouskouri and UNICEF Regional Director visit Greece amid 

ongoing refugee and migrant crisis. Press release, Geneva/Athens, Greece. 25 May 2016. 

www.unicef.org.media_91200.html.  

http://www.aa.com.tr/en/anadolu-post/turkey-s-unhcr-goodwill-ambassador-celebrates-10th-year
http://www.hurriyetdailynews.com/turkish-singer-marks-10th-year-as-unhcr-goodwill-ambassador--100388
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/news/latest/2017/4/58ecde5c4/unhcr-goodwill-ambassador-barbara-hendricks-sings-refugees-greece.html
http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/news/latest/2017/4/58ecde5c4/unhcr-goodwill-ambassador-barbara-hendricks-sings-refugees-greece.html
http://www.unicef.org.media_91200.html/
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island of Lesvos, highlighting the work of the UNHCR through extensive media across 

many territories and helping to shine a spot light on refugee stories through his social media 

channels.450  Unlike the Philanthropic Super-Empowered Individuals who are operating in 

an independent manner, those people who are associated with the United Nations Goodwill 

Ambassador Program support the mission of the organization to which they are attached, 

and are subject to a variety of oversight mechanisms.   

5.2.5 Non-Legitimate Groups and Liberation Movements 

 The non-state actors that fall into the category of Non-Legitimate Groups and 

Liberation Movements are those that act against, or ‘abuse’ the established international 

system.  Terrorist groups and criminal organizations are typical of this type of non-state 

actor, but this group can also include rebel groups, irregular armed groups, insurgents, 

dissident armed forces, guerillas, liberation movements, freedom fighters, de facto 

governing bodies, drug cartels and piracy.  In most cases, these groups operate 

transnationally, which shifts domestic policy of states into the realm of global politics.  The 

ideology, objectives, strategies, level of organization, support base, legitimacy, and degree 

of international recognition vary greatly in this category, but violent groups generally do 

not achieve legitimacy.  Their activities are diverse, including such things as drug 

trafficking, arms smuggling, money laundering, or any combination thereof. 

 National liberation movements have been playing an effective role in international 

politics for decades.  Perhaps one of the best known of these organizations is the Palestine 

Liberation Organization (PLO) which, since the 1960s, has been playing a key role in the 

                                                             
450  David Morrissey. www.unhcr.org/en-us/david-morrissey.html.  

http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/david-morrissey.html
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Arab-Israeli conflict.  PLO leaders are considered as the legitimate representatives of the 

Palestinian peoples, and the PLO has ‘Observer’ status in the United Nations.451  ‘Stateless 

nations’, ‘nations without states’, or ‘nations of ethnic groups without a state’ have also 

become significant actors in international politics. 

5.2.5.1    The Perforating Force of Non-Legitimate Groups and Liberation Movements in 

the Aegean Sea 

 In recent years, the Mediterranean and its associated seas have moved from the 

periphery to the center of global security concerns driven by the risks of terrorism.  The 

foreign fighter phenomenon, the spill-overs from protracted conflict and instability around 

the Mediterranean, are all part of this equation.452  Although recent figures from the Global 

Terrorism database show that the incidence and lethality of worldwide terrorism declined 

in 2015, “the Mediterranean region has little to celebrate when it comes to terrorism trends 

and consequences.”453  Turkey has experienced a sharp rise in terror attacks over the past 

couple of years, and the security environment of Europe as a whole is, in large part, being 

shaped by the threat of terrorism emanating from its southern periphery.  These risks are 

hardly new, but they have acquired new meaning in light of the sustained conflicts and 

chaos in the eastern and southern Mediterranean, and the persistent social and economic 

pressures across southern Europe.  Above all, terrorism concerns and counter-terrorism 

                                                             
451 For more information, see Representation of states in their relations with international organizations. 2015. 

Summaries of the Work of the International Law Commission. www.legal.un.org/ilc/summaries/5_1.shtml, 
and Status, privileges, and immunities of international organizations, their officials, experts, etc. 2015. 

Summaries of the Work of the International Law Commission. www.legal.un.org/ilc/summaries/5_2.shtml.   
452 Lesser, I. 2016. Terrorism and Counter-Terrorism in the Mediterranean. 

http://www.gmfus.org/publications/terrorism-and-counter-terrorism-mediterranean.  
453 Lesser, I. 2016. Terrorism and Mediterranean Security: A Net Assessment. 

http://www.gmfus.org/blog/2016/06/20/terrorism-and-mediterranean-security-net-assessment.  

http://www.legal.un.org/ilc/summaries/5_1.shtml
http://www.legal.un.org/ilc/summaries/5_2.shtml
http://www.gmfus.org/publications/terrorism-and-counter-terrorism-mediterranean
http://www.gmfus.org/blog/2016/06/20/terrorism-and-mediterranean-security-net-assessment
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partnerships will underscore the strategic importance of the region on both sides of the 

Atlantic at a time of flux in national, NATO, and EU strategies. 

 Not since the Achille Lauro454 hijacking has the Mediterranean felt threatened.  

While incidents of piracy, maritime crime, drugs, and people smuggling have focused 

attention on the Indian Ocean and other seas, the Mediterranean and associated seas have 

stayed out of the spotlight due to the heavy European and NATO naval presence.  Recent 

events however, indicate that this situation is likely to change.  Cruise ships plying the 

Aegean unguarded make for easy targets, as does the super-extended energy umbilical cord 

that extends by sea to connect the West and the Asian economies with the Middle East; 

over sixty per cent of the world’s oil is transported by tanker with huge volumes of tanker 

traffic passing through the Turkish Straits and the Aegean Sea.  The security environment 

of the Aegean has been under massive strain for the last few years with the mass migration 

of refugees from Syria and is also compromised by radicalized individuals who are 

returning home to Europe or Turkey from fighting in the Levant.  And beyond the known 

violent Islamists, the remains a reservoir of terrorism and political violence based on 

national grievances and secular ideologies on both the right and the left.  The rise in PKK455 

terrorism in Turkey and the steady, low intensity terrorism from left-wing and anarchist 

cells in Greece are prime examples. 

                                                             
454 The incident that, for many people, epitomizes terrorism at sea is the hijacking of the cruise ship Achille 

Lauro in the Mediterranean in 1985.  Terrorists from the Abu Abbas faction of the Palestine Liberation Front 

took over the ship and demanded that Israel release Palestinian prisoners, which Tel Aviv refused to do. One 

hostage, the American, Leon Klinghofer, was shot and thrown overboard.  Although the terrorists eventually 
secured a deal for surrendering the ship in return for safe passage to Tunis, the US was able to force the plane 

carrying the terrorists to land in Italy, leading to their prosecution and conviction. 
455 The PKK is the commonly accepted term for the Kurdistan Workers Party, known in Kurdish as Partiya 

Karkevên Kurdistanê.  The PKK does differ from the Hdoywotho d’Sutoro d’Amo, or YPG, which is a mainly 

Kurdish militia in Syria, and the primary component of the Democratic Federation of Northern Syria’s Syrian 

Democratic Forces. 
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5.2.6 Civil Society 

 In general, ‘Civil Society’ stands for the entire society that exists between the 

individual and the state.  It can include interest groups, churches, media, trade unions, 

human rights activists, and community organizations.  In more fragile contexts, it can also 

be inclusive of tribal relations, militias, and security communities.  There is a distinct 

definitional difficulty that plagues this category however; the traditional NGOs are a part 

of the ‘Civil Society’ category of non-state actors, but ‘Civil Society’ is far more than 

NGOs.  This category also includes looser, spontaneous non-institutionalized network 

connections and citizen’s groups such as ‘Occupy’ and ‘Wiki-leaks’ which, although 

transitory, can have significant political and/or social influence, and thus pose challenges 

to governments because of the speed with which they can mobilize people.  The media, 

trade unions, business associations, academia/student/youth organizations, professional 

bodies, and cultural associations/kinship groups are all included in this category. 

5.2.6.1    The Perforating Force of Civil Society in the Aegean Sea 

 Religion has always been a player in world affairs; it forges bonds and delineates 

borders.  It was “…the key feature of the first international legal community of political 

systems commonly recognized today.”456, and the dogma of Christianity is still distinctly 

perceivable in the development of many of the most prominent international legal concepts.  

Through both compliance and through refusal, religion, especially Christianity, has played 

a vital role in the shaping of today’s Public International Law.  But while Christianity’s 

influences and contributions are common knowledge and practice in the contemporary 

                                                             
456 Roeder, T. 2012. Traditional Islamic Approaches to Public International Law – Historic Concepts, Modern 

Implications. ZaöRV 72: 521-541. Heidelberg: Max Planck Institute for Comparative Public Law and 

International Law. Pg. 542. 
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world, other religious players have taken part/created other international legal regimes.  

Islamic legal cultures have, “…as an integral part of the all-encompassing Islamic Law, 

developed a sophisticated system of their own; an Islamic international law which 

determined their legal attitudes towards non-Muslim political entities for hundreds of 

years.”457  Although the Islamic approaches to international law cannot be said to have 

many visible traces on today’s international relations, “their repercussions are still very 

much palpable in many areas of inner-Muslim as well as in Muslim/non-Muslim 

discourse”458  In Turkey, although constitutionally a secular state, the rise of the current 

government over the last few years has challenged the state’s secularity which was a key 

component of Mustafa Kemal Ataturk’s vision of Turkey as a nation; Islam is playing an 

increasingly larger role in Turkey’s domestic policy as well as in its international relations, 

and cannot be totally ignored in the region of the Aegean Sea. Religion in Greece is 

dominated by the Greek Orthodox Church which is recognized constitutionally as the 

“prevailing religion” of the state.  Mainstream Orthodox priest’s salaries and pensions are 

paid for by the Greek state, and all students in primary and secondary schools receive 

Christian Orthodox instructions unless they are exempted at the parents’ request. 

According to Pew Research Center data459, over ninety percent of the Greek population 

identifies themselves as Christian and are predominantly members of the Greek Orthodox 

Church.   

                                                             
457 Roeder, T. 2012.Traditional Islamic Approaches to Public International Law – Historic Concepts, Modern 

Implications. ZaöRV 72: 521-541. Heidelberg: Max Planck Institute for Comparative Public Law and 
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458 Ibid. 
459 The Future of World Religions: Population Growth Projections, 2010-2050. 2015. Pew Research Center. 

www.pewforum.org/2015/04/02/religions-projections-2010-2050. See also Religious Composition by 

Country, 2010-2050. 2015. Pew Research Center. www.pewforum.org/2015/04/02/religious-projection-
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 “Two decades ago, it was noted that ‘if a latter-day de Tocqueville were to visit 

Greece, he would not conclude that Greece is a country of joiners.’”460  Greek civil society 

has been viewed as weak by most social scientists, with comparative studies showing that 

the country has historically has low levels of the relevant indicators such as volunteering, 

associational membership, and social trust.  The limited size and scale of the country’s non-

profit sector reflects this characterization, with fewer than five hundred non-profit 

organizations beyond the neighborhood level461, while the value of volunteer work in the 

country was estimated by a 2010 European Commission study to be at less than one per 

cent of the Greek Gross Domestic Product compared to three to five per cent in northern 

Europe.462  “Explanations put forward for this phenomenon include the historic legacy of 

a ‘clientelistic’ Ottoman state, the traditional domination of the public sphere by political 

parties, the importance of family social support networks, and the lack of policies to 

promote active citizenship.”463  However, the context for civil society activity has radically 

changed since 2010 with the recent economic crisis.   

Suffering a recession equivalent to the US Great Depression in the1930s, Greek 

society is witnessing unemployment levels of around twenty-five per cent (double that 

number for young people), and total household incomes reduced by one-third.  This has 

left over one-third of the total Greek population at risk of poverty or social exclusion among 

                                                             
460 Legg, K. R. and J. M. Roberts. 1997. Modern Greece: A Civilization on the Periphery. Boulder, CO: 

Westview Press. Pg. 198.; See also Clark, J., A. Huliaras, and D. Sotiropoulos. 2016. Crisis and Civil 

Society in Greece. http://www.europeanfinancialreview.com/?p=10719.  
461 Thales – Evaluation of the Greek Non-Governmental Organizations, a project led by the Department of 
Political Science and International Relations, University of the Peloponnese. 

http://greekcivilsocietynetwork.wordpress.com.  
462 European Commission, 2010. Volunteering in the European Union. 

http://ec.europa.eu/citizenship/pdf/doc1018_en.  
463 Clark, J., A. Huliaras, and D. Sotiropoulos. 2016. Crisis and Civil Society in Greece. 
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other possible consequences.  This circumstance has profoundly shocked the context for 

civil society in Greece, and there have been a number of complex developments and trends 

that can be identified.  The first is a distinct increase in the involvement of Greeks in 

volunteering and social solidarity activities, many of which are actions to relieve the effects 

of the economic crisis.  These grassroots initiatives include soup kitchens, medical centers, 

and new distribution centers for unwanted food, clothing, and other essentials.  There also 

has been an outpouring of public support for the huge number of refugees that have recently 

arrived in Greece from Anatolia.  It has also been observed that there are less altruistic 

motives that have played a role in the increased numbers of volunteers in that people are 

using volunteerism to gain preferential access to goods or services or as a strategy to gain 

employment.  The second trend that has been identified is that as the Greek state makes 

massive cuts in social protection and welfare, civil society has responded by expanding 

their social welfare role.  Significant numbers of Greek citizens have lost access to state 

medical services and family support networks strained as a result of decreased incomes, 

and the result has been an exponential increase in demands for services such as soup 

kitchens which were previously only used by marginalized minority and migrant groups.  

Organizations and groups have been not only successful in mobilizing new civil society 

volunteers to help with this increased need, but also increasing their funding to provide the 

desperately needed services. 

In contrast to the situation in Greece, Turkey is a nation in the midst of a deep, 

prolonged political crisis and is beset with internal and external security threats. The civil 

war in Syria and ongoing turbulence in Iraq has “…elevated social tensions, sparked 

renewed conflict with Turkey’s sizeable Kurdish minority, crippled trade ties, and brought 
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millions of refugees into the country, increasing the demands placed on state resources on 

multiple fronts.” 464  While the nation’s economy continues to struggle, the country 

continues its drift away from democracy under the current government.  Recent years have 

seen a controlled judiciary, criticism stifled, opponents of the government and journalists 

jailed, the shuttering of media outlets and the suppression of public demonstrations.  In this 

turbulent environment, Turkish civil society is becoming increasingly important.   

Most sectors of civil society – whether Kurdish, secular, religious, conservative, or 

nationalist – have had ties with political parties or movements, and do, at times, actively 

seek to gain influence within the state apparatus.  While the Turkish government has come 

to see the free flow of information as a threat, civil society is becoming increasingly 

proficient at delivering social services and humanitarian assistance, which can boost 

Turkey’s influence abroad and reduce government obligations at home.  In addition, civil 

society in Turkey has had a very effective response to the Syrian refugee crisis.  The vast 

majority of civil society organizations in Turkey are professional organizations, religious 

organizations, and sport clubs, and there are more than twenty thousand organizations 

dedicated to advocating or researching such issues as environmental justice, education, 

gender rights, human rights and advocacy.465 

                                                             
464 Center for American Progress, the Istanbul Policy Center, and the Istituto Affari Internazionali. 2017. 
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5.2.7 Sovereign Entities: The Geopolitical and Geostrategic Actors 

 In addition to the traditionally recognized categories of sovereignty perforating 

agents already enumerated, this research has illuminated a seventh category of similarly 

operating entities that cannot be ignored in the Aegean Sea region.  These entities are 

distinguished by being the front edge of hard cultural, physical, and military impacts of 

external sovereign entities.  This category includes such diverse implementations as the 

physical existence of the ambassadorial imprint of a country’s diplomatic corps, the 

presence of military establishments including bases, garrisons, barracks, support facilities 

and motor pools, training facilities, and moorings.  In a maritime environment, the category 

also includes naval vessels.  Memorials in the form of national cemeteries or battlefields 

where foreign soldiers have fallen are also common in some regions.  This class of agents 

also is inclusive of the commercial activities of sovereign states outside of the MNC/TNC 

category, which involve trade missions, retail outlets under sovereign state control or 

ownership, large fixed base facilities such as ports and harbors, mineral resource 

exploitation and transport, and agricultural production activities. 

5.2.7.1    The Perforating Force of Sovereign Entities in the Aegean Sea 

 Among these sovereign state entities operating in the Aegean Sea arena, the 

ambassadorial dimension may be the most civil and subtle. It is frequently characterized 

by social and cultural outreach events such as concerts, speaker programs, award 

presentations, environmental volunteer operations, and/or educational programming and 

exchanges.  Specific examples of these types of activities include a March 2010 American 

Embassy’s sponsorship of a Fulbright participant fieldtrip to the Marathon battlefield to 

engage in a re-forestation project following massive forest fires in the region, plays and 
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concerts in the Athens metropolitan area sponsored by the William J. Fulbright Foundation, 

and an annual art show sponsored by the American ambassador.  Student and faculty 

exchange programs occur between the United States and both Greece and Turkey, and 

international conferences like the of the 2015 European Geographers in Ankara, Turkey 

serve to funnel ambassadorial influences representing European and American 

communities in panels, dialogue, and presentations at conferences. 

 Perhaps the hard-military impact is the most prominent of all of these sovereign 

state agents.  This category includes obvious and prominent presence of military vehicles, 

aircraft and ships, and personnel of many nations.  Occasionally, such presences are 

concentrated in designated military facilities such as garrisoned, delineated bases, harbor 

facilities, air bases, motor pools, and storage facilities.  In some instances, minor facilities 

are distributed in strategic locations.  In the case of the Aegean region, the sovereignty of 

Greece is perforated by the presence of the United States Naval Support Activity (NSA) 

Souda Bay, located on the northwestern coast of Crete, and the sovereignty of Turkey 

perforated by the presence of the Incirlik Air Base in Adana, Turkey.  The Souda Bay 

facility services primarily the US Navy Sixth Fleet, but also provides services for NATO 

operations in the area.  The US Air Force and Turkish Air Force are the primary users of 

the Incirlik Air Base, but it also used by the British Royal Air Force and the Royal Saudi 

Air Force.  It is also the home of the 74th Anti-aircraft Artillery Regiment of the Spanish 

Army.  

 Within the category of sovereign perforation of the Aegean states, the category of 

memorials, cemeteries, and historical commemorations presents an interesting set of 

collaborations because these sites are, more frequently than not, of importance to both 
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Aegean and non-Aegean states.  For instance, the Haydarpasa Cemetery, located on a hill 

overlooking the Haydarpasa train station near Istanbul, Turkey is the site of fallen British 

and Ottoman soldiers.  The cemetery was formed between 1854 and 1856 during the 

Crimean War, when the Ottoman Empire and Britain, with French and Sardinian troops, 

fought together against the Russians.  A much larger and much more important battlefield 

and memorial is located at Gallipoli, where British, Australian, New Zealander, and French 

troops fought the Ottomans for control of the Dardanelles.  The Phaleron War Cemetery 

south of Athens was originally established by the 4th British Division as a burial ground for 

Commonwealth casualties during the Greek Civil War, and, in conjunction with the Greek 

government, the British Army Graves Services, and Australian War Grave Units, chose it 

as the most suitable site for World War II casualties for all of mainland Greece. 

 Trade missions are coordinated efforts under the egis of sovereign state entities 

populated by groups of business executives, potential buyers, agents, marketers, and 

purchasers who are often accompanied by embassy officials, personnel, and exhibitions.  

The major focus of these trade missions is to generate markets or acquire access to 

products, resources, and materials.  In the instance of the Aegean states, in Turkey in 

particular, there are abundant natural resources of industrial and commercial importance, 

including copper, chromium, antimony, mercury, gold, barite, coal and iron ore.  Similarly, 

Greece shares these natural resource assets, along with substantial deposits of marble, 

nickel, clay, and bauxite, as well as one known major hydrocarbon deposit.  Access to these 

resources are the objectives of the participants in these trade missions, as are the 

agricultural products from the farming communities of Greece, including sugar beets, 

tomatoes, wheat, oranges, olive oil, grapes and wine.  Turkey has similar agricultural 
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produce available for export, as well as cereals and dried fruits from the vast northeastern 

Turkish plains. 

 Last, but certainly not least, are the sovereign entity perforating activities associated 

with bilateral or multi-lateral treaties or agreements that encompass all or part of the 

Aegean Sea space.  These instruments may involve one or more states in the region while 

not including other states in the Aegean basin but can include a field of influence by 

sovereign entities otherwise not physically present in the area.  A prime example of this 

type of instrument lies in a recent Memorandum of Understanding signed in April of 2017 

between the states of Greece, Cyprus, Israel and Italy for a proposed 2200 km long deep-

sea pipeline that would connect the gas fields offshore of Israel and Cyprus with Greece, 

and possibly with Italy.  Aiming to transform the Eastern Mediterranean into a regional 

energy hub, the pipeline itself would not enter the Aegean Sea itself but would instead run 

to the south of the island of Crete, avoiding areas of the sea space that could possibly be 

disputed.  Privately funded, the unprecedented $6 to $7 billion plan is described by Israeli 

National Infrastructure, Energy, and Water Minister Yuval Steinitz as “...the longest and 

deepest subsea pipeline in the world.  It’s a very ambitious project.”466  Supported by the 

European Commission for Climate Action and Energy, if all proceeds as expected, the 

ministers hope to see gas flowing through the pipeline by 2025.  The pipeline is considered 

as an EU Project of Common Interest, with the European Commission co-financing the 

                                                             
466 Greece, Cyprus, Italy and Israel Sign East Med Gas Pipeline Project. 2017. 

www.keeptalkinggreece.com/2017/04/04/greece-cyprus-italy-israel-sign-east-med-gas-pipeline/.  See also 

Winter, C. Gas pipeline dreams and gunboat diplomacy in Mediterranean. 2018. Deutsche Welle.  

http://www.dw.com/en/gas-pipeline-dreams-and-gunboat-diplomacy-in-mediterranean/a-43228234.  

http://www.keeptalkinggreece.com/2017/04/04/greece-cyprus-italy-israel-sign-east-med-gas-pipeline/
http://www.dw.com/en/gas-pipeline-dreams-and-gunboat-diplomacy-in-mediterranean/a-43228234
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project’s feasibility study which was conducted by gas infrastructure developer IGI 

Posiedon, a 50/50 venture of Italian energy company Edison and the Greek DEPA Group. 
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CONCLUSION 

History doesn’t repeat itself but it often rhymes.467 

Mark Twain 

   

Given the interplay of agents, institutions, and activities, and their mutually 

interactive dynamics within the Aegean basin, the outcome of sovereignty versus 

penetration will be complex.  These complications, and their associated changes, are the 

result of the actions of the agents identified and evaluated in this research who impact the 

construction of the Aegean Sea as a resource, national, and institutional space. This 

investigation has concluded that the mechanisms implemented by these agents to 

accomplish their objectives can and do vary, but primarily are variations of paradiplomatic 

activity.  The Instrumental Case Study approach to this research has provided insight into 

the mechanisms penetrating the social construction of the Aegean region, and the 

perforating forces of the agents and their instruments.  In keeping with the properties of 

instrumental case studies, the case of hydrocarbon exploration, extraction, and exploitation 

has evolved into a position of secondary interest, while illuminating the underlying 

mechanisms that are at work in the region through the paradiplomacy of the great variety 

of non-state actors that perforate the sovereignty of Greece and Turkey. 

How will the Aegean Sea hydrocarbon dilemma be solved?  Very simply, by power.  

Writing in 1957, political scientist Robert Dahl observed that “where there is politics, there 

                                                             
467 Popular humorous maxim about history that is often attributed to Mark Twain, although there is no 

substantive evidence that Twain did indeed make the remark. 

http://www.quoteinvestigator.com/2014/01/12/history-rhymes/ notes two “close matches” in print that were 

attributed to Mark Twain. 

http://www.quoteinvestigator.com/2014/01/12/history-rhymes/
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is power”.  It isn’t a surprise then, that the concept of power is fundamental to the study of 

world politics.  But what is power?  While most people have an intuitive notion of what it 

is, scientists on the other hand, have not yet formulated a statement of the concept of power 

that is inclusive enough to be used in the systematic study of this important social 

phenomenon.  We can look to an endless parade of great names from Plato and Aristotle 

to Machiavelli and Hobbes and Weber to demonstrate that there are a large number of 

social theorists who have devoted a great deal of attention to power and the phenomena 

associated with it, as we can look everywhere to find the word and its synonyms embedded 

in the languages of civilizations, although in subtly different ways – power, influence, 

control, imperium, pouvoir, Macht, Herrschaft, auctoritas, and the list goes on.  The ability 

to produce an outcome, power comes in many flavors, many forms. The issue of 

hydrocarbon exploration, extraction and exploitation, like any and all issues regarding the 

sea, will never be solved by UNCLOS III because the sheer proliferation of non-state actors 

undermines the construction of the Aegean Sea as a purely national space. As neither ‘hard’ 

or ‘soft’ law, this is a fundamental issue that predisposes the failure of the application of 

what has become accepted international law and sets up a situation where sheer power in 

some form, whether it be geopolitical, military, diplomatic, economic, financial, cultural, 

ideological or technological, will ultimately resolve the issue. 

The transient qualities of existence in a maritime setting give a virtuality to the 

presence, power, and influence of the cultures and societies involved.  Although the 

maritime environment has the property of uniform abstract space as a 'container', it is 

transected by places that are the nodes of cultural power and influence that represent the 

transition from 'space' to 'place' in the maritime realm.  This differentiation of 'space' into 
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'place' is found in the concrete realities of objects, their factual existence testifying as 

symbols of the established power at a specific 'place' along the timeline of human history.   

Today, the Aegean is littered with artifacts that testify to the numerous cultures that have 

claimed sovereignty and dominion and applied power throughout the Aegean region; the 

irreducible spatial dimension of human experience.   

 This history is celebrated in art and literature, as well as in the architectural 

remnants that dot the mainland coasts and islands.  The remains of Greek temples and cities 

dot coastlines and inland territories, and funerary tablets with inscriptions of early 

Anatolian civilizations fill museums across the modern state of Turkey.  The ruined palaces 

of Knossos and Mycenae and the crumbling mausoleum of ancient Halicarnassus are what 

remains of the power and glories of civilizations whose tremendous wealth was the result 

of vast commercial enterprises and military conquest.  The site of Troy, memorialized by 

Homer, today sits quietly on a remote, windswept Anatolian hillside, far from the waters 

that carried lucrative trade from the Aegean to the Black Sea from which they garnered 

tremendous wealth and power.  Roman, Venetian and Knights Hospitaller forts still stand 

today as tourist attractions, monuments to the occupation of a numerous Aegean islands 

and adjacent coasts, while the Genoese built Galata Tower still stands proudly overlooking 

the Bosporus at Istanbul. Not far from the city that was the locus of trade between Europe, 

Asia, and Africa stand the fortresses constructed by Mehmet the Conqueror for the defense 

of the Straits, and the flags of western powers fly high above the beaches of Gallipoli as 

reminders of a more recent contest for control of the Aegean and its adjacent coasts.  The 

now silent fields of Marathon sit only a few miles from the gun turrets and enclaves which 

defended the Greek coastlines from Persians to Germans who were seeking to extend their 
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spheres of influence, control of resources, and projection of their power in the region.   The 

sea floor itself is strewn with silent and un-memorialized evidence of the transitive nature 

of the commerce, trade, power and influences that have transected the surface of the 

Aegean.  This vast inventory of artifacts is a physical expression of the pageant of national 

spaces which represent the ever-changing power, sovereignty, and spheres of influence that 

were projected across its surface and the national spaces that once were.  The Aegean Sea 

space is indeed a space of powers that have come and gone; the irreducible spatial 

dimension of the human social experience.  There is no simple, clear solution to the 

hydrocarbon dilemma in the Aegean Sea arena.  But as it has been throughout history, sheer 

power in some form or combination will ultimately resolve the issue, with the socially 

constructed regions acting as an expression of, and placing limitations on, the exertion of 

power by any actor over the sea. 
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APPENDIX I 
 

GEOSTRATEGIC THEORY MAPS  

Figure 12.  

MACKINDER’S HEARTLAND THEORY 

 

Source:  http://www.quora.com/What-is-Mackinders-heartland-theory.  

 

Figure 13.  

SPYKMAN’S RIMLAND THEORY 

 

Source:  http://www.quora.com/What-is-Mackinders-heartland-theory. 

http://www.quora.com/What-is-Mackinders-heartland-theory
http://www.quora.com/What-is-Mackinders-heartland-theory
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Figure 14.  

KITSIKIS’ INTERMEDIATE REGION 

 

Source:  www.intermediateregion.com 

 

Figure 15. 

HUNTINGTON’S CIVILIZATIONAL DIVIDES 

 

Source:  www.stratfor.com   

http://www.stratfor.com/
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APPENDIX II 

BATHYMETRIC MAP OF THE AEGEAN SEA 

 

Source:  http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Aegean_Sea_map_bathymetry.fr.jpg.  

 

  

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Aegean_Sea_map_bathymetry.fr.jpg
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APPENDIX III 

RELEVANT ARTICLES OF THE LAUSANNE PEACE TREATY, 1923 

 

TREATY OF PEACE WITH TURKEY SIGNED AT LAUSANNE 

JULY 24, 1923 

THE CONVENTION RESPECTING THE REGIME OF THE STRAITS AND OTHER INSTRUMENTS 
SIGNED AT LAUSANNE 

 

THE BRITISH EMPIRE, FRANCE, ITALY, JAPAN, GREECE, ROUMANIA and the SERB-CROAT-

SLOVENE STATE, 

of the one part, 

and TURKEY, 

of the other part; Being united in the desire to bring to a final close the state of war which has existed in the 

East since 1914, 

Being anxious to re-establish the relations of friendship and commerce which are essential to the mutual well-

being of their respective peoples, 

 

And considering that these relations must be based on respect for the independence and sovereignty of States, 

 

Have decided to conclude a Treaty for this purpose, and have appointed as their Plenipotentiaries: 

 

HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND AND 

OF THE BRITISH DOMINIONS BEYOND THE SEAS, EMPEROR OF INDIA: 

The Right Honourable Sir Horace George Montagu Rumbold, Baronet, G.C.M.G., High Commissioner at 

Constantinople; 

 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC: 

General Maurice Pelle, Ambassador of France, High Com missioner of the Republic in the East, Grand 

Officer of the National Order of the Legion of Honour; 

 

HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF ITALY: 

The Honourable Marquis Camillo Garroni, Senator of the Kingdom, Ambassador of Italy, High 

Commissioner at Constantinople, Grand Cross of the Orders of Saints Maurice and Lazarus, and of the 

Crown of Italy; 

 

M. Giulio Cesare Montagna, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary at Athens, Commander of 

the Orders of Saints Maurice and Lazarus, Grand Officer of the Crown of Italy; 

 

HIS MAJESTY THE EMPEROR OF JAPAN: 

Mr. Kentaro Otchiai, Jusammi, First Class of the Order of the Rising Sun, Ambassador Extraordinary and 

Plenipotentiary at Rome; 
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HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF THE HELLENES: 

M. Eleftherios K. Veniselos, formerly President of the Council of Ministers, Grand Cross of the Order of 

the Saviour; 

 

M. Demetrios Caclamanos, Minister Plenipotentiary at London, Commander of the Order of the Saviour; 

 

HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF ROUMANIA: 

M. Constantine I. Diamandy, Minister Plenipotentiary; 

 

M. Constantine Contzesco, Minister Plenipotentiary; 

 

HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF THE SERBS, THE CROATS AND THE SLOVENES: 

Dr. Miloutine Yovanovitch, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary at Berne; 

 

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE GRAND NATIONAL ASSEMBLY OF TURKEY: 

Ismet Pasha, Minister for Foreign Affairs, Deputy for Adrianople; Dr. Riza Nour Bey, Minister for Health 

and for Public Assistance, Deputy for Sinope;Hassan Bey, formerly Minister, Deputy for Trebizond; 

 

Who, having produced their full powers, found in good and due orm, have agreed as follows: 

 

PART I. 

POLITICAL CLAUSES. 

ARTICLE I 

From the coming into force of the present Treaty, the state of peace will be definitely re-established between 

the British Empire, France, Italy, Japan, Greece, Roumania and the Serb-Croat-Slovene State of the one part, 

and Turkey of the other part, as well as between their respective nationals. Official relations will be resumed 

on both sides and, in the respective territories, diplomatic and consular representatives will receive, without 

prejudice to such agreements as may be concluded in the future, treatment in accordance with the general 

principles of international law. 

 

SECTION I. 

I. TERRITORIAL CLAUSES. 

ARTICLE 2 

From the Black Sea to the Aegean the frontier of Turkey is laid down as follows: (I) With Bulgaria: 

From the mouth of the River Rezvaya, to the River Maritza, the point of junction of the three frontiers of 

Turkey, Bulgaria and Greece: 

the southern frontier of Bulgaria as at present demarcated; 

(2) With Greece: 

Thence to the confluence of the Arda and the Marilza: 

the course of the Maritza; 

then upstream along the Arda, up to a point on that river to be determined on the spot in the immediate 

neighbourhood of the village of Tchorek-Keuy: 

the course of the Arda; 

thence in a south-easterly direction up to a point on the Maritza, 1 kilom. below Bosna-Keuy: 

a roughly straight line leaving in Turkish territory the village of Bosna-Keuy. The village of Tchorek-Keuy 

shall be assigned to Greece or to Turkey according as the majority of the population shall be found to be 
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Greek or Turkish by the Commission for which provision is made in Article 5, the population which has 

migrated into this village after the 11th October, 1922, not being taken into account; 

thence to the Aegean Sea: 

the course of the Maritza. 

ARTICLE 5 

A Boundary Commission will be appointed to trace on the ground the frontier defined in Article 2 (2). This 

Commission will be composed of representatives of Greece and of Turkey, each Power appointing one 

representative, and a president chosen by them from the nationals of a third Power. 

They shall endeavour in all cases to follow as nearly as possible the descriptions given in the present Treaty, 

taking into account as far as possible administrative boundaries and local economic interests. 

The decision of the Commission will be taken by a majority and shall be binding on the parties concerned. 

The expenses of the Commission shall be borne in equal shares by the parties concerned. 

 

ARTICLE 6 

In so far as concerns frontiers defined by a waterway as distinct from its banks, the phrases "course" or 

"channel" used in the descriptions of the present Treaty signify, as regards non-navigable rivers, the median 

line of the waterway or of its principal branch, and, as regards navigable rivers, the median line of the 
principal channel of navigation. It will rest with the Boundary Commission to specify whether the frontier 

line shall follow any changes of the course or channel which may take place, or whether it shall be definitely 

fixed by the position of the course or channel at the time when the present Treaty comes into force. 

In the absence of provisions to the contrary, in the present Treaty, islands and islets lying within three miles 

of the coast are included within the frontier of the coastal State.  

 

ARTICLE 12 

The decision taken on the 13th February, 1914, by the Conference of London, in virtue of Articles 5 of the 

Treaty of London of the 17th-30th May, 1913, and 15 of the Treaty of Athens of the 1st-14th November, 

1913, which decision was communicated to the Greek Government on the 13th February, 1914, regarding 

the sovereignty of Greece over the islands of the Eastern Mediterranean, other than the islands of Imbros, 
Tenedos and Rabbit Islands, particularly the islands of Lemnos, Samothrace, Mytilene, Chios, Samos and 

Nikaria, is confirmed, subject to the provisions of the present Treaty respecting the islands placed under the 

sovereignty of Italy which form the subject of Article 15. 

Except where a provision to the contrary is contained in the present Treaty, the islands situated at less than 

three miles from the Asiatic coast remain under Turkish sovereignty. 

 

ARTICLE 13 

With a view to ensuring the maintenance of peace, the Greek Government undertakes to observe the 

following restrictions in the islands of Mytilene, Chios, Samos and Nikaria: 

(I) No naval base and no fortification will be established in the said islands. 

(2) Greek military aircraft will be forbidden to fly over the territory of the Anatolian coast. Reciprocally, the 

Turkish Government will forbid their military aircraft to fly over the said islands. 

(3) The Greek military forces in the said islands will be limited to the normal contingent called up for military 

service, which can be trained on the spot, as well as to a force of gendarmerie and police in proportion to the 

force of gendarmerie and police existing in the whole of the Greek territory. 
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ARTICLE 14 

The islands of Imbros and Tenedos, remaining under Turkish sovereignty, shall enjoy a special administrative 

organisation composed of local elements and furnishing every guarantee for the native non-Moslem 

population in so far as concerns local administration and the protection of persons and property. The 

maintenance of order will be assured therein by a police force recruited from amongst the local population 

by the local administration above provided for and placed under its orders. 

The agreements which have been, or may be, concluded between Greece and Turkey relating to the exchange 

of the Greek and Turkish populations will not be applied to the inhabitants of the islands of Imbros and 

Tenedos. 

 

ARTICLE 15 

Turkey renounces in favour of Italy all rights and title over the following islands: Stampalia (Astrapalia), 

Rhodes (Rhodos), Calki (Kharki), Scarpanto, Casos (Casso), Piscopis (Tilos), Misiros (Nisyros), Calimnos 

(Kalymnos), Leros, Patmos, Lipsos (Lipso), Simi (Symi), and Cos (Kos), which are now occupied by Italy, 

and the islets dependent thereon, and also over the island of Castellorizzo. 

 

ARTICLE 16 

Turkey hereby renounces all rights and title whatsoever over or respecting the territories situated outside the 

frontiers laid down in the present Treaty and the islands other than those over which her sovereignty is 

recognised by the said Treaty, the future of these territories and islands being settled or to be settled by the 

parties concerned. 

The provisions of the present Article do not prejudice any special arrangements arising from neighbourly 

relations which have been or may be concluded between Turkey and any limitrophe countries. 

 

ARTICLE 20 

Turkey hereby recognises the annexation of Cyprus proclaimed by the British Government on the 5th 

November, 1914. 

 

ARTICLE 21 

Turkish nationals ordinarily resident in Cyprus on the 5th November, 1914, will acquire British nationality 

subject to the conditions laid down in the local law, and will thereupon lose their Turkish nationality. They 

will, however, have the right to opt for Turkish nationality within two years from the coming into force of 

the present Treaty, provided that they leave Cyprus within twelve months after having so opted. 

Turkish nationals ordinarily resident in Cyprus on the coming into force of the present Treaty who, at that 

date, have acquired or are in process of acquiring British nationality in consequence of a request made in 

accordance with the local law, will also thereupon lose their Turkish nationality. 

It is understood that the Government of Cyprus will be entitled to refuse British nationality to inhabitants of 

the island who, being Turkish nationals, had formerly acquired another nationality without the consent of the 

Turkish Government. 

ARTICLE 26 

Turkey hereby recognises and accepts the frontiers of Germany, Austria, Bulgaria, Greece, Hungary, Poland, 

Roumania, the Serb-Croat-Slovene State and the Czechoslovak State, as these frontiers have been or may be 

determined by the Treaties referred to in Article 25 or by any supplementary conventions. 

 

Source: http://wwi.lib.byu.edu/index.php/Treaty_of_Lausanne.  

http://wwi.lib.byu.edu/index.php/Treaty_of_Lausanne
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APPENDIX IV 

ITALIAN – TURKISH AGREEMENT, 1932 

 

4 gennaio 1932.  

ANKARA 

Accordo italo-turco relativo alla delimitazione delle 

acque territoriali tra l' Isola di Castelrosso e la Costa 

d' Anatolia (1). 

LE GOUVERNEMENT ROYAL D' ITALIE 

représenté par Son Excellence le Baron POMPEO ALOISI, Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire 

en Turquie, 

 

d' une part 

 

et LE GOUVERNEMENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE TURQUE représenté par Son Excellence Monsieur le 

Docteur TEVFIK RUSTU BEY, Ministre des Affaires Etrangères, député d' Izmir, 

 
d' autre part, 

 

animes du désir de maintenir et de consolider davantage les relations de sincère amitié qui fort heureusement 

existent entre eux, ont décidé de régler par un arrangement direct le différend surgi entre l' Italie et la Turquie 

au sujet de la souveraineté sur les îlots situes entre les cotes d' Anatolie et l' Ile de Castellorizo, ainsi que sur 

l' îlot de Kara-Ada et de procéder a la délimitation des eaux territoriales environnant lesdits îlots dont l' 

appartenance a fait l' objet d' une contestation entre eux, a la suite de l' interprétation des dispositions y 

relatives du Traite de Lausanne.  

Les soussignés, après avoir exhibe leurs pleins pouvoirs reconnus en bonne et due forme, sont tombes d' 

accord sur les points suivants: 

ARTICLE 1 

Le Gouvernement italien reconnaît la souveraineté de la Turquie sur les îlots ci-dessous dénommés : 

Volo (Catal - Ada). Ochendra (Uvendire), Fournachia (Furnakya), Kato Volo (Katovolo), Prassoudi 

(Prasudi) (au sud-est de Catavolo). Les îlots de Tchatallota, Pighi, Nissi-Tis-Pighi, Recif Agricella, 

Proussocliss (Rocher), Pano Makri, kato Makri (et les rochers compris), Marathi, Roccie Voutzaky (Rocci 

Vutchaki), Dacia (Dasya), Nissi-Tis Dacia, Prassoudi (au N. de Dacia), Alimentarya (Alimentaria), 

Caravola (Karavola). 

ARTICLE 2 

L' îlot de Kara - Ada, situe dans la baie de Bodrum, appartiendra également a la Turquie. 

ARTICLE 3 

Par contre le Gouvernement turc reconnaît la souveraineté de l' Italie sur les îlots situes dans la zone 

délimitée par une circonférence qui aura pour centre le dôme de l' Eglise de la ville de Castellorizo et pour 

rayon la distance entre le dit centre et le Cap San Stephano (pointe du vent) a savoir : Psoradia, Polyphados, 
St. Georges (deux îles dénommées dans la carte anglaise n. 236: Saint Georges celle du sud et Agrielaia 
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celle du Nord).  

Psomi (Strongylo, carte anglaise 236), Cutsumbora (Koutsoumbras Rochers), Mavro Poinaki (Mavro 

Poinachi), Mavro Poinis (Mavro Poini). 

En dehors de ces îlots compris dans la circonférence précitée les îlots de St. Georges (Rho) Dragonera, 

Ross et Hypsili (Stronghyli) appartiendront également a l' Italie. 

ARTICLE 4 

Il est bien entendu que toutes les îles et tous les îlots et rochers se trouvant des deux cotes de la ligne de 

délimitation des eaux définie par la présente Convention, que leurs noms y aient été mentionnes ou non, 

appartiennent a l' Etat sous la souveraineté duquel se trouve placée la zone ou les dites îles et les dits îlots et 

rochers sont situes. 

ARTICLE 5 

Les Hautes Parties Contractantes sont également tombées d' accord pour fixer la délimitation des eaux 

territoriales comme suit : 

A L' EST : 

D' un point situe a moitié distance entre le cap San Stephano (pointe du Vent) et le cap Gata ; 

De la, en ligne droite jusqu' a un point situe a moitié distance entre Psomi et Proussecliss (Prussekli) ; 

De ce point, en ligne droite sur un point situe a moitié distance entre Mavro Poinis et Proussecliss ;  

De ce point, en ligne droite sur un point situe a moitié distance entre la pointe Niphtis et le rocher 

Proussecliss ; 

De ce dernier point, en ligne droite sur un point situe a moitié distance entre la cote Nord-Est de l ' île d' 
Hypsili (Stronghyli) et la cote Sud-Ouest de l' île de Nissi-Tis Dacia; 

De ce point, en ligne droite, jusqu' a un point qui se trouve a trois milles au Sud de Tugh-Burnu. 

AU SUD: 

De ce dernier point, la ligne passe jusqu' a un point situe a trois milles au sud de la pointe Sud Hypsili pour 

se joindre a la frontière maritime qui ne rentre pas en discussion. 

AU NORD: 

Du point situe a moitié distance entre le cap San Stephano (point du vent) et Cap Gata, la ligne va en ligne 

droite a un point situe a moitié distance entre le cap San Stephano (point du vent) et le cap Vathy ; 
De ce point en ligne droite jusqu' a un point situe a moitié distance entre le cap du Limenari et les rochers 

Voutzaki (Rocci Vutzaki) ; 

De ce dernier point, jusqu' a un point situe a moitié distance entre l' île Dragonera et les rochers Voutzaki 

(Rocci Vutchaki) ; 

De ce dernier point, la ligne passe vers le Nord jusqu' a un point situe a moitié distance entre le point Nord-

Est de l' île St. Georges (Rho) et le point le plus proche de la cote d' Anatolie au Nord du point de l' île. 

De ce point, jusqu' a un point situe a moitié distance entre Prassoudi et le point Sud-Ouest de l' île St. 

Georges (Rho); 

De ce dernier point, la ligne va en ligne droite jusqu' a un point situe a trois milles au Sud de l' île de Volo 

pour se joindre a la frontière maritime qui ne rentre pas en discussion. 

La ligne de démarcation, telle qu' elle est décrite dans le présent article, fixée par les Hautes Parties 

Contractantes en vue de déterminer l' appartenance des îles et îlots se trouvant de part et d' autre de cette 
ligne, rejoint a l' est a un point situe a 3 milles de distance au sud de Tugh Burnu, et a l' Ouest a un point 

situe a 3 milles de distance au Sud de l' île de Volo, la frontière maritime générale qui n' est point en 

discussion entre la Turquie et l' Italie. 

ARTICLE 6 

Les noms des localités susmentionnées sont empruntes aux cartes italienne (624) française (5551) et 

anglaise (236). 
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Les Hautes Parties Contractantes sont d' accord qu' en cas de divergence entre le texte de la présente 

Convention et les cartes y annexées c' est le texte qui fera foi. 

ARTICLE 7 

La présente Convention sera ratifiée et les ratifications en seront échangées a Rome aussitôt que faire se 

pourra. 

Elle entrera en vigueur 15 jours après la date de l' échange des ratifications. 

En foi de quoi, les Plénipotentiaires des Hautes Parties Contractantes ont signe la présente Convention et y 

ont appose leurs sceaux. 

 

Fait en double exemplaire a Ankara, le 4 janvier 1932. 

 

 (L.S.) ALOISI    (L.S.) T. RUSTU  

 

 

 

 

 

LETTER OF THE TURKISH MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS TO THE ITALIAN AMBASSADOR 

IN ANKARA DATED JANUARY 4, 1932 

 
       Ankara, le 4 janvier 1932. 

Monsieur l' Ambassadeur, 

La Convention que nous avons signée en date de ce jour ayant heureusement réglé la délimitation de la 

frontière maritime des îles et îlots dont l' appartenance était jusque' ici contestée entre nous, et eu égard au 
fait que toute la partie restante de la frontière maritime turco-italienne ne fait l' objet d' aucun différend et d' 

aucune contestation de quelque nature que ce soit entre les deux Pays, j' ai l' honneur d' adresser a Votre 

Excellence la proposition de procéder immédiatement au tracé de cette partie de la frontière et de La prier 

de vouloir bien me faire savoir si le Gouvernement de Sa Majesté le Roi est disposé a designer des 

techniciens pour se mettre a l' oeuvre avec leurs collègues turcs. 

Je prie Votre Excellence de vouloir bien agréer l' assurance de ma très haute consideration. 

 

                                                      (signé) Dr. T. RUSTU 

 

 

 

 

LETTER OF THE ITALIAN AMBASSADOR IN ANKARA TO THE TURKISH MINISTER OF 

FOREIGN AFFAIRS DATED JANUARY 4, 1932 

 

                                                             Ankara, le 4 Janvier 1932. 
 

Monsieur le Ministre,  

La Convention que nous avons signée en date de ce jour ayant heureusement réglé la délimitation de la 
frontière maritime des îles et îlots dont l' appartenance était jusqu' ici contestée entre nous, et eu égard au 

fait que toute la partie restante de la frontière maritime italo-turque ne fait l' objet d' aucune contestation de 

quelque nature que ce soit entre les deux Pays, j' ai l' honneur d'assurer Votre Excellence, en réponse à  

Sa lettre en date d'aujourd'hui, que je proposerai immédiatement à mon Gouvernement de procéder de suite 
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au tracé de cette partie de la frontière et de designer des techniciens italiens pour se mettre à l'oeuvre avec 

leurs collègues turcs. 

Je vous prie d'agréer, Monsieur le Ministre, l'assurance de ma très haute considération.  

  

 

      Signé: ALOISI  

 

 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN ITALY AND TURKEY OF DECEMBER 28,1932 

Le Délégué italien et les Délégués turcs, conformément aux dispositions des lettres échangées le 4 janvier 

1932 lors de la signature de la Convention portant la même date et conclue entre l' Italie et la Turquie en 

vue d' établir l' appartenance des îles, îlots et rochers situes entre l' île de Castellorizo et les cotes d' 

Anatolie, ainsi que sur l' île de Kara Ada et de procéder a la delimitation des eaux territoriales environnant 
les dites îles, îlots et rochers, lettres en vertu desquelles les deux Parties s' étaient engagées a proposer a 

leur Gouvernement respectifs de procéder de suite au trace de la partie restante de la frontière maritime 

italo-turque ne faisant l' objet d' aucune contestation, se sont réunis a cet effet au Ministère des Affaires 

Etrangères de la République Turque a Ankara le 28 Décembre 1932. 

Etaient presents:  

Pour le Gouvernement Italien :  

Monsieur le Capitaine de Vaisseau Roberto Soldati, Attache Naval et Aéronautique près l' Ambassade de 

Sa Majesté le Roi d' Italie en Turquie. 

Pour le Gouvernement Turc :  

Saip Bey, Conseiller d' Ambassade, Chef de Section au 1er Département,  

Ertugrul Bey, Capitaine de Fregate,  

Asim Bey, Commandant d' Etat Major,  

Hayrettin Bey, Capitaine de Corvette. 

Avant de procéder au tracé de la ligne frontière le délégué italien et les délégués turcs sont tombes d' 

accord, afin d' éviter toute divergence de vues qui pourraient surgir dans les négociations, sur les principes 

suivants, quant a la definition de la ligne frontière :  

1. La ligne frontière est tracée pour fixer l' appartenance des territoires possédés par les deux Etats et non 

pour séparer les eaux de la mer.  

2. Toutefois de la distance minima entre les territoires des deux Parties jusqu' a une distance de 12 milles (I 
mille = 1852 m.) la ligne frontière déterminera la souveraineté des deux Pays sur les eaux de la mer. Il est 

par consequent bien entendu que dans les Parties ou cette distance dépasse 12 milles la ligne frontière ne 

porte aucun prejudice a la fixation de l' étendue des eaux territoriales des deux Pays. 

Apres quoi les deux Delegations d' un commun accord ont trace sur les cartes hydrographiques 

anglaises Nos. 236, 872, 1546. La Ligne frontière qui passe par les points suivants : 

1. 10 milles au sud de l' îlot de Volos 

2. a moitié distance entre le phare de Kumburnu (Rhodes) et Cap Kapuia (Anatolie), 

3. a moitié distance entre le phare de Kumburnu (Rhodes) et Pandian Point (Anatolie), 
4. a moitié distance entre le phare de Kumburnu (Rhodes) et Elisa island (Anatolie), 

5. a moitié distance entre la villa Nuova (moulin a vent - Rhodes) et Ipsera island (Anatolie), 

6. a moitié distance Agios Minas (ruines - Rhodes) et C. Alupo (Anatolie), 

7. a moitié distance entre Philonika Pt. (Symi) et C. Volpe (Anatolie), 

8. a moitié distance entre Taveri Pt (Symi) et C. Apostoli (Anatolie), 

9. a moitié distance entre Taveri Pt. (Symi) et Kara Pt. (Anatolie), 

10. a moitié distance entre Taveri Pt. (Symi) et Sayitam Pt. (Anatolie), 

11. a moitié distance entre Kondros Pt. (Symi) et Kara Burnu, (Anatolie), 

12. a moitié distance entre Kephala (Symi) et Injah Pt. (Anatolie) 
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13. a moitié distance entre Piskopi Pt. (Piskopi ou Tilo) et Injah Pt. (Anatolie), 

14. a moitié distance entre Gaidaro Nisi (Piskopi) et C. Palamida (Anatolie), 

15. a moitié distance entre Gaidaro I. (Piskopi-N.W.) et Dava Pt. (Anatolie), 

16. a moitié distance entre Philodi Pt. (Niseros) et C. Krio (Anatolie), 

17. a moitié distance entre Andemaki Pt (Kos) et Tekir Pt. (Anatolie), 
18. a moitié distance entre Valaree (ruines-Kos) et Tekir Pt. (Anatolie), 

19. De Tekir Pt. (Anatolie) par 329o a milles 4,3, 

20. a moitié distance entre C. Phuka (Kos) et Mordala I.(Anatolie), 

21. De C. Phuka (Kos) par 108o a milles 4,1/6, 

22. De C. Phuka (Kos) par 60o,5 a milles 4,5, 

23. a moitié distance entre Luro Pt (Kos) et le point S.E. (ecueil - Kara Ada), 

24. a moitié distance entre Luro Pt (Kos) Guirejik I (Anatolie), 

25. a moitié distance entre Luro Pt. (Kos) et Utchian I. (Anatolie), 

26. a moitié distance entre le phare de Kum Pt. (Kos) et Arkialla Pt (Anatolie), voir la carte anglaise No 1899), 

27. a moitié distance entre C. Russa (Kappari) et le phare de Hussein Pt. (Anatolie), 

28. a moitié distance entre Vasiliki Pt. (Kappari) et Lodo (Anatolie), 

29. a moitié distance entre Karapsili Pt. (Kalimno) et Atsaki (Anatolie), 
30. a moitié distance entre Kardak (Rks.) et Kato I. (Anatolie), 

31. a moitié distance entre le phare de Kalolimno et la pointe Sud de Pondikusa (Anatolie), 

32. a moitié distance entre Agia Kiriaki et la pointe Nord de Sandama Peninsula), 

33. De la pointe S.E. de l' île de Pharmako, par 107o a milles 3.4., 

34. a moitié distance entre la pointe S.E. de Pharmako et C. Monodendri (Anatolie), 

35. a moitié distance entre la pointe S.E. de Gaidaro et Meander Pt., 

36. a moitié distance entre la pointe Est de Nero I. (Gaidaro) et Kavo Plakes (Anatolie), 

37. a moitié distance entre la pointe Nord de Psathonisi (Gaidaro) et la pointe Sud de Theopori I (Anatolie), 

 

La frontière tracée au moyen des 37 points ci-dessus définis va se joindre a la limite ouest de la frontière de 

l' île de Castellorizo, frontière qui a été décrite dans la Convention du 4 janvier 1932. 

Enfin de l' extreme Est de la frontière de Castellorizo (point désigné par le chiffre I romain) La ligne a été 

prolongée a travers le point II romain et arrêtée au point III romain. 

Les points II et III romain sont définis comme suit : 

Le point II romain est situe a 10 milles au Sud de Tugh Burnu. Le point III romain et situe a 10 milles au 
Sud de la pointe Sud de Khelidonia (carte anglaise No 236). 

L' orthographe des localités ci-dessus mentionnes a été empruntée aux cartes anglaises susénumérées. 

En cas de divergence entre le present texte et les cartes annexées c' est le texte qui fera foi. 

 

 

                                                             Roberto SOLDATI 

 

                                                             S. SAIP 

 

                                                             ERTUGRUL 

 
                                                             M. ASIM 

 

                                                             HAYRETTIN 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Source:  www.hri.org/MFA/foreign/bilateral/italturc.htm 

http://www.hri.org/MFA/foreign/bilateral/italturc.htm
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APPENDIX V 

RELEVANT ARTICLES OF THE TREATY OF PARIS, 1947 

 

TREATY OF PEACE WITH ITALY Treaty, with annexes, signed at Paris February 10,1947  

Senate advice and consent to ratification June 5,1947  

Ratified by the President of the United States June 14, 1947  

Ratification of the United States deposited at Paris September 15, 1947  

Entered into force September 15,1947  

Proclaimed by the President of the United States September 15, 1947 

Declaration by the United States, France, and the United Kingdom regarding the treaty September 26,1951  

Release of Italy from certain of its obligations to the United States effected by exchange of notes at 

Washington December 8 and 21, 1951 3 61 Stat. 1245;  

Treaties and Other International Acts Series 1648  

The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the 

United States of America, China, France, Australia, Belgium, the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, 

Brazil, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Ethiopia, Greece, India, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Poland, the 

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, the Union of South Mrica, and the People's Federal Republic of 

Yugoslavia, hereinafter referred to as "the Allied and Associated Powers", of the one part, 

 and Italy, of the other part: 

 

PART I TERRITORIAL CLAUSES 

Section I-Frontiers 

Section V-Greece (Special Clause) 

ARTICLE 14 

1. Italy hereby cedes to Greece in full sovereignty the Dodecanese Islands indicated hereafter, namely 

Stampalia (Astropalia), Rhodes (Rhodos), Calki (Kharki), Scarpanto, Casos (Casso) , Piscopis (Tilos), 

Misiros (Nisyros), Calimnos (Kalymnos), Leros, Patmos, Lipsos (Lipso), Simi (Symi), Cos (Kos) and 

Castellorizo, as well as the adjacent islets.  

2. These islands shall be and shall remain demilitarised.  

3. The procedure and the technical conditions governing the transfer of these islands to Greece will be 

determined by agreement between the Governments of the United Kingdom and Greece and arrangements 

shall be made for the withdrawal of foreign troops not later than 90 days from the coming into force of the 

present Treaty.  

 

PART II POLITICAL CLAUSES 

Section VIII-International Agreements 

ARTICLE 43 

Italy hereby renounces any rights and interests she may possess by virtue of Article 16 of the Treaty of 

Lausanne signed on July 24, 1923. 
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PART VI  

CLAIMS ARISING OUT OF THE WAR 

Section I-Reparation 

ARTICLE 74 

B. REPARATION FOR ALBANIA, ETHIOPIA, GREECE AND YUGOSLAVIA  

1. Italy shall pay reparation to the following States:  

Albania in the amount of $5,000,000  

Ethiopia in the amount of $25,000,000 

Greece in the amount of $105,000,000 

Yugoslavia in the amount of $125,000,000  

These payments shall be made during a period of seven years from the coming into force of the present 

Treaty. Deliveries from current industrial production shall not be made during the first two years. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: http://www.loc.gov/law/help/us-treaties/bevans/m-ust000004-0311.pdf.  

http://www.loc.gov/law/help/us-treaties/bevans/m-ust000004-0311.pdf
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APPENDIX VI 

THE GENEVA CONVENTION ON THE CONTINENTAL SHELF, 1958 

 

Convention on the Continental Shelf Done at Geneva on 29 April 1958 

The States Parties to this Convention Have agreed as follows:  

Article 1 

For the purpose of these articles, the term “continental shelf” is used as referring (a) to the seabed and subsoil 

of the submarine areas adjacent to the coast but outside the area of the territorial sea, to a depth of 200 metres 

or, beyond that limit, to where the depth of the superjacent waters admits of the exploitation of the natural 

resources of the said areas; (b) to the seabed and subsoil of similar submarine areas adjacent to the coasts of 

islands.  

Article 2 

1. The coastal State exercises over the continental shelf sovereign rights for the purpose of exploring it and 

exploiting its natural resources.  

2. The rights referred to in paragraph 1 of this article are exclusive in the sense that if the coastal State does 

not explore the continental shelf or exploit its natural resources, no one may undertake these activities, or 

make a claim to the continental shelf, without the express consent of the coastal State.  

3. The rights of the coastal State over the continental shelf do not depend on occupation, effective or notional, 

or on any express proclamation.  

4. The natural resources referred to in these articles consist of the mineral and other non-living resources of 

the seabed and subsoil together with living organisms belonging to sedentary species, that is to say, organisms 

which, at the harvestable stage, either are immobile on or under the seabed or are unable to move except in 

constant physical contact with the seabed or the subsoil.  

Article 3 

The rights of the coastal State over the continental shelf do not affect the legal status of the superjacent waters 

as high seas, or that of the airspace above those waters. 

Article 4 

 Subject to its right to take reasonable measures for the exploration of the continental shelf and the 

exploitation of its natural resources, the coastal State may not impede the laying or maintenance of submarine 

cables or pipelines on the continental shelf. 

Article 5 

1. The exploration of the continental shelf and the exploitation of its natural resources must not result in any 

unjustifiable interference with navigation, fishing or the conservation of the living resources of the sea, nor 

result in any interference with fundamental oceanographic or other scientific research carried out with the 

intention of open publication.  

2. Subject to the provisions of paragraphs 1 and 6 of this article, the coastal State is entitled to construct and 

maintain or operate on the continental shelf installations and other devices necessary for its exploration and 
the exploitation of its natural resources, and to establish safety zones around such installations and devices 

and to take in those zones measures necessary for their protection.  

3. The safety zones referred to in paragraph 2 of this article may extend to a distance of 500 metres around 

the installations and other devices which have been erected, measured from each point of their outer edge. 

Ships of all nationalities must respect these safety zones.  
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4. Such installations and devices, though under the jurisdiction of the coastal State, do not possess the status 

of islands. They have no territorial sea of their own, and their presence does not affect the delimitation of the 

territorial sea of the coastal State.  

5. Due notice must be given of the construction of any such installations, and permanent means for giving 

warning of their presence must be maintained. Any installations which are abandoned or disused must be 

entirely removed.  

6. Neither the installations or devices, nor the safety zones around them, may be established where 

interference may be caused to the use of recognized sea lanes essential to international navigation.  

7. The coastal State is obliged to undertake, in the safety zones, all appropriate measures for the protection 

of the living resources of the sea from harmful agents. 

 8. The consent of the coastal State shall be obtained in respect of any research concerning the continental 

shelf and undertaken there. Nevertheless, the coastal State shall not normally withhold its consent if the 

request is submitted by a qualified institution with a view to purely scientific research into the physical or 

biological characteristics of the continental shelf, subject to the proviso that the coastal State shall have the 

right, if it so desires, to participate or to be represented in the research, and that in any event the results shall 

be published. 

Article 6 

1. Where the same continental shelf is adjacent to the territories of two or more States whose coasts are 

opposite each other, the boundary of the continental shelf appertaining to such States shall be determined by 

agreement between them. In the absence of agreement, and unless another boundary line is justified by special 

circumstances, the boundary is the median line, every point of which is equidistant from the nearest points 

of the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea of each State is measured.  

2. Where the same continental shelf is adjacent to the territories of two adjacent States, the boundary of the 

continental shelf shall be determined by agreement between them. In the absence of agreement, and unless 

another boundary line is justified by special circumstances, the boundary shall be determined by application 

of the principle of equidistance from the nearest points of the baselines from which the breadth of the 

territorial sea of each State is measured. 

3. In delimiting the boundaries of the continental shelf, any lines which are drawn in accordance with the 
principles set out in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this article should be defined with reference to charts and 

geographical features as they exist at a particular date, and reference should be made to fixed permanent 

identifiable points on the land.  

Article 7 

The provisions of these articles shall not prejudice the right of the coastal State to exploit the subsoil by 

means of tunnelling irrespective of the depth of water above the subsoil.  

Article 8 

This Convention shall, until 31 October 1958, be open for signature by all States Members of the United 

Nations or of any of the specialized agencies, and by any other State invited by the General Assembly of the 

United Nations to become a Party to the Convention.  

Article 9 

This Convention is subject to ratification. The instruments of ratification shall be deposited with the 

Secretary-General of the United Nations.  

Article 10 

This Convention shall be open for accession by any States belonging to any of the categories mentioned in 

article 8. The instruments of accession shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the United Nations.  
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Article 11 

1. This Convention shall come into force on the thirtieth day following the date of deposit of the twentysecond 

instrument of ratification or accession with the Secretary-General of the United Nations.  

2. For each State ratifying or acceding to the Convention after the deposit of the twenty-second instrument 

of ratification or accession, the Convention shall enter into force on the thirtieth day after deposit by such 

State of its instrument of ratification or accession.  

Article 12 

1. At the time of signature, ratification or accession, any State may make reservations to articles of the 

Convention other than to articles 1 to 3 inclusive.  

2. Any Contracting State making a reservation in accordance with the preceding paragraph may at any time 

withdraw the reservation by a communication to that effect addressed to the Secretary-General of the United 

Nations.  

Article 13 

1. After the expiration of a period of five years from the date on which this Convention shall enter into force, 

a request for the revision of this Convention may be made at any time by any Contracting Party by means of 

a notification in writing addressed to the Secretary-General of the United Nations.  

2. The General Assembly of the United Nations shall decide upon the steps, if any, to be taken in respect of 

such request.  

Article 14 

The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall inform all States Members of the United Nations and the 

other States referred to in article 8: (a) Of signatures to this Convention and of the deposit of instruments of 

ratification or accession, in accordance with articles 8, 9 and 10; (b) Of the date on which this Convention 

will come into force, in accordance with article 11; (c) Of requests for revision, in accordance with article 

13; (d) Of reservations to this Convention, in accordance with article 12.  

Article 15 

The original of this Convention, of which the Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish texts are equally 

authentic, shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the United Nations, who shall send certified copies 

thereof to all States referred to in article 8.  

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned Plenipotentiaries, being duly authorized thereto by their 

respective Governments, have signed this Convention.  

DONE at Geneva, this twenty-ninth day of April one thousand nine hundred and fifty-eight. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: http://www.oceanlaw.net/texts/genevacs.htm. 

http://www.oceanlaw.net/texts/genevacs.htm
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APPENDIX VII 

SIGNATORIES TO THE 1982  

UNITED NATIONS CONVENTION ON THE LAW OF THE SEA 

 

The United Nations Convention on the Law 

of the Sea of 10 December 1982 

  La Convention des Nations Unies sur le droit 

de la mer du 10 décembre 1982 

      

168. Azerbaijan (16 June 2016)   168. Azerbaïdjan (16 juin 2016) 

167. State of Palestine (2 January 2015)   167. État de Palestine (2 janvier 2015) 

166. Niger (7 August 2013)   166. Niger (7 août 2013) 

165. Timor-Leste (8 January 2013)   165. Timor-Leste (8 janvier 2013) 

164. Swaziland (24 September 2012)   164. Swaziland (24 septembre 2012) 

163. Ecuador (24 September 2012)   163. Équateur (24 septembre 2012) 

162. Thailand (15 May 2011)   162. Thaïlande (15 mai 2011) 

161. Malawi (28 September 2010)   161. Malawi (28 septembre 2010) 

160. Chad (14 August 2009)   160. Tchad (14 août 2009) 

159. Dominican Republic (10 July 2009)   159. République dominicaine (10 juillet 

2009) 

158. Switzerland (1 May 2009)   158. Suisse (1 mai 2009) 

157. Liberia (25 September 2008)   157. Liberia (25 septembre 2008) 

156. Congo (9 July 2008)   156. Congo (9 juillet 2008) 

155. Lesotho (31 May 2007)   155. Lesotho (31 mai 2007) 

154. Morocco (31 May 2007)   154. Maroc (31 mai 2007) 

153. Republic of Moldova (6 February 2007)   153. République de Moldova (6 février 2007) 

152. Montenegro (23 October 2006)   152. Monténégro (23 octobre 2006) 

151. Niue (11 October 2006)   151. Nioué (11 octobre 2006) 

150. Belarus (30 August 2006)   150. Bélarus (30 août 2006) 

149. Estonia (26 August 2005)   149. Estonie (26 août 2005) 

148. Burkina Faso (25 January 2005)   148. Burkina Faso (25 janvier 2005) 

147. Latvia (23 December 2004)   147. Lettonie (23 décembre 2004) 

146. Denmark (16 November 2004)   146. Danemark (16 novembre 2004) 

145. Lithuania (12 November 2003)   145. Lituanie (12 novembre 2003) 

144. Canada (7 November 2003)   144. Canada (7 novembre 2003) 

143. Albania (23 June 2003)   143. Albanie (23 juin 2003) 

142. Kiribati (24 February 2003)   142. Kiribati (24 février 2003) 

141. Tuvalu (9 December 2002)   141. Tuvalu (9 décembre 2002) 

140. Qatar (9 December 2002)   140. Qatar (9 décembre 2002) 

139. Armenia (9 December 2002)   139. Arménie (9 décembre 2002) 

138. Hungary (5 February 2002)   138. Hongrie (5 février 2002) 

137. Madagascar (22 August 2001)   137. Madagascar (22 août 2001) 

136. Bangladesh (27 July 2001)   136. Bangladesh (27 juillet 2001) 

135. Serbia (12 March 2001)   135. Serbie (12 mars 2001) 

134. Luxembourg (5 October 2000)   134. Luxembourg (5 octobre 2000) 

133. Maldives (7 September 2000)   133. Maldives (7 septembre 2000) 

132. Nicaragua (3 May 2000)   132. Nicaragua (3 mai 2000) 

131. Vanuatu (10 August 1999)   131. Vanuatu (10 août 1999) 
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130. Ukraine (26 July 1999)   130. Ukraine (26 juillet 1999) 

129. Poland (13 November 1998)   129. Pologne (13 novembre 1998) 

128. Belgium (13 November 1998)   128. Belgique (13 novembre 1998) 

127. Nepal (2 November 1998)   127. Népal (2 novembre 1998) 

126. Suriname (9 July 1998)   126. Suriname (9 juillet 1998) 

125. Lao People's Democratic Republic (5 

June 1998) 

  125. République démocratique populaire lao 

(5 juin 1998) 

124. European Union (1 April 1998)   124. Union européenne (1 avril 1998) 

123. Gabon (11 March 1998)   123. Gabon (11 mars 1998) 

122. South Africa (23 December 1997)   122. Afrique du Sud (23 décembre 1997) 

121. Portugal (3 November 1997)   121. Portugal (3 novembre 1997) 

120. Benin (16 October 1997)   120. Bénin (16 octobre 1997) 

119. Chile (25 August 1997)   119. Chile (25 août 1997) 

118. United Kingdom of Great Britain 

and   Northern Ireland (25 July 1997) 

  118. Royaume-Uni (25 juillet 1997) 

117. Equatorial Guinea (21 July 1997)   117. Guinée équatoriale (21 juillet 1997) 

116. Solomon Islands (23 June 1997)   116. Iles Salomon (23 juin 1997) 

115. Mozambique (13 March 1997)   115. Mozambique (13 mars 1997) 

114. Russian Federation (12 March 1997)   114. Fédération de Russie (12 mars 1997) 

113. Pakistan (26 February 1997)   113. Pakistan (26 février 1997) 

112. Guatemala (11 February 1997)   112. Guatemala (11 février 1997) 

111. Spain (15 January 1997)   111. Espagne (15 janvier 1997) 

110. Papua New Guinea (14 January 1997)   110. Papouasie-Nouvelle-Guinée (14 janvier 

1997) 

109. Romania (17 December 1996)   109. Roumanie (17 décembre 1996) 

108. Brunei Darussalam (5 November 1996)   108. Brunéi Darussalam (5 novembre 1996) 

107. Malaysia (14 October 1996)   107. Malaisie (14 octobre 1996) 

106. Palau (30 September 1996)   106. Palaos (30 septembre 1996) 

105. Mongolia (13 August 1996)   105. Mongolie (13 août 1996) 

104. Haiti (31 July 1996)   104. Haïti (31 juillet 1996) 

103. New Zealand (19 July 1996)   103. Nouvelle-Zélande (19 juillet 1996) 

102. Mauritania (17 July 1996)   102. Mauritanie (17 juillet 1996) 

101. Panama (1 July 1996)   101. Panama (1 juillet 1996) 

100. Netherlands (28 June 1996)   100. Pays-Bas (28 juin 1996) 

99. Sweden (25 June 1996)   99. Suède (25 juin 1996) 

98. Norway (24 June 1996)   98. Norvège (24 juin 1996) 

97. Ireland (21 June 1996)   97. Irlande (21 juin 1996) 

96. Finland (21 June 1996)   96. Finlande (21 juin 1996) 

95. Czech Republic (21 June 1996)   95. République tchèque (21 juin 1996) 

94. Japan (20 June 1996)   94. Japon (20 juin 1996) 

93. Algeria (11 June 1996)   93. Algérie (11 juin 1996) 

92. China (7 June 1996)   92. Chine (7 juin 1996) 

91. Myanmar (21 May 1996)   91. Myanmar (21 mai 1996) 

90. Bulgaria (15 May 1996)   90. Bulgarie (15 mai 1996) 

89. Slovakia (8 May 1996)   89. Slovaquie (8 mai 1996) 

88. Saudi Arabia (24 April 1996)   88. Arabie saoudite (24 avril 1996) 

87. France (11 April 1996)   87. France (11 avril 1996) 

86. Georgia (21 March 1996 )   86. Géorgie (21 mars 1996) 

85. Monaco (20 March 1996)   85. Monaco (20 mars 1996) 

84. Republic of Korea (29 January 1996)   84. République de Corée (29 janvier 1996) 

83. Nauru (23 January 1996)   83. Nauru (23 janvier 1996) 
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82. Argentina (1 December 1995)   82. Argentine (1 décembre 1995) 

81. Jordan (27 November 1995)   81. Jordanie (27 novembre 1995) 

80. Samoa (14 August 1995)   80. Samoa (14 août 1995) 

79. Tonga (2 August 1995)   79. Tonga (2 août 1995) 

78. Greece (21 July 1995)   78. Grèce  (21 July 1995) 

77. Austria (14 July 1995)   77. Autriche (14 July 1995) 

76. India (29 June 1995)   76. Inde (29 juin 1995) 

75. Slovenia (16 June 1995)   75. Slovénie (16 juin 1995) 

74. Bolivia (Plurinational State of) (28 April 

1995) 

  74. Bolivie (État plurinational de) (28 avril 

1995) 

73. Croatia (5 April 1995)   73. Croatie (5 avril 1995) 

72. Cook Islands (15 February 1995)   72. Iles Cook (15 février 1995) 

71. Italy (13 January 1995)   71. Italie (13 janvier 1995) 

70. Lebanon (5 January 1995)   70. Liban (5 janvier 1995) 

69. Sierra Leone (12 December 1994)   69. Sierra Leone (12 décembre 1994) 

68. Singapore (17 November 1994)   68. Singapour (17 novembre 1994) 

67. Mauritius (4 November 1994)   67. Maurice (4 novembre 1994) 

66. Germany (14 October 1994)   66. Allemagne (14 octobre 1994) 

65. Australia (5 October 1994)   65. Australie (5 octobre 1994) 

64. The former Yugoslav Republic of 

Macedonia (19 August 1994) 

  64. Ex-République yougoslave de 

Macédoine (19 août 1994) 

63. Viet Nam (25 July 1994)   63. Viet Nam (25 July 1994) 

62. Sri Lanka (19 July 1994)   62. Sri Lanka (19 July 1994) 

61. Comoros (21 June 1994)   61. Comores (21 juin 1994) 

60. Bosnia and Herzegovina (12 January 

1994) 

  60. Bosnie-Herzégovine (12 janvier 1994) 

59. Guyana (16 November 1993)   59. Guyane (16 novembre 1993) 

58. Barbados (12 October 1993)   58. Barbade (12 octobre 1993) 

57. Honduras (5 October 1993)   57. Honduras (5 octobre 1993) 

56. Saint Vincent and the Grenadines (1 
October 1993) 

  56. Saint-Vincent-et-les-Grenadines (1 
octobre 1993) 

55. Malta (20 May 1993)   55. Malte (20 mai 1993) 

54. Zimbabwe (24 February 1993)   54. Zimbabwe (24 février 1993) 

53. Saint Kitts and Nevis (7 January 1993)   53. Saint-Kitts-et-Nevis (7 janvier 1993) 

52. Uruguay (10 December 1992)   52. Uruguay (10 décembre 1992) 

51. Costa Rica (21 September 1992)   51. Costa Rica (21 septembre 1992) 

50. Dominica (24 October 1991)   50. Dominique (24 octobre 1991) 

49. Djibouti ( 8 October 1991)   49. Djibouti (8 octobre 1991) 

48. Seychelles (16 September 1991)   48. Seychelles (16 septembre 1991) 

47. Marshall Islands (9 August 1991)   47. Iles Marshall (9 août 1991) 

46. Micronesia (Federated States of) (29 

April 1991) 

  46. Micronésie (États fédérés de) (29 avril 

1991) 

45. Grenada (25 April 1991)   45. Grenade (25 avril 1991) 

44. Angola ( 5 December 1990)   44. Angola (5 décembre 1990) 

43. Uganda (9 November 1990)   43. Ouganda (9 novembre 1990) 

42. Botswana (2 May 1990)   42. Botswana (2 mai 1990) 

41. Oman (17 August 1989)   41. Oman (17 août 1989) 

40. Somalia (24 July 1989)   40. Somalie (24 juillet 1989) 

39. Kenya (2 March 1989)   39. Kenya (2 mars 1989) 

38. Democratic Republic of the Congo (17 
February 1989) 

  38. République démocratique du Congo (17 
février 1989) 

37. Antigua and Barbuda ( 2 February 1989)   37. Antigua-et-Barbuda (2 février 1989) 
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36. Brazil (22 December 1988)   36. Brésil (22 décembre 1988) 

35. Cyprus (12 December 1988)   35. Chypre (12 décembre 1988) 

34. Sao Tome and Principe (3 November 

1987) 

  34. Sao Tomé-et-Principe (3 novembre 

1987) 

33. Cabo Verde (10 August 1987)   33. Cap-Vert (10 août 1987) 

32. Yemen (21 July 1987)   32. Yémen (21 juillet 1987) 

31. Paraguay (26 September 1986)   31. Paraguay (26 septembre 1986) 

30. Guinea-Bissau (25 August 1986)   30. Guinée-Bissau (25 août 1986) 

29. Nigeria (14 August 1986)   29. Nigeria (14 août 1986) 

28. Kuwait (2 May 1986)   28. Koweït (2 mai 1986) 

27. Trinidad and Tobago (25 April 1986)   27. Trinité-et-Tobago (25 avril 1986) 

26. Indonesia (3 February 1986)   26. Indonésie (3 février 1986) 

25. Cameroon (19 November 1985)   25. Cameroun (19 novembre 1985) 

24. United Republic of Tanzania (30 

September 1985) 

  24. République-Unie de Tanzanie (30 

septembre 1985) 

23. Guinea (6 September 1985)   23. Guinée (6 septembre 1985) 

22.  Iraq  (30 July 1985)   22. Iraq (30 juillet 1985) 

21. Mali (16 July 1985)   21. Mali (16 juillet 1985) 

20. Iceland (21 June 1985)   20. Islande (21 juin 1985) 

19. Bahrain (30 May 1985)   19. Bahreïn (30 mai 1985) 

18. Tunisia (24 April 1985)   18. Tunisie (24 avril 1985) 

17. Togo (16 April 1985)   17. Togo (16 Avril 1985) 

16. Saint Lucia (27 March 1985)   16. Sainte-Lucie (27 mars 1985) 

15. Sudan (23 January 1985)   15. Soudan (23 janvier 1985) 

14. Senegal (25 October 1984)   14. Sénégal (25 octobre 1984) 

13. Cuba (15 August 1984)   13. Cuba (15 août 1984) 

12. Gambia (22 May 1984)   12. Gambie (22 mai 1984) 

11. Philippines (8 May 1984)   11. Philippines (8 mai 1984) 

10. Côte d'Ivoire (26 March 1984)   10. Côte d'Ivoire (26 mars 1984) 

9. Egypt (26 August 1983)   9. Égypte (26 août 1983) 

8. Belize (13 August 1983)   8. Bélize (13 août 1983) 

7. Bahamas (29 July 1983)   7. Bahamas (29 juillet 1983) 

6. Ghana (7 June 1983)   6. Ghana (7 juin 1983) 

5. Namibia (18 April 1983)   5. Namibie (18 avril 1983) 

4. Jamaica (21 March 1983)   4. Jamaïque (21 mars 1983) 

3. Mexico (18 March 1983)   3. Mexique (18 mars 1983) 

2. Zambia (7 March 1983)   2. Zambie (7 mars 1983) 

1. Fiji (10 December 1982)   1. Fidji (10 décembre 1982) 

     

 

 

 

 

 

Source: www.un.org/depts/los/reference_files/chronological_lists_of_ratifications.htm.  

http://www.un.org/depts/los/reference_files/chronological_lists_of_ratifications.htm
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APPENDIX VIII 

RELEVANT ARTICLES OF THE 1982 UNITED NATIONS CONVENTION ON THE 

LAW OF THE SEA 

 

PREAMBLE 

The States Parties to this Convention,  

Prompted by the desire to settle, in a spirit of mutual understanding and cooperation, all issues relating to the 

law of the sea and aware of the historic significance of this Convention as an important contribution to the 

maintenance of peace, justice and progress for all peoples of the world,  

Noting that developments since the United Nations Conferences on the Law of the Sea held at Geneva in 

1958 and 1960 have accentuated the need for a new and generally acceptable Convention on the law of the 

sea,  

Conscious that the problems of ocean space are closely interrelated and need to be considered as a whole, 

Recognizing the desirability of establishing through this Convention, with due regard for the sovereignty of 

all States, a legal order for the seas and oceans which will facilitate international communication, and will 

promote the peaceful uses of the seas and oceans, the equitable and efficient utilization of their resources, the 

conservation of their living resources, and the study, protection and preservation of the marine environment,  

Bearing in mind that the achievement of these goals will contribute to the realization of a just and equitable 

international economic order which takes into account the interests and needs of mankind as a whole and, in 

particular, the special interests and needs of developing countries, whether coastal or land-locked,  

Desiring by this Convention to develop the principles embodied in resolution 2749 (XXV) of 17 December 

1970 in which the General Assembly of the United Nations solemnly declared inter alia that the area of the 

seabed and ocean floor and the subsoil thereof, beyond the limits of national jurisdiction, as well as its 

resources, are the common heritage of mankind, the exploration and exploitation of which shall be carried 

out for the benefit of mankind as a whole, irrespective of the geographical location of States,  

Believing that the codification and progressive development of the law of the sea achieved in this Convention 

will contribute to the strengthening of peace, security, cooperation and friendly relations among all nations 

in conformity with the principles of justice and equal rights and will promote the economic and social 

advancement of all peoples of the world, in accordance with the Purposes and Principles of the United 

Nations as set forth in the Charter,  

Affirming that matters not regulated by this Convention continue to be governed by the rules and principles 

of general international law,  

Have agreed as follows: 

 

PART I 

INTRODUCTION 

Article 1 

Use of terms and scope 

1. For the purposes of this Convention:  

(1) "Area" means the seabed and ocean floor and subsoil thereof, beyond the limits of national jurisdiction;  

(2) "Authority" means the International Seabed Authority;  
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(3) "activities in the Area" means all activities of exploration for, and exploitation of, the resources of the 

Area;  

(4) "pollution of the marine environment" means the introduction by man, directly or indirectly, of substances 

or energy into the marine environment, including estuaries, which results or is likely to result in such 

deleterious effects as harm to living resources and marine life, hazards to human health, hindrance to marine 
activities, including fishing and other legitimate uses of the sea, impairment of quality for use of sea water 

and reduction of amenities;  

(5) (a) "dumping" means: (i) any deliberate disposal of wastes or other matter from vessels, aircraft, platforms 

or other man-made structures at sea; (ii) any deliberate disposal of vessels, aircraft, platforms or other man-

made structures at sea; (b) "dumping" does not include: (i) the disposal of wastes or other matter incidental 

to, or derived from the normal operations of vessels, aircraft, platforms or other man-made structures at sea 

and their equipment, other than wastes or other matter transported by or to vessels, aircraft, platforms or other 

man-made structures at sea, operating for the purpose of disposal of such matter or derived from the treatment 

of such wastes or other matter on such vessels, aircraft, platforms or structures; (ii) placement of matter for 

a purpose other than the mere disposal thereof, provided that such placement is not contrary to the aims of 

this Convention.  

2. (1) "States Parties" means States which have consented to be bound by this Convention and for which this 
Convention is in force. (2) This Convention applies mutatis mutandis to the entities referred to in article 305, 

paragraph l(b), (c), (d), (e) and (f), which become Parties to this Convention in accordance with the conditions 

relevant to each, and to that extent "States Parties" refers to those entities. 

 

PART V 

EXCLUSIVE ECONOMIC ZONE 

Article 55 

Specific legal regime of the exclusive economic zone 

The exclusive economic zone is an area beyond and adjacent to the territorial sea, subject to the specific legal 

regime established in this Part, under which the rights and jurisdiction of the coastal State and the rights and 

freedoms of other States are governed by the relevant provisions of this Convention.  

Article 56  

Rights, jurisdiction and duties of the coastal State in the exclusive economic zone  

1. In the exclusive economic zone, the coastal State has: (a) sovereign rights for the purpose of exploring and 

exploiting, conserving and managing the natural resources, whether living or non-living, of the waters 

superjacent to the seabed and of the seabed and its subsoil, and with regard to other activities for the economic 

exploitation and exploration of the zone, such as the production of energy from the water, currents and winds; 

(b) jurisdiction as provided for in the relevant provisions of this Convention with regard to: (i) the 

establishment and use of artificial islands, installations and structures; (ii) marine scientific research; (iii) the 

protection and preservation of the marine environment; (c) other rights and duties provided for in this 

Convention. 2. In exercising its rights and performing its duties under this Convention in the exclusive 

economic zone, the coastal State shall have due regard to the rights and duties of other States and shall act in 

a manner compatible with the provisions of this Convention. 3. The rights set out in this article with respect 

to the seabed and subsoil shall be exercised in accordance with  
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Part VI. 

Article 57 

Breadth of the exclusive economic zone 

The exclusive economic zone shall not extend beyond 200 nautical miles from the baselines from which the 

breadth of the territorial sea is measured. Article 58 Rights and duties of other States in the exclusive 

economic zone  

1. In the exclusive economic zone, all States, whether coastal or land-locked, enjoy, subject to the relevant 

provisions of this Convention, the freedoms referred to in article 87 of navigation and overflight and of the 

laying of submarine cables and pipelines, and other internationally lawful uses of the sea related to these 

freedoms, such as those associated with the operation of ships, aircraft and submarine cables and pipelines, 

and compatible with the other provisions of this Convention.  

2. Articles 88 to 115 and other pertinent rules of international law apply to the exclusive economic zone in 

so far as they are not incompatible with this Part. 3. In exercising their rights and performing their duties 

under this Convention in the exclusive economic zone, States shall have due regard to the rights and duties 

of the coastal State and shall comply with the laws and regulations adopted by the coastal State in accordance 

with the provisions of this Convention and other rules of international law in so far as they are not 

incompatible with this Part.  

Article 59 

Basis for the resolution of conflicts regarding the attribution of rights and jurisdiction in the exclusive 

economic zone  

In cases where this Convention does not attribute rights or jurisdiction to the coastal State or to other States 

within the exclusive economic zone, and a conflict arises between the interests of the coastal State and any 

other State or States, the conflict should be resolved on the basis of equity and in the light of all the relevant 

circumstances, taking into account the respective importance of the interests involved to the parties as well 

as to the international community as a whole.  

Article 74 

Delimitation of the exclusive economic zone between States with opposite or adjacent coasts 

1. The delimitation of the exclusive economic zone between States with opposite or adjacent coasts shall be 
effected by agreement on the basis of international law, as referred to in Article 38 of the Statute of the 

International Court of Justice, in order to achieve an equitable solution.  

2. If no agreement can be reached within a reasonable period of time, the States concerned shall resort to the 

procedures provided for in Part XV.  

3. Pending agreement as provided for in paragraph 1, the States concerned, in a spirit of understanding and 

cooperation, shall make every effort to enter into provisional arrangements of a practical nature and, during 

this transitional period, not to jeopardize or hamper the reaching of the final agreement. Such arrangements 

shall be without prejudice to the final delimitation. 

 4. Where there is an agreement in force between the States concerned, questions relating to the delimitation 

of the exclusive economic zone shall be determined in accordance with the provisions of that agreement. 

 

PART VI 

CONTINENTAL SHELF 

Article 76 

Definition of the continental shelf 

1. The continental shelf of a coastal State comprises the seabed and subsoil of the submarine areas that extend 

beyond its territorial sea throughout the natural prolongation of its land territory to the outer edge of the 
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continental margin, or to a distance of 200 nautical miles from the baselines from which the breadth of the 

territorial sea is measured where the outer edge of the continental margin does not extend up to that distance.  

2. The continental shelf of a coastal State shall not extend beyond the limits provided for in paragraphs 4 to 

6.  

3. The continental margin comprises the submerged prolongation of the land mass of the coastal State, and 
consists of the seabed and subsoil of the shelf, the slope and the rise. It does not include the deep ocean floor 

with its oceanic ridges or the subsoil thereof.  

4. (a) For the purposes of this Convention, the coastal State shall establish the outer edge of the continental 

margin wherever the margin extends beyond 200 nautical miles from the baselines from which the breadth 

of the territorial sea is measured, by either: (i) a line delineated in accordance with paragraph 7 by reference 

to the outermost fixed points at each of which the thickness of sedimentary rocks is at least 1 per cent of the 

shortest distance from such point to the foot of the continental slope; or (ii) a line delineated in accordance 

with paragraph 7 by reference to fixed points not more than 60 nautical miles from the foot of the continental 

slope. (b) In the absence of evidence to the contrary, the foot of the continental slope shall be determined as 

the point of maximum change in the gradient at its base.  

5. The fixed points comprising the line of the outer limits of the continental shelf on the seabed, drawn in 

accordance with paragraph 4 (a)(i) and (ii), either shall not exceed 350 nautical miles from the baselines from 
which the breadth of the territorial sea is measured or shall not exceed 100 nautical miles from the 2,500 

metre isobath, which is a line connecting the depth of 2,500 metres.  

6. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 5, on submarine ridges, the outer limit of the continental shelf 

shall not exceed 350 nautical miles from the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea is 

measured. This paragraph does not apply to submarine elevations that are natural components of the 

continental margin, such as its plateaux, rises, caps, banks and spurs.  

7. The coastal State shall delineate the outer limits of its continental shelf, where that shelf extends beyond 

200 nautical miles from the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea is measured, by straight 

lines not exceeding 60 nautical miles in length, connecting fixed points, defined by coordinates of latitude 

and longitude.  

8. Information on the limits of the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles from the baselines from which 
the breadth of the territorial sea is measured shall be submitted by the coastal State to the Commission on the 

Limits of the Continental Shelf set up under Annex II on the basis of equitable geographical representation. 

The Commission shall make recommendations to coastal States on matters related to the establishment of the 

outer limits of their continental shelf. The limits of the shelf established by a coastal State on the basis of 

these recommendations shall be final and binding.  

9. The coastal State shall deposit with the Secretary-General of the United Nations charts and relevant 

information, including geodetic data, permanently describing the outer limits of its continental shelf. The 

Secretary-General shall give due publicity thereto.  

10. The provisions of this article are without prejudice to the question of delimitation of the continental shelf 

between States with opposite or adjacent coasts.  

Article 77 

Rights of the coastal State over the continental shelf 

 1. The coastal State exercises over the continental shelf sovereign rights for the purpose of exploring it and 

exploiting its natural resources.  

2. The rights referred to in paragraph 1 are exclusive in the sense that if the coastal State does not explore the 

continental shelf or exploit its natural resources, no one may undertake these activities without the express 

consent of the coastal State.  

3. The rights of the coastal State over the continental shelf do not depend on occupation, effective or notional, 

or on any express proclamation.  
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4. The natural resources referred to in this Part consist of the mineral and other non-living resources of the 

seabed and subsoil together with living organisms belonging to sedentary species, that is to say, organisms 

which, at the harvestable stage, either are immobile on or under the seabed or are unable to move except in 

constant physical contact with the seabed or the subsoil.  

 

Article 78 

Legal status of the superjacent waters and air space and the rights and freedoms of other States 

1. The rights of the coastal State over the continental shelf do not affect the legal status of the superjacent 

waters or of the air space above those waters. 

 2. The exercise of the rights of the coastal State over the continental shelf must not infringe or result in any 

unjustifiable interference with navigation and other rights and freedoms of other States as provided for in this 

Convention. 

Article 79 

Submarine cables and pipelines on the continental shelf 

1. All States are entitled to lay submarine cables and pipelines on the continental shelf, in accordance with 

the provisions of this article.  

2. Subject to its right to take reasonable measures for the exploration of the continental shelf, the exploitation 
of its natural resources and the prevention, reduction and control of pollution from pipelines, the coastal State 

may not impede the laying or maintenance of such cables or pipelines.  

3. The delineation of the course for the laying of such pipelines on the continental shelf is subject to the 

consent of the coastal State.  

4. Nothing in this Part affects the right of the coastal State to establish conditions for cables or pipelines 

entering its territory or territorial sea, or its jurisdiction over cables and pipelines constructed or used in 

connection with the exploration of its continental shelf or exploitation of its resources or the operations of 

artificial islands, installations and structures under its jurisdiction.  

5. When laying submarine cables or pipelines, States shall have due regard to cables or pipelines already in 

position. In particular, possibilities of repairing existing cables or pipelines shall not be prejudiced.  

Article 80 

Artificial islands, installations and structures on the continental shelf 

Article 60 applies mutatis mutandis to artificial islands, installations and structures on the continental shelf.  

Article 81 

Drilling on the continental shelf 

The coastal State shall have the exclusive right to authorize and regulate drilling on the continental shelf for 

all purposes. 

Article 82 

Payments and contributions with respect to the exploitation of the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical 

miles 

1. The coastal State shall make payments or contributions in kind in respect of the exploitation of the non-

living resources of the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical miles from the baselines from which the breadth 

of the territorial sea is measured.  

2. The payments and contributions shall be made annually with respect to all production at a site after the 

first five years of production at that site. For the sixth year, the rate of payment or contribution shall be 1 per 

cent of the value or volume of production at the site. The rate shall increase by 1 per cent for each subsequent 
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year until the twelfth year and shall remain at 7 per cent thereafter. Production does not include resources 

used in connection with exploitation.  

3. A developing State which is a net importer of a mineral resource produced from its continental shelf is 

exempt from making such payments or contributions in respect of that mineral resource. 

4. The payments or contributions shall be made through the Authority, which shall distribute them to States 
Parties to this Convention, on the basis of equitable sharing criteria, taking into account the interests and 

needs of developing States, particularly the least developed and the land-locked among them.  

Article 83 

Delimitation of the continental shelf between States with opposite or adjacent coasts 

1. The delimitation of the continental shelf between States with opposite or adjacent coasts shall be effected 

by agreement on the basis of international law, as referred to in Article 38 of the Statute of the International 

Court of Justice, in order to achieve an equitable solution.  

2. If no agreement can be reached within a reasonable period of time, the States concerned shall resort to the 

procedures provided for in Part XV.  

3. Pending agreement as provided for in paragraph 1, the States concerned, in a spirit of understanding and 

cooperation, shall make every effort to enter into provisional arrangements of a practical nature and, during 

this transitional period, not to jeopardize or hamper the reaching of the final agreement. Such arrangements 

shall be without prejudice to the final delimitation.  

4. Where there is an agreement in force between the States concerned, questions relating to the delimitation 

of the continental shelf shall be determined in accordance with the provisions of that agreement. 

Article 84 

Charts and lists of geographical coordinates 

1. Subject to this Part, the outer limit lines of the continental shelf and the lines of delimitation drawn in 

accordance with article 83 shall be shown on charts of a scale or scales adequate for ascertaining their 

position. Where appropriate, lists of geographical coordinates of points, specifying the geodetic datum, may 

be substituted for such outer limit lines or lines of delimitation.  

2. The coastal State shall give due publicity to such charts or lists of geographical coordinates and shall 

deposit a copy of each such chart or list with the Secretary-General of the United Nations and, in the case of 

those showing the outer limit lines of the continental shelf, with the Secretary-General of the Authority.  

Article 85 

Tunnelling 

This Part does not prejudice the right of the coastal State to exploit the subsoil by means of tunnelling, 

irrespective of the depth of water above the subsoil. 

 

PART VIII 

REGIME OF ISLANDS 

Article 121 Regime of islands 

1. An island is a naturally formed area of land, surrounded by water, which is above water at high tide. 

 2. Except as provided for in paragraph 3, the territorial sea, the contiguous zone, the exclusive economic 

zone and the continental shelf of an island are determined in accordance with the provisions of this 

Convention applicable to other land territory.  

3. Rocks which cannot sustain human habitation or economic life of their own shall have no exclusive 

economic zone or continental shelf.  
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PART IX 

ENCLOSED OR SEMI-ENCLOSED SEAS 

Article 122 

Definition 

For the purposes of this Convention, "enclosed or semi-enclosed sea" means a gulf, basin or sea surrounded 
by two or more States and connected to another sea or the ocean by a narrow outlet or consisting entirely or 

primarily of the territorial seas and exclusive economic zones of two or more coastal States.  

Article 123 

Cooperation of States bordering enclosed or semi-enclosed seas States bordering an enclosed or semi-

enclosed sea should cooperate with each other in the exercise of their rights and in the performance of their 

duties under this Convention. To this end they shall endeavour, directly or through an appropriate regional 

organization: (a) to coordinate the management, conservation, exploration and exploitation of the living 

resources of the sea; (b) to coordinate the implementation of their rights and duties with respect to the 

protection and preservation of the marine environment; (c) to coordinate their scientific research policies and 

undertake where appropriate joint programmes of scientific research in the area; (d) to invite, as appropriate, 

other interested States or international organizations to cooperate with them in furtherance of the provisions 

of this article. 

 

PART XV 

SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES 

SECTION 1. 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Article 279 

Obligation to settle disputes by peaceful means States Parties shall settle any dispute between them 

concerning the interpretation or application of this Convention by peaceful means in accordance with Article 

2, paragraph 3, of the Charter of the United Nations and, to this end, shall seek a solution by the means 

indicated in Article 33, paragraph 1, of the Charter.  

Article 280 

Settlement of disputes by any peaceful means chosen by the parties 

Nothing in this Part impairs the right of any States Parties to agree at any time to settle a dispute between 

them concerning the interpretation or application of this Convention by any peaceful means of their own 

choice.  

Article 281 

Procedure where no settlement has been reached by the parties 

1. If the States Parties which are parties to a dispute concerning the interpretation or application of this 

Convention have agreed to seek settlement of the dispute by a peaceful means of their own choice, the 

procedures provided for in this Part apply only where no settlement has been reached by recourse to such 

means and the agreement between the parties does not exclude any further procedure.  

2. If the parties have also agreed on a time-limit, paragraph 1 applies only upon the expiration of that time-

limit. 

Article 282 

Obligations under general, regional or bilateral agreements 

If the States Parties which are parties to a dispute concerning the interpretation or application of this 

Convention have agreed, through a general, regional or bilateral agreement or otherwise, that such dispute 
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shall, at the request of any party to the dispute, be submitted to a procedure that entails a binding decision, 

that procedure shall apply in lieu of the procedures provided for in this Part, unless the parties to the dispute 

otherwise agree.  

Article 283 

Obligation to exchange views 

1. When a dispute arises between States Parties concerning the interpretation or application of this 

Convention, the parties to the dispute shall proceed expeditiously to an exchange of views regarding its 

settlement by negotiation or other peaceful means.  

2. The parties shall also proceed expeditiously to an exchange of views where a procedure for the settlement 

of such a dispute has been terminated without a settlement or where a settlement has been reached and the 

circumstances require consultation regarding the manner of implementing the settlement. 

Article 284 

Conciliation 

1. A State Party which is a party to a dispute concerning the interpretation or application of this Convention 

may invite the other party or parties to submit the dispute to conciliation in accordance with the procedure 

under Annex V, section 1, or another conciliation procedure.  

2. If the invitation is accepted and if the parties agree upon the conciliation procedure to be applied, any party 

may submit the dispute to that procedure.  

3. If the invitation is not accepted or the parties do not agree upon the procedure, the conciliation proceedings 

shall be deemed to be terminated.  

4. Unless the parties otherwise agree, when a dispute has been submitted to conciliation, the proceedings may 

be terminated only in accordance with the agreed conciliation procedure. 

Article 285 

Application of this section to disputes submitted pursuant to Part XI 

This section applies to any dispute which pursuant to Part XI, section 5, is to be settled in accordance with 

procedures provided for in this Part. If an entity other than a State Party is a party to such a dispute, this 

section applies mutatis mutandis. 

Article 288 

Jurisdiction 

1. A court or tribunal referred to in article 287 shall have jurisdiction over any dispute concerning the 

interpretation or application of this Convention which is submitted to it in accordance with this Part. 

 2. A court or tribunal referred to in article 287 shall also have jurisdiction over any dispute concerning the 

interpretation or application of an international agreement related to the purposes of this Convention, which 

is submitted to it in accordance with the agreement.  

3. The Seabed Disputes Chamber of the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea established in 

accordance with Annex VI, and any other chamber or arbitral tribunal referred to in Part XI, section 5, shall 

have jurisdiction in any matter which is submitted to it in accordance therewith.  

4. In the event of a dispute as to whether a court or tribunal has jurisdiction, the matter shall be settled by 

decision of that court or tribunal. 
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PART XVI  

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Article 300 

Good faith and abuse of rights 

States Parties shall fulfil in good faith the obligations assumed under this Convention and shall exercise the 
rights, jurisdiction and freedoms recognized in this Convention in a manner which would not constitute an 

abuse of right. 

Article 301 

Peaceful uses of the seas 

In exercising their rights and performing their duties under this Convention, States Parties shall refrain from 

any threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any State, or in any other 

manner inconsistent with the principles of international law embodied in the Charter of the United Nations. 

Article 302 Disclosure of information Without prejudice to the right of a State Party to resort to the procedures 

for the settlement of disputes provided for in this Convention, nothing in this Convention shall be deemed to 

require a State Party, in the fulfilment of its obligations under this Convention, to supply information the 

disclosure of which is contrary to the essential interests of its security.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: www.un.org/depts/los/convention_agreements/texts/unclos_e.pdf.  

http://www.un.org/depts/los/convention_agreements/texts/unclos_e.pdf
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